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ABSTRACT
CREATING MATHENSTEIN: EXPLORING THE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF MATHEMATICAL IDENTITY FOR K–12 STUDENTS
by
AKHENATEN HOTEP AMUN
Under the Direction of Dr. David W. Stinson

Research and scholarship in mathematics education address a variety of concepts that
benefit students and influences the pedagogy of educators responsible for improving student
learning and achievement. Recently, mathematics education researchers have investigated the
effects and outcomes of instructional practices (e.g., Shirvani, 2009), technology integration
(e.g., Wachira & Keengwe, 2011), the revision or modernization of standards and content
development (e.g., Thomas & Edson, 2015), achievement gaps (e.g., Flores, 2007), science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) educational initiatives (e.g., Stohlmann,
Moore, McClelland, & Roehrig, 2011), student achievement or performance (e.g., Harwell, Post,
Medhanie, Dupuis, & LeBeau, 2013), and student growth (Betebenner, 2009). Experiences as a
student and throughout my 12-year teaching career have influenced my belief that student
engagement, performance, and achievement associated with the aforementioned facets of
mathematics education research are dependent on a student’s mathematical identity: (a) belief in
her or his ability to engage and be successful in mathematics; (b) belief in the utility, value, and
significance of mathematics in relation to her or his personal and cultural identity; and (c) her or
his experiences with K–12 mathematics both inside and outside the classroom (Martin, 2000).
To explore the construction and development of mathematical identity, Afrocentricity
(e.g., Asante, 1983) and analytic autoethnography (e.g., R. Anderson, 2006) were used to study
my personal experiences and the shared experiences with my participants from our time as
students in elementary, middle, and high school. The goal of this study was to identify the

practices, policies, and experiences related to the components of our mathematical identities to
better understand how to assist students in the construction and development of their own
positive mathematical identities. An analysis of the data revealed that school culture, engagement
with mathematics beyond the classroom, and connections between content in K–12 mathematics
and related outcomes after graduation are essential to establishing experiences that prepare
students for a lifetime of numbers, calculations, estimations, mathematical reasoning, and a
variety of mathematics related phenomena. Implications for students, parents, teachers,
administrators, counselors, and others involved with the K–12 experiences of students are
discussed.

INDEX WORDS: Afrocentricity, Analytic autoethnography, African Diaspora, Mathematical
identity
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CHAPTER 1
THE BRIEFING
The Problem, Rationale, and Significance of the Inquiry
In 2014, after discussing a policy issue with classmates near the conclusion of one of my
evening graduate courses, I realized that my research needed to address the policy, legislation,
and pedagogy associated with mathematics in K–12 schools.1 That discussion with my
classmates was about the goals and expectations associated with the State of Georgia’s waiver
for requirements associated with the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act (2011). I was
bothered and disappointed by the level of underperformance that was allowed and expected in
schools across the state for students who were to take the Georgia statewide assessments.
According to the waiver, after 5 years of implementation, schools would be labeled effective or
successful when their student populations who identify as African American perform at levels
lower than their White and Asian peers (see Figure 1). Why would the Georgia Department of
Education rationalize goals that positioned African American students as the lowest achieving
subgroup of the K–12 student population of students on mathematics assessments that would be
administered 5 years into the future? Why would any individual or group of students be allowed
to underperform on any assessment when compared to their peers? Why were the achievement
goals not the same for all students, despite their racialized position, their ethnicity, or their
“genetic” inheritance (Devlin, 2000)? I concluded that the perspectives and ideologies of the
authors and contributors to the waiver request were not motivated to increase the student

1

Throughout this dissertation, policy and legislation appear together but have separate meanings. Policy refers to
rules and expectations that are set by teachers, schools, and school districts. Policy is more associated with opinion,
personal belief, and social or cultural norms. Legislation refers to policies that is more effectively described as laws
which may result in criminal or civil penalties for a lack of adherence and conformity.
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achievement of every student. My self-assigned task was to construct a research study that
enabled me to challenge the myths about students whom I resemble, students with immense
potential who were prescribed a badge of intellectual inferiority due to the complexion of their
skin or their socioeconomic, sociopolitical position. As first mentioned in my comprehensive
examination, my work is rooted in the occupation of engaging with assaults on and against
humanitarianism in education by Eurocentrics, Eurocentrism, and other elements in White
institutional spaces 2 that perpetuate continuous hegemony. In this study, I address the lowered
0F

expectations for African American students in Georgia and around the country (Berry, 2008;
Carbonado & Covay, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1997; Lattimore, 2005; Stinson, 2006, 2013) by
suggesting an authentic and meaningful considerations on the mathematical identity of students
in K–12 mathematics.
Georgia Performance Goals Per the NCLB Waiver for
Mathematics I / Coordinate Algebra
100
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Black

2016-7
Mixed / Multi-Racial

Figure 1. A display of performance goals for students enrolled in Mathematics I or
Coordinate Algebra in high school (Georgia Department of Education, 2011).

2

According to Martin (2013), White institutional spaces are by the disproportionate representation of Whites and the
exclusion of people of color, the implementation of practices and policies that are characteristic of a White racial
frame (Feagin, 2013), the existence of curriculum created by White elites with non-inclusive practices in mind, and
the belief or projection of belief that all that exists—in policy, practice, and outcomes—is neutral, impartial, and
unconnected to slavery and racism.
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After deciding what topics interested me for my dissertation research, I decided to
reevaluate the policy and legislation associated with K–12 mathematics at the state level. I
wanted to determine if the framework and ideology associated with decisions in the past have
changed or improved over a 2- to 3-year period. During my review of recent policy, I discovered
Georgia’s plan for meeting the expectations of the federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) –
Educating Georgia’s Future (EGF): Georgia’s State Plan for the Every Student Succeeds Act.
The EGF proposed a variety of goals and targets associated with the expectations and
achievement of students with long-term goals that are required to close the “achievement gap”
between subgroups of students by at least 45% over a 15-year period (Georgia Department of
Education, 2017).
As with the Georgia waiver for No Child Left Behind (NCLB) (Georgia Department of
Education, 2011), I found issue with the expectations of students who identify as African
American as compared to their peers. I agree that the policy and expectations associated with
closing the achievement gap in the waiver request were promising and progressive; however, the
new goals were no different from the baseline data and goals set 7 years ago. At a distance, when
evaluating performance data on assessments, students who identify as Black or African
American underperform when compared as a group to other subgroups of the K–12 student
population. Moreover, after a total of 22 years of educational practice, innovation, research, and
discovery, students who identify as Black or African American can underperform their peers by
6–19 percentage points on the end-of-course assessments in high school (see Figure 2). Based on
the FTE data collected in October of 2017, African American students represented 36% of the
student population across the state of Georgia. If the percentage of African American students
remains the same over the next 15 years, without change to the expectations in EGF (or similar
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legislation), approximately 220,000 African American students out of 1,800,000 total students
will be allowed to underperform as compared to their White, Asian, or Hispanic peers (Georgia
Department of Education, 2017). How can such policy or legislation exist? How can educators
accept policy that rationalizes under-performance and failure for a single student … or 220,000?
As in war, the sheer volume of students allowed to fail would be synonymous with collateral
damage or casualties of education. There is no Purple Heart for students failed (or neglected) by
the education machine. Neither mathematics educators nor the totality of the educational
enterprise should allow or accept underperformance for any individual or group of students,
under any circumstance. Success, growth, and achievement should be a non-negotiable for all
educators and stakeholders.
Georgia's State Level Goals of Achievement for ELA and
Mathematics for High School Students in 2032
100
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73.34

67.22

40
20
0
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Black

Hispanic
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Figure 2. A display of achievement goals for all students in Georgia by year 2032 (Georgia
Department of Education, 2017).
Below I share the two research questions that guided this inquiry. Following the research
questions, I provide overviews of (a) the literature that supported the inquiry, (b) the theoretical
perspectives that framed the inquiry, and (c) the methodology that guided the methods of data
collection, analysis, and representation.
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1. What experiences both inside and outside the mathematics classroom have influenced
my beliefs in my ability to engage and be successful in mathematics?
2. What experiences, practices, or policies determine the utility, value, and significance
of mathematics in the construction and development of my mathematical identity?
Overview of Literature: What is Mathematical Identity?
A few years ago, I attended an awards assembly in response to an invitation from one of
my students who was receiving a top honor as a member of an academic club at my school. After
the student was awarded the certificate, she gave a short speech to acknowledge me, her guest of
honor. In her speech, she spoke about her thoughts during our first meeting at Open House the
year before. “At first glance, I did not expect to learn anything from Mr. Amun” (personal
communication, April 25, 2014). According to Alexis, 3 I was her second African American
1F

teacher and her first African American mathematics teacher. By default, based merely on
appearance and associated stereotypes, I was unable to teach her anything new in mathematics.
Alexis’ conclusion at the time was not based on the opinions of her peers, whom I may have
taught the year before, or the quality of my resume. Alexis saw an African American man who
was challenged with the task of teaching her mathematics (see Figure 3).
A few days after the ceremony, I had a brief conversation with Alexis about her speech
and the letter. She and I discussed what may have influenced her opinions about me, how her
opinions about me changed over time, and the likelihood that others shared the same or similar
opinions about teachers of color or other minorities in different content areas. I remember
leaving our chat with the opinion that she gained a considerable amount of wisdom about life,

Instead of using the student’s name, I used a pseudonym in this instance and for other individuals throughout my
dissertation to ensure the confidentiality of the identity of my participants.
3
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her own prejudices, and my abilities to teach (her) mathematics well. What she did not know was
that her letter and statement confirmed my rationale for this dissertation study. I concluded that
her opinions or disposition toward me and mathematics were probably a component or derivative
of her own mathematical identity.
Dear Mr. Amun,
I will never forget you or the impact you have had on my life. I first
met you at open house my eleventh-grade year. I never had a male
Black math teacher, and I was sure I wasn’t going to learn much in
your class. Stereotypical? I know. I never knew how negative I was
being towards the accomplishments of my own race. However, I
learned way more in your class than I have learned in my former
classes. You teach understanding, meaning, and recall. You did not
only impart knowledge of math, you also taught life lessons. You
have always given me something to think about it and encourage your
students to stay on the right path. You were an adult to whom I
trusted and looked towards for guidance.
Thank you for everything.
Figure 3. The student presented this letter in a plaque following a speech made at an awards
assembly on April 25, 2014.
For the remainder of this chapter, the Briefing, I provide an overview of each of the
remaining chapters. In the first section of Chapter 2, the literature review, I provide a review and
analysis of existing scholarship on mathematical identity and the ancillary concepts, constructs,
and theory that support my interpretation of mathematical identity. I also provide a critical
review of significant literature on mathematical identity. I engage in reflection and a discussion
about the potential of mathematical identity based on my goals related to this study and my
recommendations about the potential for research and future scholarship on mathematical
identity to influence change in the teaching and learning of mathematics (K–12).
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Overview of Theoretical Framework: Why Afrocentricity?
While completing the requirements for my PhD, it was expected that I take at least one
class on the sociology of education. After 2 years into my PhD program, some of my peers in the
sociology courses doubted that I was a mathematics education major. I was enrolled in so many
courses that dealt with the sociology of education for African American students that
mathematics education took a back-seat for a few semesters although I remained anchored to the
scholarship in mathematics education written by scholars like Gutiérrez (2000, 2013), Martin
(2000, 2006, 2009a, 2009b), Martin and Gholson (2012), Skovsmose (1994), Stinson (2004,
2006, 2008, 2013), Tate and Rousseau (2002), and others (see Appendix A). My review of the
literature referenced above and the discoveries and realizations in the sociology courses
motivated my decisions to investigate the influence of the K–12 experience on performance and
the success of students—specifically, the construction and development of mathematical identity.
I hypothesized about the reasons, causes, and factors for the underperformance or variable
performance that existed for students of color when compared to their peers. I rationalized that
expectations and goals set by decision-makers, policy makers, administrators, and faculty
resulted in practices that allowed for underperformance to persist if there was progress, even
minimal progress, toward a common goal. I saw a need to communicate that in some cases
students of color underperform their peers on high-stakes or standardized assessments; I also saw
a need to make it clear that this difference in performance among student populations is not
generalizable. Underperformance of African American students is not a truth with capital “T.”
The “aha moment” occurred for me in one of my sociology courses when the professor, Dr.
Joyce King, replied to a comment I made regarding the scholastic and social achievement of
African American students. The rationale for my thinking rested on my personal achievements:
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“If I were able to be successful, to overcome the level of adversity and systemic oppression
which I endured, surely anyone could.” Her reply, “You must be one of the types who believes
that people [of color] can pull themselves up by their bootstraps” (J. E. King, personal
communication, February 2011). My immediate response: “Yes!”
Until that point in my life, at the end of a rhetorical question that branded itself onto my
mind, I did not consider that my position as an African American man influenced my position on
issues related to the learning or teaching of mathematics (Jett, 2011; Martin, 2009a). I did not
understand the causes or factors associated with the disparities that existed in the representation
of African Americans in upper-division level mathematics courses at the undergraduate and
graduate levels (Berry, 2008; Borum & Walker, 2012). I did not realize how the same disparities
influenced the interpretations of students and their dispositions toward others when learning or
teaching mathematics (Martin, 2007). I knew that racism existed, but I did not understand the
complexity of such an ideology, and I was oblivious about how I was positioned or my
(complicit) role within this system.4 During that phase of my life, on the continuum of
consciousness (Freire, 1968/2010), I would have considered the subgroup performance targets or
long-term goals found in responses to federal educational legislation—for example, NCLB and
ESSA (Georgia Department of Education, 2011, 2017)—as necessary measures in our current
education culture.
NCLB and similar policies enabled educators, like me, to establish measurable goals and
other objectives designed to close the achievement gap and align with our state mandated

4

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, I plead guilty. I have been complicit in accepting the content and context of
mathematics since my earliest experiences in public school at Walker Elementary. Even in times of working against
the psychological and epistemological conditioning I experienced, there have been challenges overcoming the sheer
weight and influence of Eurocentric norms and hegemony in mathematics, teaching, and in my daily life.
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evaluation system for individual educators and the scoring system for both schools and school
districts. Ashamedly, for approximately 30 years of my life, I was conscious, but lacked critical
consciousness (Freire, 1968/2010); I was not racist, but I was a dysconscious racist (King, 1991).
I subconsciously operated with a White racial frame (Feagin, 2013) that influenced my thinking
and interpretation of everything I experienced in life—in school and not. I was not the worst
math educator on the planet; however, I lacked the ability to affect real change in my profession
due to my lack of perspective, a misguided centeredness, and a misaligned location (Asante,
1983, 1987, 1991, 2003) when engaged within the discourses and pedagogy related to the
teaching and learning of mathematics for African Americans (Kershaw, 2003).5 I soon realized
that everything I considered to be appropriate, positive, and progressive championed by the
psychological and social engineering that perpetuate the ideological symptoms of a Eurocentric
hegemony or the White racial frame. If I were (subconsciously) biased toward my position as a
racialized being, then what about other students, teachers, parents, administrators, students, or
teachers?
Alexis’s words (see Figure 2) and the verification of my interpretation of her statement
found in the letter she wrote, reified the words of Professor King. Alexis’s words were
characteristic of the unfortunate de-centeredness and dis-location of an African American
woman speaking on the potential for excellence of a fellow African American responsible for
teaching her high school mathematics (Asante, 1987; 1990). Why did she believe that I was
unable to teach her pre-calculus? It is my belief that she was socially and culturally conditioned,
up to that point in her life, to have such a disposition toward me because of my Blackness

5

I hope to be as successful with changing mathematics or mathematics education as Abdulalim Abdullah Shabazz,
PhD.
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(Beady & Hansell, 1981; Dee, 2004; Ehrenberg, Goldhaber, & Brewer, 1995; Milner, 2003;
Sheehan & Marcus, 1977). What made me so different, so unable or unqualified to teach her
anything in mathematics? Was she alone? Were similar dispositions influencing the approach
and engagement for other students?
I needed to write about the teaching of learning mathematics from the perspective of an
African American—my perspective and the perspective of others. I needed to write about my
students who were also African American with the intention to motivate them and other students
toward success in mathematics across the African Diaspora to ensure their success with
endeavors that are related to mathematics (Dei, 1994). In a calculated move, I decided to engage
in an “intellectual game” (Asante, 1987, p. 167) by representing myself in an act of violence
against what many consider to be normalcy. I refused to use the language of the oppressor by
using Afrocentricity as my weapon of choice (my theoretical framework). Temple (2010)
referred to the act of “rejecting Eurocentric language” (p. 128) as a Sankofan practice.
Afrocentricity (1987) enables me to “introduce new ground… [in an attempt to] achieve the
extreme dimensions of the protest medium” (p. 115).
In Chapter 3, I begin with a literature review of scholarship that influenced my decision
to use Afrocentricity as a theoretical framework. I also provide scholarship that influenced my
interpretation or definition of Afrocentricity based on the scholarship and work of Molefi Asante
(e.g., 1987, 1990, 1991, 2003) and other scholars. The second part of the chapter is a discussion
of the elements of Afrocentricity that were evident during the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of the data from my research. The third section of the chapter includes a discussion
and my perspective about the future and potential of Afrocentricity as a theoretical framework
for research and practice in mathematics education.
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Overview of Methodology: What is Analytic Autoethnography?
My position as an African American mathematics teacher is a significant part of my
(mathematical) identity (Jett, 2011), my approach to my profession, how I engage with others,
and influences the message I hope to communicate to individuals I encounter or dialogue with
every day. Mystory needs to be told and shared with educators and their students across the
United States and throughout the world—especially those who learn and teach mathematics.
Like Murphy (2001) who identified a lack of personal experiences or the social life of
paraplegics with the goal of improving our understanding of their experience and related
phenomena, I identified a lack of personal experiences and the educational experience for
African Americans learning and doing mathematics in the K–12 setting (Holman-Jones, 2005).
As always, I wanted to use my life, the experiences and knowledge that I gained as a student and
a teacher, as a foundation for investigating the issues related to achievement in K–12
mathematics for the students who I teach, students like me (DeBerry-Spence, 2010). Below, I
provide a detailed explanation of why I decided to use autoethnography, specifically, analytic
autoethnography to act as both the journey and destination 6 of lived experience and the
2F

interpretation of related data.
My first experience with autoethnography was in my second qualitative methodology
course. A major assignment for the course involved everyone being placed into groups that were
determined by the professor. Each group was expected to read, to summarize, and to present
individual and shared interpretations of the autoethnographic research they were assigned. My
group was assigned Writing in the San/d (Tomaselli, 2007), a collaborative autoethnography
written by a group of scholars about their shared experiences in South Africa. While reading this

6

Destination in this sense is like a limit in calculus––never reaching, never exact.
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edited book, it was a challenge to understand the various narratives of authors who possessed a
strong familiarity with the methodology and the cultures that were the focus of their study
(Ebron, 2009). When presenting the book with the group I, unlike my colleagues, refrained from
making negative comments about the text and my opinions about autoethnography. I remember
including in my written summary and when speaking to the class that any opinions about the
book, the cultures that were the focus of the research or the methodology used for the study,
would be impartial and inaccurate. For a few semesters this experience, like many others, served
as a reference point for a future, culminating project for me by allowing me to use different
qualitative methodologies to study phenomena I found interest in learning more about. Overtime
I slowly realized that methodologies are more than frameworks used to guide research.
Methodologies are the motivations (Schwandt, 2009), the rationale and justification (Carter &
Little, 2007), and the lens through which a researcher sees the study unfolding (Greene, 2006)
from data collection to analysis, interpretation, and representation.
Whichever methodology I decided to use for my dissertation study required a unique or
non-traditional way to conduct research that was personal, progressive, and purposeful for me
and students across the African Diaspora 7 I needed to produce scholarship that validated my
.F

.

experience as a student and teacher over the years. I needed to conduct research and produce
scholarship that would be a catalyst for changing the pedagogies associated with the teaching and
learning for African Americans (Asante, 1983, 1987, 1990, 1991, 1993, 2003; Chang, 2008;
Denzin, 2014) and not a tool for inconsequential or immaterial scholarship that empowers,
emboldens, and enables traditions or practices that plague our schools and traumatize students.

7

The African Diaspora represents the people of African descent around the world who share genetics and genetic
markers and characteristics but have cultures and experiences that may vary tremendously.
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Once I was promoted to instructional mathematics coach at Stockbridge High School, I realized
how coincidence proved to be more than an outcome and the result of chance. I was now in a
position of leadership charged with improving the achievement of students with whom I
identified with in more ways than one.
I had to write about my experience—the story of my life as a student and teacher. I grew
up as a student in an urban school district with a high percentage of students who were receiving
free or reduce priced meals in elementary through high school. I enjoyed a love for mathematics
that never wavered through my career as a mathematics educator, now 313 years and counting.
As an African American mathematics teacher, I am a complete member (R. Anderson, 2006) of
the population, culture, and the context at the focus of my study. In an act of violence against
academic and pedagogic colonialism (Brewer, 1986), I provide an alternative to the popular
narrative about individuals who share my cultural and physical characteristics and are learning
mathematics.8 Now is the chance for a complete member of a culture subjected to a subordinate
or inferior position amongst subgroups of the larger, domestic and global, population of Western
culture to represent himself and others of the African Diaspora using my epistemic right or
epistemological privilege (Ebron, 2009). 9 As the researcher, a student, a teacher, an
F

administrator, a policy maker, an educational connoisseur (Eisner, 1979; Eiser, 1976), and an
educational critic (Eisner, 1979; Eiser, 1976), I use analytic autoethnography to share mystory as
an African American doing, learning, and teaching mathematics.

8

My guilty plea applies here too. My guilty plea applies here too.

According to Griffith (1998), epistemological privilege is the manifestation of an individual’s location, familiarity,
and subjectivities providing insight to and influences on situations, contexts, and scenarios where their participation
and contribution is required. I have a right to choose and believe any and everything considering the history of being
forced to adopt a Eurocentric lens.
9
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In Chapter 4, I provide a review of literature on analytic autoethnography that enables me
to define and apply analytic autoethnography as my methodology. I then provide a review of
literature on methods that support my interpretation and application of analytic autoethnography
while simultaneously collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the data for my dissertation. The
third section includes a discussion of the literature associated with the discoveries and
developments that are associated with my application of analytic autoethnography while
collecting and analyzing my data. I conclude the chapter with a discussion about the potential for
analytic autoethnography to be used as a methodology in future research.
My Lexicon: My Interpretation of Key Concepts and Constructs

5F

I am providing a list of terms, concepts, and constructs that are found throughout my
dissertation study to assist readers with an understanding of my lexicon to aid with the
interpretation of my writing. My interpretation of the following concepts and constructs is not an
attempt to discredit or question their existence or presence in current scholarship wherein they
are referenced, but I am acting to formalize their use and alignment with my research, analysis,
and interpretation. Although the goal for this section is to provide details, concepts, and
constructs used throughout my dissertation, this list is not exhaustive.
Achievement gap – The achievement gap represents the spread (or gap) in “standardized”
performance between students who identify as Black or White on standardized or highstakes assessments (Bol & Berry, 2005; Chambers, 2009; Flores, 2007; Harris, 2008).
African Diaspora – The African Diaspora represents “millions of peoples of African
descent living in various societies” (Palmer, 2018, p. 217) around the world, in almost
every country, sharing “an emotional bond with one another and with their ancestral
continent” (p. 217).
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African in America – An African in America represents individuals who historically
have identified as Black, African American, or similar tags based on the complexion of
their skin, physical features, and genetic association to a subgroup of the American
population from the African continent. 10
6F

Centeredness – Centeredness represents the reference point and ideology of an individual
that situates their actions based on the influence(s) of Africa and African culture (Turner
& Asante, 2002).
Mathematical identity – Mathematical identity is a fluid disposition toward mathematics
influenced by a myriad of experiences and opinions related to an individual’s ability to
learn and use mathematics successfully.
The Briefing: The Outline of My Dissertation
In addition to this chapter, Chapter 1: The Briefing, and the three chapters previously
highlighted—Chapter 2: Literature Review, Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework, and Chapter 4:
Methodology—there are two additional chapters: Chapter 5: Data Analysis and Interpretation,
and Chapter 6: Summary, Challenges, and Suggestions. In Chapter 5, I write about the shared
experiences between my participants and me at various stages of our educational experiences
(K–12). In Chapter 6 I provide a summary and a discussion about the challenges associated with
this study. I also provide recommendations for readers, educators, and students and their
families. I write about my interpretation of data, discoveries that have the potential for changing
pedagogical practice and educational policy, and possibilities for future research that I or others

10

I created the term based on my intent to exercise my right and privilege of creating different terminologies and
discourses related to the experience of members of the African Diaspora here in the United States of America.
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may engage in who have an interest in mathematical identity and improving the state of
mathematics education.

CHAPTER 2
WHAT IS A MATHEMATICAL IDENTITY?
Introducing Mathematical Identity and Related Literature
I begin this chapter with my interpretation of mathematical identity based on a synthesis
of the popular scholarship and other interpretations in mathematics education. The second
section consists of ancillary constructs that I identify as both crucial to my interpretation of
mathematical identity and characteristic of the different perspectives on mathematical identity
that exist across the existing literature: the four faces of mathematical identity, macro and micro
identity, normative and personal identity, disciplinary and conceptual identity, leading activity
and leading identity, and the robust and fragile mathematical identity framework. The third
section of this chapter is a review of literature and an analysis of concepts, constructs, and
additional scholarship that I consider essential to my interpretation of mathematical identity.
Finally, I identity gaps in the literature and scholarship on mathematical identity that my
dissertation research aims to address.
What is Mathematical Identity?
There is a significant amount of scholarship that focuses on stereotyping and the
marginalization of people of color using race-neutral or “politically correct” jargon. This
scholarship suggests that the poor performance or low achievement of African American
populations in mathematics are the result of innate cognitive issues (Kim & Hocevar, 1998),
individual failure (Catsambis & Beveridge, 2001), or factors beyond the control of the student
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(Moody, 2004) or school (Yan & Lin, 2005). Bonilla-Silva (2006) stated that such literature and
frameworks associated with the ideologies that promote these discourses are fueled by a goal to
naturalize various forms of prejudice while perpetuating the derivatives of a White racial frame
(Feagin, 2013). I intentionally avoid the catch-22 scenario of engaging with the discourses in
mathematics education by choosing not to focus on the influence of race on achievement
because I firmly believe that race (as a socially constructed biological identity marker) does not
have as much of an impact on a student’s potential and the development of a student’s
mathematical identity as does their experience in the classroom, at home or in the community
(Martin, 2000; Stinson, 2004).
Approaches to research related to race and racism suggest that African Americans need to
be raised to the level of excellence that is characteristic of their White or Asian peers (Hsin &
Xie, 2014). I suggest a counter-narrative (Ladson-Billings, 1998). My work is aimed at creating
the best experience for my students that enables them to develop a robust (McGee, 2015) and
positive mathematical identity. I argue that race, ethnicity, and any biological or social factor
beyond the control of students and schools are not the only factors that have an impact on the
learning that occurs in mathematics classrooms as proposed (Martin, 2006, 2009a; Nasir, 2016).
I have identified components of mathematical identity that are associated with (a) a student’s
belief in their ability to engage with and be successful with mathematics (Berry, 2008; Martin,
2000; Scott, 2001), (b) a student’s beliefs about the utility, value, and significance of
mathematics in relation to their personal and cultural identity (Berry, 2008; Martin, 2000; Nasir,
2002, 2016), and (c) a student’s experiences in the mathematics classroom (Anderson, 2007;
Martin, 2000, 2006).
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For educators, knowledge of the construction and development of mathematical identity
of students is crucial in the teaching and learning of mathematics due to the need for educators to
understand how experiences and practices influence student commitment, buy-in, and their
intrinsic motivations to learn (Bishop, 2012; Nasir & McKinney de Royston, 2013). In the
following section, I present concepts and constructs found in education, psychology, and
sociology scholarship that have influenced my interpretation of mathematical identity and the
collection, analysis, and interpretation of data for my dissertation study. I decided that presenting
these concepts and constructs for mathematical identity first make the decision process
associated with my review of literature on mathematical identity more transparent and supports
the formalization of my interpretation of mathematical identity.
Mathematical Identity: Key Components
When the earliest writings on mathematical identity were produced, the related literature
was limited, vague, and ill-defined (Cobb, Gresalfi & Hodge, 2009; Sfard & Prusak, 2005). As
K–12 educators, we need a better understanding of how mathematical identities influence the
learning that occurs in mathematics classrooms if our goal is to improve the level of achievement
in mathematics for students (Skerett, 2012; Stodolsky, Salk, & Glaessner, 1991). To provide
more insight on the complicated development of mathematical identities, I provide a review of R.
Anderson’s (2007) four faces of mathematical identity; Wood’s (2013) macro- and microidentity; Cobb, Gresalfi, and Hodge’s (2009) normative and personal identity; Pickering’s (1995)
disciplinary and conceptual agency; Black, Williams, Hernandez-Martinez, Davis, Pampaka, and
Wake’s (2010) leading activity and leading identity; McGee’s (2015) robust and fragile
mathematical identity framework; and a brief summary on existing scholarship on mathematical
identity (Berry, 2008; Martin, 2000; Nasir & McKinney de Royston, 2013).
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The Four Faces of Mathematical Identity
R. Anderson’s (2007) article introduced me to the four faces of mathematical identity—
engagement, imagination, alignment, and nature. There were fourteen participants in his study.
The participants were enrolled in the eleventh and twelfth grade and attended a high school in the
pacific-northwest region of the United States. His participants provided feedback as it related to
the influence of the four faces of mathematical identity on their achievement and performance in
mathematics. Anderson presented the participants with surveys that elicited data regarding their
engagement with advanced-level mathematics courses in high school. He used participant
observation and semi-structured interviews to collect data from his students that contributed to
his scholarship.
The key face of identity in R. Anderson’s (2007) conceptualization was engagement.
Engagement refers to the academic and social experiences of students in the mathematics
classroom. Whether through active or passive involvement with the practice of doing
mathematics, students can determine how their individual experience measures up to full, partial,
or non-members of the dominant culture in the mathematics classroom (R. Anderson, 2006,
2007; Boaler & Greeno, 2000; Wenger, 1998). R. Anderson suggested that the development of a
mathematical identity depends on the intricacies of doing mathematics such as getting correct
answers quickly, using innovative and authentic instructional methods, implementing processes
and strategies that allow students to apply their knowledge, and evaluating a student’s ability to
follow the steps of an algorithm. Teachers and other individuals charged with the responsibility
of orchestrating the activities, assignments, and styles of instruction in mathematics classrooms
benefit students when they provide an environment, activities, resources, and experiences that
enable students to develop a positive mathematical identity.
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The second face of identity that R. Anderson (2007) presented was imagination. When
students engage in doing and learning mathematics their imagination enables them to see the
value of mathematics in the “real world.” Students who show evidence of imagination are not
restricted to the evaluation of algorithms but rather are able to approach authentic problems and
scenarios with confidence and a variety of methods. These students approach their mathematical
problems with a broad range of tools and mathematical knowledge to “make meaning on their
own” (p. 9) in concert with or by deviating from popular methods, strategies, and approaches. R.
Anderson argued that the imagination component of a student’s mathematical identity involves
understanding the utility of mathematics in everyday life, the fact that learning mathematics is a
requirement in school, and how mathematics can be used in their personal lives or professional
career. If the imagination face of mathematical identity is poorly developed, students are likely to
avoid enrolling and earning credit in higher-level mathematics courses in middle school, high
school, and college (R. Anderson, 2007; Berry, 2008; Martin, 2006; McGlamery & Mitchell,
2000; Nasir, McLaughlin & Jones, 2009). R. Anderson also mentioned that the imagination face
of mathematical identity is strongly influenced by the type of engagement students have with
mathematics.
Alignment is the third face of R. Anderson’s (2007) four faces of mathematical identity.
When students see the importance of learning concepts or enrolling in specific courses, their
outlook or willingness to follow a prescribed curriculum is aligned with that of the institution
they are members of or the school that they attend (Scager, et al., 2012). As students align with a
set of courses, expectations, or curriculum, students indicate that they are a specific type of
mathematician (R. Anderson, 2007). Students who elect to follow a curriculum that includes the
higher-level mathematics courses tend to self-identify as mathematically capable and foresee the
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importance and value of mathematics in their future (Domene, Socholotiuk, & Woitowicz, 2011;
Post et al., 2010; VanLeuvan, 2004; Wang, 2013). Conversely, students who choose to take the
route with minimal expectations tend not to see themselves as able to succeed with mathematics.
A student’s alignment with a set of expectations is dependent on the student’s imagination
regarding mathematics in the same way as a student’s imagination is dependent on their
engagement (R. Anderson).
The fourth and final face of R. Anderson’s (2007) framework of mathematical identity
relates to the nature of students—their gender, race, or any characteristic of a person or people
that is innate, inherited, or beyond their control (Gee, 2001). R. Anderson argued that the nature
component of mathematical identity has the least influence on a student’s ability to be successful
with mathematics. I agree without reserve. Unfortunately, due to the social relationships that are
found in schools and mathematics classrooms, there is a strong tendency for students, teachers,
and parents to reference a math gene (Devlin, 2000) as the root of all issues related to
performance or achievement with mathematics. As a mathematics teacher, it is also common to
hear students and parents reference or suggest that their race, ethnicity, or an innate ability to
successfully engage with mathematics as a justification or reason for their lack of commitment,
buy-in, or success with mathematics in elementary, middle, and high school (Jackson &
Leffingwell, 1999; Humphrey & Hourcade, 2010; Kloosterman & Clapp Cougan, 1994). With
acknowledgement and reference to Gee’s social theory of learning (2001) for students in
mathematics classrooms, R. Anderson stated that the conceptualization of the nature face of
mathematical identity is “maintained and reinforced through our engagement with others, in the
images we hold, or institutionalized in the requirements we must follow in the environments
where we interact” (p. 10). As R. Anderson contended, “mathematics has been created by the
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human brain... [therefore, mathematics] can be recreated and learned by other human brains” (p.
11).
The four faces of mathematics identity framework as proposed by R. Anderson (2007)
enables educators to understand that a student’s mathematical ability is the result of their
experiences in the mathematics classroom. Mathematical identity is never based solely on the
interpretation of one face in isolation. In fact, as R. Anderson asserts, mathematical identity is a
mesh of two and possibly three faces simultaneously with nature inaccurately and irresponsibly
labeled as the one face with the most influence on a student’s ability to be successful with
mathematics (Nasir & McKinney de Royston, 2013).
R. Anderson (2007) wrote the first article I found that eschewed the influence of race or
gender as a major influence on the construction and development of mathematical identity. The
faces of mathematical identity from his perspective assigns the onus of responsibility for
development of mathematical identity on the educators and institutions responsible for practice
and policies that influence the experiences of students in K–12 mathematics classrooms and
courses. R. Anderson suggested that the engagement face of identity be the focus of professional
development activities, scholarship, initiatives, and discourses intent on improving the state of
mathematics in K–12 schools.
Macro- and Micro-Identities of Learning Mathematics
According to Wood (2013) there is much to be learned “about the details of how
identities arise and unfold and their important connections to mathematical learning” (p. 775).
Wood’s research focused on the micro- and macro-identities of students learning mathematics.
Wood collected data while studying fourth-grade students for 6 weeks after observing
approximately 30 mathematics lessons. She specifically focused on the mathematical activities
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and positions of students and teachers during scheduled, periodic intervals during “moments of
explaining, stating solutions, exploring representations, making connections, calculating, or
counting, and considered what those activities” (p. 788) implied for everyone who was involved.
Wood developed the concepts of macro- and micro-identities to reference the intensity or impact
of experience on the construction and development of mathematical identities.
Macro-identities are stable, long-term conceptualizations of a student’s interpretation of
their mathematical experiences (Wood, 2013). Although Wood affirmed the importance of the
scholarship written by Berry (2008), Bishop (2012), Horn (2008), Langer-Osuna (2011), Martin
(2000, 2006), Skerett (2012), Stinson (2004), Thompson and Lewis (2005), Walker (2006), and
Yamakawa, Forman & Ansell (2009), she cautioned that generalized dispositions of engagement
in mathematics may be problematic due to the length of time between individual experiences and
the summarization of an individual’s position as a mathematician. Scholarship on mathematical
identity, Wood argued, needs to address the influence of daily events, experiences, and practices
in mathematics classrooms that enable educators to understand how changes in mathematical
identity occur in real-time. Students, parents, and educators who situate students as “one
particular kind of student” (p. 777) without reference to or an explanation of any deviations from
the macro-identity associated with learning and doing mathematics that occur over time miss the
opportunity to understand the daily experiences and interactions between or amongst students
and teachers. Wood contended: “In order to capture how identities are associated with learning,
researchers must study the construction and development of mathematical identities in relation to
[specific experiences and] moments of learning. Micro-identities [would be] ideal for this [type
of] analysis.” (p. 806).
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Wood (2013) claimed that the “close examination of moments of a lesson provides an
opportunity to not only zoom in on identity, but also to zoom in on learning and on the interplay
between the two phenomena” (p. 781). Analyzing instances or specific experiences for students
in mathematics classrooms with consideration of the identities that they align with enables
students, teachers, and individuals responsible for educating students to better understand the
effects and influences of pedagogy, methods, classroom environment, and the other intricacies of
teaching and learning mathematics. Bishop (2012) and Yamakawa (2009) shared that microidentities are not consistent and change over time through repetition or thickening (Holland &
Lave, 2001; Wortham, 2006). Through repetition and or an extended period, the process of
repetition or thickening, micro-identities become a student’s macro-identity (Langer-Osuna,
2011; Wood, 2013). I recommend that researchers who study mathematical identity acknowledge
the influence of both micro- and macro-identities. In the process of collecting data, researchers
are encouraged to collect data that provide more details about the experiences of students which
influence mathematical identity in current, immediate, or recent experiences and related contexts.
For instance, Bishop (2012) completed a study that examined the conversations and observations
between two students in a seventh-grade mathematics class. As mentioned in Bishop’s
conclusion, conversations, specific instances, and experiences in class influence the
interpretations of participating individuals. Bishop concluded that one bad experience when
learning or practicing mathematics can have a negative effect on the macro-identity of a student.
Understanding of the role of micro-identity or macro-identity in the construction and
development of mathematical identity enables educators to provide better and more beneficial
experiences and opportunities in mathematics classrooms.
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Normative and Personal Identity
Cobb, Gresalfi, and Hodge (2009) were motivated by the challenge to provide a more
concrete formulation of the conceptualization of mathematical identity. Cobb and colleagues
proposed a construct for analyzing mathematical identities based on data they collected from a
project that studied eighth-grade students in an Algebra I classroom. By using the constructs of
normative identity and personal identity, the researchers worked to evaluate the influence of
micro-cultures within a classroom and the identities enacted by individuals within the same
classrooms. Normative identity provides a synopsis of the type of mathematical learner that the
student is in terms of the student’s role in the mathematics classroom. Normative identity is a
more social, collective, or communal interpretation of identity or membership amongst the
participating group gauged on the context of a social, peer-related, or interpersonal experience.
Normative identity is also situated on a student making decisions based on the obligations
established by the teacher, the school, and other entities that are embedded in the culture of
mathematics classrooms. Personal identity describes the individual student as positioned in the
mathematics classroom based on their self-assigned identity to comply with, to resist, and
displaying what it means to know mathematics. The personal identity of a student influences
their normative identity when considering that their willingness and ability to conform to the
social expectations shared amongst members of the classroom is dependent on their willingness
to cooperate with the teacher or not.
Disciplinary and Conceptual Agency
Pickering (1995) wrote about how the distribution of authority in mathematics classes has
an impact on two types of agency that students exercise in the mathematics classroom—
conceptual agency and disciplinary agency. Conceptual agency relates to the choices that
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students make when applying their understanding of mathematical concepts. In classrooms
where practices are in place that reduce the level of autonomy for students, students are
unfamiliar with exercising conceptual agency and are unable to work independently (Pickering).
In classrooms where the authority to solve problems or transition from concept to concept rests
solely with the teacher, students follow a recipe or algorithm while engaging with mathematics
and lack the ability to apply their understanding of mathematics in unique, “real-world,” or
applied instances. For teachers of mathematics, and researchers interested in the development
and construction of mathematical identity, addressing the conceptual and disciplinary agency of
student populations is an important consideration for endeavors associated with teaching and
learning and future studies. Moreover, the goal of every experience in a mathematics classroom
should be to build and strengthen the conceptual agency of students.
Leading Activity and Leading Identity
Black, Williams, Hernandez-Martinez, Davis, Pampaka, and Wake (2010) investigated
the interplay between the aspirations or outlook of students enrolled in postsecondary
coursework that aligned with their plans. Using cultural historical activity theory and narrative
analysis, Black and colleagues built on the work of Aleksei N. Leont’ev (1975)—the pioneering
scholar on leading activity and leading identity. According to Black and colleagues (2010) and
Leont’ev (1975), there are reasons for students to engage in specific activities over other
activities that are related to the experiences that occur in mathematics classrooms. Leading
activities are the motivations for engaging in activities. Leading activities have immediate and
direct influence on the leading identity, details, or decisions that influence the establishment of
goals. Leading identities are an individual’s motives or self-prescribed positioning on a
continuum associated with his or her rationale or reasoning for engaging with mathematics
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(Black & Williams, 2013). Despite the student’s reasons or motivations for pursuing the leading
activity, the initial motivations, aspirations, or leading identity may change unexpectedly.
Whether change in the leading activity occurs or not, shifting of the leading identity that entails a
new set of hierarchical motives is always a possibility. Black claimed, “By seeking to
understand the particular motive or identity which may be leading for the student at a given point
in time, there is much to be gained in terms of offering tailored support and appropriate ways of
teaching and learning mathematics” (p. 71).
Robust and Fragile Mathematical Identity
McGee (2015) provided a framework for describing the mathematical identity of African
American and other individuals from marginalized populations who face challenges in
classrooms and schools around the world. McGee’s theory is based on qualitative work
conducted with 23 African American participants who were graduate-level engineering and
mathematics students. McGee’s robust and fragile mathematical identity established a system of
describing and understanding the actions of students in mathematics classrooms based on three
components: motivations to succeed, coping strategies, and dispositions associated with success.
McGee’s work is valuable to my research because of her efforts to formalize mathematical
identity.
McGee (2015) argued that African American students navigate a “racially tumultuous
terrain” (p. 601) bringing a fragile or robust resiliency to the experience and characteristics of
learning mathematics. A fragile mathematical identity represents the delicate nature of a
student’s interpretation and internalization of phenomena associated with learning. She shared
that a fragile mathematical identity is “driven by other people’s expectations” (p. 612) that are
usually based on parental expectations and demands or a student’s responses to mostly racial
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stereotypes. McGee developed the notion of a robust mathematical identity to represent a
methodical callousness that students must display regarding their experience with racialized
phenomena when learning mathematics. McGee stated that robust mathematical identities protect
individuals from the judgment of other people based on the pretense of race, gender, and other
social/physical characteristics. Robust mathematical identities are “internally motivated and
supplemented by emotionally healthy networks” (p. 606).
Commentary on the Literature Related to Mathematical Identity
In this section, I provide an evaluative analysis of the existing literature on mathematical
identity with an analysis or criticism of the key concepts that I presented in the previous section.
My analysis of literature, as presented and included in this literature review, is not intended to be
critical or exhaustive of the literature produced by the respective scholars. My goal is to
communicate the context and value of the included scholarship with the intention to establish the
purpose and value of my dissertation. The order for this literature is chronological by the year
that the scholarship was published with no regard to the significance of each document in
mathematics education research.
Martin (2000) provided a framework identifying the factors that influence the
achievement of African American students and the construction of student mathematical
identities. The key components in Martin’s framework are sociohistorical, community, school,
and intrapersonal factors that influence student experiences and the development of
mathematical identities. The sociohistorical component focuses on the social and historical
factors that influence the experience with mathematics for African American students. The
community component requires analysis of the shared dispositions toward mathematics by
parents and members of the larger community that students represent. At the community level,
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students are prone to “implicit and explicit messages” (p. 38) about the importance or lack
thereof of mathematics. At the school level, issues related to mathematics rest in the
administration’s approach to the teaching and learning of mathematics, the teacher’s beliefs
about mathematics, the teacher’s beliefs about the abilities of his or her students, and the shared
dispositions of mathematics amongst classes or student groups. The intrapersonal level of
Martin’s framework focused on the student’s internalizations of the other components. At this
level, researchers can identify how students determine what it means to know and do math. I
wonder if Martin studied the day-to-day experiences of students and the extent to which
engagement played a role in the development of mathematical identity for his participants. The
data collection and analysis of my study focused on specific experiences of my students (and
me), at the micro-level. I am interested in providing details related to the variations in
mathematical achievement rather than explaining why those same variations exist (Scott, 2001).
Berry (2008) wrote about the data collected from eight middle-school aged boys who
experienced success in mathematics. Using critical race theory and phenomenology, Berry
revisited the lived experiences of these young men who developed positive mathematical
identities. In seven of the eight cases, the young men expressed four promising components to
their positive mathematical identity. According to Berry, “they were motivated to succeed in
mathematics, expressed strong beliefs in their mathematical ability, engaged with a positive selfdefinition, and identified a teacher who expressed care, provided encouragement, and
motivation” (p. 481). For the one student who stated that mathematics was not his favorite
subject, he knew that understanding and being competent in mathematics was necessary to
accomplish his future goal to become an Air Force pilot. If given the opportunity to interview the
future pilot in Berry’s research, I would be interested in learning more about the leading
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activities and leading identities that were associated with his aspirations and experiences with
mathematics.
Nasir and McKinney de Royston (2013) reference a scenario in their study when
basketball players displayed characteristics of their mathematical identities:
Students were asked the mathematical questions about basketball; the players were
willing to share how they solved problems about average and percent in basketball. They
took up the position of the expert, or skilled member of a community of practice.... The
players were confident; they sat up straight and answered in relaxed, even vocal tones
demonstrating their alignment with that community of practice and their sense of
legitimacy in being its representative. But when they were asked to solve school
mathematics average and percent problems, players were visibly distressed. They shrunk
down in their seats; they hemmed and hawed; they told the researcher how poor they
were at mathematics.... These observations suggest that the players felt a strong sense of
identity and competence as basketball players, but perhaps not as mathematics students.
(p. 275)
For this study, did the students who were basketball players self-identify as
mathematically capable? R. Anderson’s (2013) engagement face of identity provides more
information that enables readers to better understand why the students responded the way they
did to the questions that were not related to basketball. It is also important for educators and
researchers to understand the level of agency students exercise in their classes. To classify a
group of students as basketball players is problematic and confusing to me (Bonnett &
Carrington, 2000). Are basketball players different from other types of students? Labeling a
student as a basketball player negates and dismisses their identity and responsibility as a student
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by positioning basketball at the forefront of their identity, responsibility, and achievements as a
student when basketball is an extra-curricular activity—secondary to everything academic. I am
also troubled using the title “basketball player” for all players as a tag or label that suggests they
have trouble with math problems even though there may be variability in their personal
achievements with mathematics and their individual mathematical identities.
All students can learn mathematics. As R. Anderson (2007) stated, if a human brain
created mathematics, other human brains can learn it. The problem is educators are too often
conditioning students to think that they cannot learn mathematics for reasons that I have yet to
identify in the existing educational scholarship or throughout the educational culture at the
schools and districts across the state of Georgia. Students who have a stigma or negative identity
toward mathematics create compounding negative effects for students, their families, and the
communities within proximity to their schools. As educators, our pedagogy improves when we
value our impact and the influence we have on students who eventually grow up, start families of
their own, become teachers and sometimes our co-workers who influence a new generation of
youth (Bekdemir, 2010; Bibby, 2002). When the negative dispositions toward mathematics for
parents and teachers do not change, they fuel the perpetual development of negative
mathematical identities for their children and students. Unfortunately, a cyclic contempt for
mathematics is fostered and sustained cementing the belief that mathematics is a subject for a
select few, a privileged space that all have no opportunity for admission.
Being an African American, a mathematics teacher, having a positive mathematical
identity, and teaching students who share the same characteristics and disposition, I am uniquely
positioned to provide a wealth of insight related to the teaching and learning of mathematics for
African American students and other students across the African Diaspora. I champion the work
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of Wagner and Herbel-Eisenmann (2009) who stated that mathematics educators must change
“the way mathematics is talked about and [change] the stories (or myths) told about
mathematics” (p. 1) especially for students who look like me. I join the ranks of educators and
scholars working toward progressive change in mathematics education (e.g., Berry, 2008; Frank
et al, 2008; Gutiérrez , 2013; Horn, 2008; Martin, 2000; Nasir, McLaughlin, & Jones, 2009;
Stinson, 2004, 2013) by writing about the unspoken experiences of students, providing research
and theory that can improve our pedagogy related to mathematics education, and changing the
narrative about mathematics for future generations so that they develop a positive tolerance or
appreciation of mathematics. Walshaw (2013) provided a guiding ethical standard, a challenge,
for me and like-minded educators:
The intellectual task of the ethical [educational] professional is to understand the ways in
which mathematics education is managed, crafted, extended, and controlled.... to work
toward transforming the processes and structures in mathematics education social
relations that currently deny us the values toward which we strive.... to engage in political
struggle in the meaning of mathematics education itself.... to question the practice by
which she willingly accepts questionable limits of knowing and acting. (p. 117)
I accept Walshaw’s challenge, and hope to influence change for myself, my students, and other
students around the globe.

CHAPTER 3
WHAT IS AFROCENTRICITY?
In this chapter, I rationalize my use of Afrocentricity as the theoretical framework for my
dissertation. First, I establish the context that situates my experience and the motivations for my
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intent to think about the phenomena of teaching and learning mathematics. I continue with a
review of literature on cultural DNA, sponsored mobility, White racial frame, Ujamaa, and an
overview of Afrocentricity with related terms and concepts, criticisms, and supports. These
constructs were selected as a component to my interpretation of Afrocentricity because of their
value in projecting the expectations of Molefi K. Asante (9831983). I then provide an
explanation of why I chose Afrocentricity as a theoretical framework over critical, social-cultural
theories. I conclude with my recommendation for a renewed wave of scholarship from
Afrocentric and other non-European, ethnocentric frameworks. Such a position and endeavor are
prerequisites for the restructuring of education as Hilliard (1991) recommended with the hope of
transitioning from schooling to educating students (Freire, 1968/2010; King, 1994; Shujaa,
1994).
Cultural DNA and the Cultural Matrix
Cultural DNA is a derivative of culture but represents the influence of practices and
beliefs of a community, its solutions to problems, or its approaches to experiences that are passed
on to newer generations (McDougall, 2011). An understanding of cultural DNA and the cultural
matrix (O’Hara, 1995) are important to this study because I need to ensure that I acknowledge
and identify the influence of culture when engaging in dialogue with participants and analyzing
or interpreting the collected data. O’Hara (1995) presented five components to cultural matrix
that represent its complexity and represent how “we process information to solve
problems…[and] shape our sense of how our world is constructed... [and how we determine]
what is desirable or even possible” (McDougall, 2011, p. 66). The five components of the
cultural matrix are context, participation, place, limits, and temporality (McDougall, 2011;
O’Hara, 1995). An understanding of context in the cultural matrix requires that members of a
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community understand what establishes the parameters and organization of the community. The
participation component of the cultural matrix requires that members of a community invest in
the success of all members of the culture with goals and progress fixed on common goals and
benefits. The place component of the cultural matrix represents the ecological and social balance
that must exist with allegiance to the community or the people rather than to institutions. The
limits component represents the boundaries or finiteness of the world and its many achievements
or accomplishments. Limits promote an understanding amongst members of a culture that
challenge the accumulation of tangible things or consumerism. The temporality strand in the
cultural matrix communicates to members of a community the finiteness of time and lives of its
members that result in the transference of positions or responsibilities. An acknowledgement and
understanding of both cultural DNA and the cultural matrix contribute to a centeredness and
understanding of my position within a culture and history that is limitless in terms of time, place,
and breadth. No matter how personal I consider experiences to be there is a connection, a bond, a
linkage to others—members of my family, members of my community, and members of the
African Diaspora.
Contest and Sponsored Mobility
Two constructs associated with upward mobility are contest and sponsored mobility.
Contest mobility is a social system that awards an individual’s efforts with the benefits of the
elite group of a culture (Turner, 1960). Participants in the game of contest mobility can choose
their methods, techniques, and decisions that are not actively awarded or governed by the elite.
Therefore, the members of the elite or their associates are unable to determine who achieves,
accomplishes, or who is awarded the prize in a system based on contest mobility. Sponsored
mobility is another social system that involves the recruitment of individuals who are chosen by
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the established elite or their agents (Turner, 1960). Individuals functioning under a system of
sponsored mobility cannot achieve the same type of prize or success as individuals functioning
under a system based on contest mobility with strategy or effort. Achievement and
accomplishment based on sponsored mobility is attainable by the disassociation of an
individual’s place and beginnings toward the assimilation of the culture of the elite class (Turner,
1960). Control amongst the influence of mobility rests in the propaganda orchestrated by the
elite and communicated to the masses that they influence. The masses due to their lack of
achieving the prize or element of elite status at a certain point lack the ability to manage society
in the same capacity as members of the elite class. I asked my participants to speak on their
experience with earning their way through mathematics courses, college, and their career based
on their successes or failures with mathematics. I also asked participants to speak on their
experience with mentors or sponsors who may have gone above and beyond to ensure their
success by choosing them from amongst a larger group––a class or cohort––because of their
potential to be successful.
The White Racial Frame
As previously mentioned, my position toward data collected for this dissertation study
and the abilities of specific groups as it related to achievement in mathematics or any subject was
aligned with the dominant language of state governments and other bodies of power in
education. I believed in the achievement gap but did not question why Whites were posited
against Blacks with such fervor as compared to Whites against Asians (Zhao & Qui, 2009).
Through experience, reflection, and introspection, I concluded that I played a role in the
legitimization of the goals and the conceptualization of the achievement gap.11 The extent to
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Again, I plead guilty.
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which racism acted on the education of millions of children was much more complex than an
isolated incident—this problem was and still is systemic. The dilemma I faced rested on the use
of the term racism and my identification as a racist. Although I pled guilty to the crimes
associated with racism earlier, I did not have a hatred toward any individual or group. I was not
racist toward myself and other African Americans. Or, was I?
Considering the nature of the influence of racism on my life, I was a victim of a systemic
racism, a racism that crept into my sub-consciousness and still exists. Feagin’s (2013) White
racial frame provided the appropriate conceptualization of my experience and dilemma. Feagin
proposed that scholars who engage with racism and its derivatives use terminology and concepts
like systemic racism and the White racial frame instead of the prejudice, bias, and stereotyping
that frequents their works and the discourses about or concerning racialized populations. After
reading Feagin’s book, I had a better understanding of what was occurring, why I aligned with a
position on achievement or the accomplishment of various student populations, and what
influenced my student to doubt my ability to teach her pre-calculus (Figure 2). Systemic racism
and the White racial frame were the best ways to represent the characteristics of a racist ideology
that is well-established in major institutions of our society like education (Feagin).
The White racial frame is defined as “an overarching White worldview that encompasses
a broad and persisting set of racial stereotypes, prejudices, ideologies, images, interpretations and
narratives, emotions, and reactions to language accents, as well as racialized inclinations to
discriminate” (Feagin, 2013, p. 3). A derivative of racism, the White racial frame represents a set
of norms based on stereotypes, prejudices, and dispositions toward a culture with the implicit
intention to suggest superiority of one group over another. Although not direct or intentional, as
some may describe the behavior and intentions of a bona fide racist, individuals influenced by
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the White racial frame may be considered innocent prior to intervention or dialogue to provide
reflection and introspection about their diagnosis or corrective action. The White racial frame
serves as a conduit for racism in our society that legitimizes, rationalizes, and shapes the racial
oppression and inequality in America and other Western-like or European cultures.
Unfortunately, some educational researchers who influence educational policy are unable
to engage, analyze, and approach racialized phenomena in education such as affirming the
existence of the achievement gap because of their inability to perceive the structure, influence,
and effects of the White racial frame (Dei, 2008; Feagin, 2013). As mentioned earlier, the
existence of and work associated with the achievement gap between White and African
American students dominates the discourses and experiences among educators, rather than
ensuring that all students are working toward excellence (Hilliard, 1995, 1999, 2000). The
“White racial frame, like most social frames, operates to assist people in defining, interpreting,
conforming to, and acting in their everyday worlds” (Feagin, 2013, p. xi), operating at the micro
and macro levels of social engagement and cultural contexts. Over centuries of operation, this
dominant White framing has encompassed both a strong positive orientation to Whiteness,
European culture or Western culture and a strong negative orientation to racialized “others” who
are exploited and oppressed (Feagin, 2013). The performance and repetition of this racialized
frame through nonverbal gestures, policies, facial expressions, and actions is necessary for the
reproduction of the White racial frame across cultures, social communities, geographical regions,
and epochs (Feagin).
People working within the White racial frame are actively controlling the minds and
actions of specific populations while maintaining, perpetuating, and ossifying global dominance
and power positions occupied by others (Hoskins, 1992, p. 251). The lives of the human actors
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operating within a White racial frame are influenced by “racial stereotypes and biases (a beliefs
aspect), racial metaphors and concepts (a deeper cognitive aspect), racialized images (the visual
aspect), racialized emotions (feelings), interpretive racial narratives, and inclinations to
discriminate within a broad racist framing” (Feagin, 2013, p. 91). Under auspices of the White
racial frame “Black and White have become more than races and colors; they represent
metaphors of political difference, cultural distinctions, economic opportunities, legal
commentaries, and social distance” (Asante, 2009, p. 83). The influence of the White racial
frame is usually hidden, to the detriment of many, due to the ability of the White racial frame to
be mistaken for normalcy or an accurate depiction of a culture.
Statements that are symptomatic of someone who is a dysconscious racist or operating
under the influence of the White racial frame often argue that they are “colorblind” and do not
see color or refer to “other people” as “not one of us” (Feagin, 2013). In other cases, they use the
“general ‘they’ or ‘you people’” toward individuals (p. 107), effectively marginalizing and
discriminating against the target of their attention. People that commit these acts are sometimes
humble, polite, and unintentionally racist. The innocent ones do not see the implications of their
frame of thought or their position with respect of diverse populations in relation to themselves.
Another symptom of the White racial frame is a “massive breakdown of positive emotions such
as empathy, the capacity to experience the feelings of members of an out-group unlike your
own” (p. 107). Many individuals, particularly African Americans who adopt the White racial
framing, like me, are affected by social shrouding (Feagin, 2013). Social shrouding is what
caused my racial dysconsciousness (King, 1991) and an obliviousness to the racist reality of my
experience as a mathematics student and teacher. As a student, I did not see how African
American students disproportionately represented a large portion of students in the class for
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remedial mathematics while simultaneously representing a small portion of students who would
be identified or recommended for higher-level mathematics was a problem. White racial frame
enabled me to envision my dissertation study as a tool to challenge the popular discourses and
perspectives related to the achievement and performance of students who identify as African
American and students from other marginalized populations.
Ujamaa
Ujamaa is a philosophy of development for an ideal society based on traditional African
values founded on freedom, equality, and unity (Ibhawoh & Dibua, 2003; Nyerere, 1967).
Freedom represents the understanding that an individual is not positioned to understand his or
her responsibilities and alignment with a community or culture unless the individual is a member
of that same community or culture. Equality is another requirement to Ujamaa. Once equality is
achieved, men and women of a shared culture or community members work cooperatively
toward common goals. Unity is the last requirement of Ujamaa. Unity enables members of the
culture or community to “live and work in peace, security, and well-being” (Ibhawoh & Dibua,
2003, p. 62).
I decided to incorporate Ujamaa into my theoretical framework because, as an
Afrocentric, I needed to display elements of Ujamaa from the earliest stages of my data
collection through the final edits of my dissertation study. Although freedom was not achieved as
early as I expected, I worked toward achieving freedom by aligning with a culture that I identify
with and call “my own.” Equality is another element of Ujamaa that took time to achieve.
Equality, unlike freedom, requires a connection or connections between I, the researcher, the
participants, the readers of this study, and other educators share a common goal of working
cooperatively. Unity is the result of a group of people realizing the goal of both freedom and
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equality. Whether unity was achieved in the process of completing this dissertation study
remains open to interpretation considering the likelihood that change never embraced by all who
are involved whether a commitment is verbalized or not. Throughout this dissertation process, I
worked to identity elements or traces of Ujamaa when conducting my analysis and interpretation
of the data collected and transcribed from interviews with the participants of this study.
Afrocentricity: A Humanizing Alternative
Eurocentric theories like critical theory, postmodernism, critical race theory, and critical
postmodernism do not accomplish the goals of an Afrocentric framework (Agger, 1991; Asante,
1987). Criticism within these frameworks characterizes a “ruthless intellectual game in which
scores are kept but the oppressed are not even represented” (Asante, 1987, p. 167). Here, I
unshackle the intellectual chains that held my conceptualization of life and experiences hostage
to a falsified sense of reality, my understanding of self, and, for the purposes of my dissertation
study, my ability to teach mathematics to students who look like me. In defiance to what I once
considered normalcy, a form of conceptual and psychological conditioning, I embrace
Afrocentricity with the aim of understanding, projecting, and prescribing an appreciation for who
I am genetically, who I was conditioned to be, and how I am positioned in mathematics
education and our society.
As Asante (1987) proclaimed: “To speak the same language as the oppressor does not
lead to a positive result. To introduce new ground is the method to achieve the extreme
dimensions of the protest medium” (p. 115). Hence, Asante encouraged me to renounce further
use of the label Black or African American to represent members of the African Diaspora
(Kershaw, 2003; Palmer, 2018). Despite where I grew up or my geographical position, I share
similarities to members of the African Diaspora around the world. In those places, I or we would
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not be considered African American or Black. Understanding myself as a member of the African
Diaspora enabled me to join the membership of a group not categorized by the stigmatizing
labels of the White racial frame or Eurocentrism—a liberating experience symbolizing the
exercise of consciousness and freeing myself from Eurocentric hegemony (Asante, 2006;
Bekerie, 1994).12 Henceforth, I do not use the terms African American or Black to describe
people of African descent here in the United States, but rather I use the term African in America.
Likewise, I do not use the term White to describe people of European heritage here in the United
States, but rather I use the term Europeans in America. Bekerie (1994) forecasted addressing the
issues with names and European tags being addressed at some future time by Afrocentrists as a
violent act, a separation of Siamese twins. The real high-stakes test is to see if the academy can
accommodate such an endeavor from the views and disposition driven to dispel myths, challenge
hegemonic rules and normalcy, all while introducing a culture of pluralism without a hierarchy
(Asante, 2006). According to Alkebulan (2007), such a dissention from the academy that
challenges traditional scholarship influenced by a Eurocentric framework is not a favorable or
popular act.
“Defining” Afrocentricity
Afrocentricity is a theoretical framework13 that positions Africans as subjects and active
agents in the study of phenomena related to their individual or collective being centered within
the history, culture, and perspective of Africans (Asante, 1983, 1987, 1990, 1991, 1993, 2003,
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The experience of members across the African Diaspora is not restricted to time periods, geographic location,
language, or culture. The experiences of members of the African Diaspora in the United States of America are
similar, in nature, to the experiences of members of the African Diaspora in almost every country and continent
around the world.
13

Framework was used to describe Afrocentricity but presents a limit or restraint on Afrocentricity because it is
more of a lifestyle, a way of life, and mindset.
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2006). Asante (1987, 1993) insisted that every Afrocentric interpretation of phenomena
involving Africans is based on the analysis of an individual’s experience paired with other
individual interpretations of experiences to provide a clearer analysis of the phenomena as it
relates to the experience of all members of the African Diaspora. It is expected that the
Afrocentric scholar utilize the best of what mainstream scholarship has to offer about the
experiences of Africans around the world in relations to issues and experiences related to social
justice, European privilege, and racism. Most of the theory associated with my interpretation of
mathematical identity can be described as Eurocentric in nature. Still, each Eurocentric construct
has value and benefits members of the African Diaspora. It is expected that the Afrocentric work
toward improving the lives of all, both African and non-African, in search of a “people freeing,
people-empowering, world-rectifying truth” (Gray, 2001, p. 23). Afrocentricity does not condone
ethnocentric valorization “at the expense of degrading other groups [and cultures]” (Asante,
1987, p. 39). Afrocentrists work toward promoting an ideology that enables a co-existence of
cultures based on their level of importance and significance, rather than labeling or sorting by
physical attributes (Asante, 2006). Afrocentrists are scientists guided by reason, who use
evidence, and are motivated by the falsifiability of human behavior intent on gaining insight into
phenomena that involves Africans (Asante, 1987). An Afrocentrist is concerned with the
“writing and speaking of oppressed people” (Asante, 1987, p. 159), working in opposition and
the negation of Western/Eurocentric culture. Afrocentrists also work to dispel the myth that
Europeans created science, mathematics, philosophy, and other accomplishments characteristic
of advanced civilizations (Asante, 1987, 1990, 1991).
My dissertation is an Afrocentric project that “encompasses naming, defining, codifying,
and disseminating an intellectual perspective and approach centered in and arising from the best
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of African people’s history, culture, ideas, and ideals” (Gray, 2001, p. 3). As an Afrocentric
project, Asante (1990) recommended that I utilize one of the three knowledge areas,
cultural/aesthetic, social/behavioral, or policy issues. Asante (1987, 1990) also stated that
Afrocentric writers determine which of the general subject fields their work is positioned (Dei,
1998). The general subject fields are communication, history, culture, sociology, psychology,
politics, or economics. Considering that my research project is an analytic autoethnography on
my experiences as a student, I accurately predicted that history, culture, sociology, and politics
were related to the themes identified in my data analysis. During the data analysis, I included
elements of Afrocentric Writing—Nija, The Way of Heru, Harmosis, and Manifesting
Afrocentric Action Wholistically as themes throughout (Asante, 1980; Gray, 2001).
Nija “is concerned with liberating and empowering the collective and personal
consciousness of African people” (Gray, 2001, p. 24). Nija should be a characteristic of every
Afrocentric project due to the nature of it being Afrocentric—liberating and empowering for
people of the African Diaspora. My project exhibits characteristics of Nija due to the argument
that all can be successful with mathematics given a supportive and applied experience with
mathematics, an experience where involvement and engagement is found at the intersection of
immediate value and attainable goals for all students. Nija ensures that Afrocentric work consists
of the efforts, involvement, support, and drive toward a centered, persistent, optimistic effort
toward success or victory (Gray, 2001).
The Way of Heru requires “victory in the quest to reestablish order, balance, and justice
within the lives and minds of African people” (Gray, 2001, p. 24). In my mathematics classes,
misalignment with The Way of Heru is evident in the varying dispositions that students across
the African Diaspora have toward mathematics although their location as an individual, either
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categorized by some physical feature, social designation or randomly assigned to a classification,
has little influence on the level of success they accomplish (L. Anderson, 2007). Other students
see mathematics as a discipline with expectations and requirements for mastery that are
unattainable. The varying dispositions are evident amongst student populations from families
that were born in the Americas for generations as compared to students from families that have
recently located from countries on the continent of Africa. This variance is regrettably a key
marker for the misalignment with The Way of Heru for the academic pursuits of members across
the African Diaspora. If this level of doubt exists amongst members of the diaspora, as it relates
to mathematics, I understand why our efforts to establish new economies and technologies have
been stunted or thwarted for the last two to three thousand years. Although the goal of
Afrocentricity is to work toward regaining our positions of power, to ascend from our level of
subjectivity, I wonder if African people across the diaspora will ever experience the level of
sanity and stability characteristic of our civilizations that flourished for thousands of years before
the African holocaust (Gray, 2001).
Harmosis is best described as an empowering and constructive synthesis of ancient and
traditional African cultures that may be beneficial to the African people across the diaspora
(Gray, 1995). Harmosis works to benefit and empower African people of the diaspora without
compromise to the integrity of African culture (Gray, 2001). How can the life of the Kemetians 14
7F

or practicing the culture of Kemet improve the life of a people at the subject of this research
study? I must mention that despite my use of Kemet for illustrative purposes, Kemet should not
be the only civilization used as a reference point for African achievement and inspiration toward
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Kemet or Kemetian are terms used instead of Egypt or Egyptians by Afrocentrists due to the primacy of the latter
(Asante, 1990).
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Afrocentric projects. The Wholistic Afrocentric Action as Goal requires that Afrocentrists work
“to have the people act in every viable Afrocentric way so that people’s empirical experience of
reality is positive .... [behavior characteristic of] Afrocentric practice within people and
communities to the point that every action is a construction Afrocentric action” (Gray, 2001, p.
101).
Asante (1987) required that Afrocentric scholarship employ any of the six argumentation
styles: Sankofan, nommoic, maatic, political-intellectual, African collective memory-perception
or explicit locational argumentation. In this dissertation study, I focus on Nommoic
argumentation and Maatic argumentation. Nommoic argumentation is situated on the use of
terms and phrases focused on the precision and applicability of definitions and semantics:
“nommoic argumentation invites and challenges [all people] to think, perceive, conceive, speak,
and finally to behave in new and more human ways” (Gray, 2001, p. 29). Use of words like
Black, White, achievement, and others related to this study, according to Gray (2001), have
immense power and effect on people. Use of these words (or in this case, the lack thereof) has
the potential to free, liberate, and empower African people. Words can accomplish what mere
might and physical strength cannot. Maatic argumentation is concerned with harmony and justice
that influences all aspects of society and the writings focused on improving the condition of
African people (Asante, 1980; Gray, 2001). By employing the requirements of nommoic
argumentation I meet the requirements of harmony and justice as outlined in maatic
argumentation for more than those in the African Diaspora.
Seauton Gnothi [Man Know Thyself]
The ontological position of Afrocentrists resonates with the ontology of the ancients who
inscribed the phrase “Man/Woman, Know Yourself” on ancient Kemetian temples and schools
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thousands of years before any Greek philosopher was born (ben-Jochannan, 1989). In the act of
searching for knowledge of self, Afrocentrists are better able to engage with their society and
phenomena deemed to conflict with living in peace, justice, and harmony (Asante, 1980; Gray,
2001). To better know myself, I committed to investigate how I developed my sense of
mathematical identity for the benefit of others. Using analytic autoethnography, during this
dissertation study, I revisited the experiences of my childhood and educational experience to
determine how I developed an appreciation of mathematics and the ability to do math well—a
positive mathematical identity.
The epistemology of Afrocentrists resonates with the epistemology of the ancients as
well. Afrocentrists “assert that knowledge is information which helps people order and navigate
the life journey effectively and with integrity…via controlled empirical methods…subjective life
experiences, and via collective and/or individual non-empirical sources…sources proven valid
among African people for millennia” (Gray, 2001, p. 111). Despite the traditional response to
studies that use autoethnography as a methodological framework, this dissertation and other
ethnographic studies, align well with the Afrocentric project due to the level of validity attributed
to individual life experiences (Gray, 2001). When compared to that of non-African people, the
teleology of an Afrocentric project is guided by the expectation that people transcend their
earthly bodies into higher beings. According to Afrocentricity, we demonstrate the earthly and
heavenly attributes of a constructive, good “God” (Gray, 2001). Seauton Gnothi is included in
my theoretical framework because I believe that to achieve individual or collective goals, an
individual or group of people first understand themselves individually, culturally, socially, and
historically.
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Criticisms of Afrocentricity
Some purport that Afrocentricity leads to Afrocentrism—the African version of
Eurocentrism (Akinyela & Aldridge, 2003; Aldridge, 2000; Stewart, 1992). Gray (2001)
addressed these concerns: “While Afrocentricity announces itself unapologetically, it does not
arise from, rest on, or seek obliteration, defamation, or false reduction of non-African people or
reality…. Afrocentricity strives to epitomize intellectual integrity” (p. 46). The goal for an
Afrocentric project is to enable members of the African Diaspora to speak for themselves
(Houessou-Adin, 1995). As I witnessed in the literature and a conference where I presented my
intentions to conduct an autoethnography on my experience as a mathematics teacher of the
African Diaspora, I shared few physical and ideological similarities with others presenting about
the achievements of students from the African Diaspora. Unfortunately, members of the African
Diaspora are not actively and aggressively engaging in the research that others conduct on our
behalf.
Akinyela and Aldridge (2003) suggested that by focusing on the racial chauvinism
characteristic of the White racial frame or Eurocentric framework, Afrocentricity neglects the
“in-depth examination of social and economic inequality” (p. 65). It is a requirement for
Afrocentrists to identify the relationship and impact of racism to other forms of social oppression
like sexism, heterosexism, and environmental exploitation (Akinyela & Aldridge, 2003). In my
work, I remained aware of this dance with “isms” that enables me to ensure I stood true to my
intentions and the expectations of Afrocentricity toward my fellow Africans regardless of
gender, sexual orientation, and our level of appreciation for the environment and culture.
Akinyela and Aldridge misinterpreted Afrocentricity and its goals by suggesting that
Afrocentricity is not culturally democratic or Anti-x. If Afrocentricity “is against anything, it is
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against racism, ignorance, and monoethnic hegemony in the curriculum…. Afrocentricity is not
anti-White; it is, however, pro-human” (Asante, 1987, p. 48).
Appiah (1998) finds issue with Afrocentricity in practice when teaching children of
African heritage about the history and culture of Africa and the African Diaspora. He proposed a
“multiculturalism that accepts America’s diversity while teaching each of us the ways and the
worth of others” (p. 118). I applaud such a stance, but I question his understanding and the
effects of the White racial frame on his perspective, his criticism, and the goals of Afrocentricity.
In his interpretation of the centeredness of an Afrocentric education, Appiah suggested that the
Afrocentric education is only for Africans. He failed to understand that an Afrocentric education
ensures that the truths be told of all cultures not just a homogenized, Euro-centralized culture
characteristic of the popular interpretation of “America’s diversity.” An Afrocentric education is
for and benefits every individual and their respective cultures.
A Way Forward
In my earliest communications with others about my plans for using an Afrocentric
theoretical framework, opinions rested on my intentions to be an angry pro-African. The
individuals who shared those opinions had to be ignorant to the literature that Asante inspired or
wrote about regarding Afrocentricity. Since the conceptualization of this study, I knew I wanted
to write from the position of a member of the African Diaspora, but my work incorporates the
perspectives, positions, and considerations of non-Africans. I also worked to benefit everyone
regardless of race, ethnicity, or any feature that may differ from mine. I hope throughout this
chapter I illustrated how empowering and positive Afrocentricity can be for anyone. I do not
know what it is like to be African-born, but concepts like cultural DNA, sponsored mobility, the
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White racial frame, Ujamaa, and Afrocentricity provide theoretical leverage for conducting
scholarship for the benefit of members across the African Diaspora like myself.

CHAPTER 4
The Reconsideration: Why Autoethnography?
My position as a member of the African Diaspora and a mathematics teacher (Jett, 2011)
was and is significant part of my identity, my approach to my profession, and how I engage with
others. Mystory needed representation and to be told and shared with educators and their
students—especially those who learn and teach mathematics. Similar to Murphy (2001), who
identified a lack of personal experiences or the social life of paralytics with the goal of
improving our understanding of their experience and related phenomena, I identified a lack of
personal experiences and the educational experience for members of the African Diaspora
learning and doing mathematics in the K–12 setting (Holman-Jones, 2005). As always, I wanted
to use my life, the experiences, and the knowledge that I gained as a foundation for investigation
about the issues related to the experiences of the students I teach.
This chapter includes an overview and description of the selected scholarship on
autoethnography, ethnography, and self-ethnography used to construct my interpretation of
autoethnography. Next, to support my formulation of autoethnography, I provide a summary of
concepts that played a major role throughout my version of analytic autoethnography and
address some of the criticisms of autoethnography. I then explain how I addressed the criticisms
and issues related to autoethnography to add to the scholarship that legitimizes and supports
autoethnography as a methodology (Hughes, Pennington, & Makris, 2012). I then establish the
plan for what experiences and settings I revisit and reconstruct and identify and explain the
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reasons I included the participants I interviewed to co-construct my memories. I also provide an
explanation for the methods and constructs that I used for the data collection, analysis,
interpretation, and write-up. I conclude the chapter by establishing the importance and
significance of my project by championing analytic autoethnography as a methodology for
researchers driven to improve pedagogies and policies in mathematics education by telling a
story of “what really happened” or “what really goes on” in schools and classrooms (Berry,
2005; Hughes, 2008; Pennington, 2007; Romo, 2005; Van Maanen, 1988). Ellis (2004) wrote:
“Good autoethnographic writing is truthful, vulnerable, evocative and therapeutic” (p. 135). The
quality of the writing is a part of its validity. Not only is my data important, but also, I value how
it is presented, received, and interpreted by readers who validate my work (Egeli, 2017).
Evocative and Analytic Autoethnography
Two main types of autoethnography are evident within the literature: evocative and
analytic. Both styles utilize ethnographic and narrative inquiry approaches to seek cultural
understanding of autobiographical experiences, where the researcher is also the subject (Austin
& Hickey, 2007; Starr, 2010). Evocative autoethnography leaves the narrative to resonate with
the reader, emphasizing the uniqueness of how an individual learns from sources such as stories,
poetry, and movies (Holquist, 2002). Analytic autoethnography does not stop with the readers
developing a personal understanding of the text. Analytic autoethnography illustrates how the
researcher’s memories combine with social science theories to construct interpretations of events
(Ellis, 2004).
For whatever reason, autoethnographers seldom specify the evocative or analytic genre of
their research design. This evasion in clarifying the type of autoethnographic methodology leads
to a difficulty in conceptualizing a distinct methodological approach for analytic
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autoethnography. The lack of a documented guide to analytic autoethnography results in the
diversity of data types, analysis, and presentation styles appearing as unmanageable. My
reservations about adopting analytic autoethnography were hampered by the lack of clear
examples in the literature of how to bring together research methods within an analytic
autoethnography design (Struthers, 2014).
My Scope of the Analytic Autoethnography
Autoethnography began as a result of researchers engaged in ethnographic research
writing about their experiences, emotions, opinions, and feelings (Hayano, 1979; Denzin, 2014;
Pollock, 2009). First mentioned during a seminar at the London School of Economics in 1966
(Hayano, 1979), autoethnography enables researchers to utilize their autobiographical data to
analyze and interpret their cultural understanding and assumptions (Chang, 2008). The
biographical data consists of memories15 that represent experiences or epiphanies (Denzin, 2014)
which linger in the minds of researchers who take advantage of their ease of access,
convenience, familiarity, or membership in populations of people under study (Griffith, 1998).
The goal for autoethnographers is to recreate the social world from the perspective of self to
ensure that the readership has as much detail as possible to understand what it was like to be
present in the culture, settings, or performances (Hermanowicz, 2005). In the process of
revisiting the past, building the context for the accounts at the focus of the autoethnography,
using theory, reflection, and sometimes the perspectives of others (Lapadat et al, 2010),
autoethnographers uncover the social, economic, cultural, and historical influences that shape,
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My personal and shared memories with participants formed most data used throughout my collection, analysis,
and interpretation.
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distort, and otherwise alter lived experiences (Bertaux, 1981; Chang, 2008; Conquergood, 1985;
Haug, 1987; Jones, Adams, & Ellis, 2013; Reed-Danahay, 1997).
Denzin (2014) stated that an autoethnographic project work back and forth between
process, performance, and analysis. A focus on process addresses the event, narrative, epiphany,
crises, or the focus of the fiction (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011). The concerns for performance
focus on the narrative or narration of the write-up. A focus on analysis looks at the lives of the
narrator, researcher, or individuals found in the accounts to determine how subjectivities may
have an influence on the collection, analysis, and interpretation of the data. If a researcher using
autoethnography is successful at balancing all three components, the autoethnographer works to
contest and challenge what happened or to provide an alternate interpretation of reality or
history—an alternate interpretation of a life with the potential for change being the purpose for
such an endeavor (Denzin, 2014; Pelias, 2011).
As a mathematics teacher and a member of the African Diaspora, at a school that has
been labeled as underperforming for at least a decade, I doubt I could have chosen a better
methodology to engage in a critical, systematic view of personal experience with the intent to
better understand the learning and teaching of mathematics (Ellis, Adams, & Bochner, 2011;
Hughes, Pennington, & Makris, 2012; Marshall & Barritt, 1990). In bringing the past into the
autobiographical present, I created the conditions for writing, re-writing, and re-experiencing my
experiences as a member of the African Diaspora, a student, a mathematics teacher, and a
researcher (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; 2000). I sought to understand how positive and strong
mathematical identities developed. I was interested in determining if the conditions, support, and
resources of the time, context, and space are reproducible and scalable to benefit other
individuals, other schools, and other districts.
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The understanding that I sought had the potential to enable me to make different choices
based on a different perspective and understanding of policy, legislation, and pedagogy to
improve the education and achievement of students at my school (Hughes, Pennington, &
Makris, 2012). My analysis of the experiences and memories that were selected required a social
imagination that enabled me to engage with history and biography simultaneously (Spellmeyer,
2012). In the process, I considered the influence of the cultures, context, and my subjectivities to
better understand what occurred and how my work can be of value to others (Adler & Adler,
1994; Denzin, 1990; 2014; Griffith, 1998; Miller, 2008; Mills, 1959). As described by Denzin
(2014), through this intellectual journey, my autoethnography would reach “beyond the
boundaries of a self-indulgent text” (p. x). By recreating the social and cultural themes of the
times, understanding the educational and political climate, and understanding how policies and
legislation may have influenced my educational experiences, I worked toward a valuable and
more meaningful autoethnography. I conducted an analytical, critical, and interpretive
autoethnography by identifying the experiences of the past and present to invent a new version, a
new history (L. Anderson, 2006; Chang, 2008; Denzin, 2014).
Autoethnographies are written to de-victimize stigmatized individuals or groups
promoting agency through storytelling or testimony while employing the use of substantive
contribution, aesthetic merit, and reflexivity (Denzin, 2014; Richardson, 2000). Substantive
contribution refers to how a text ensures the understanding of the social lives of the individuals at
the focus of the autoethnography (Richardson, 2000). When a researcher can present a realistic,
factual account of the phenomenon or the people at the focus of the study, the work has a
substantive contribution (Denzin, 2001; Richardson, 2000; Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005).
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Aesthetic merit refers to how the text is set up, how it is designed, its narrative complexity, and
whether it is engaging or boring (Bochner, 2000; Richardson, 2000). Nozick (1972) shared that
aesthetic merit is evident when the scholarship significantly changes the way we view or
organize our view of the world. When the readers determine if the literature is artistic in nature,
satisfying, complex, and not boring, the reading has achieved aesthetic merit (Denzin, 12001;
Richardson, 2000; Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005). Reflexivity refers to the personal
interrogation that the researcher goes through in determining his or her motivations and goals for
the autoethnography (Richardson, 2000). Reflexivity or critical self-reflection must trouble the
researcher’s position and place in the setting, context, and phenomena under study (Schwandt,
1997). Reflexivity also requires critical self-reflection and thoughtful evaluation to determine
how personal beliefs, biases, assumptions, and subjectivities influence the research process from
the identifying research setting, to data collection, analysis, and through the last stages of
interpretation (Maydell, 2010; Richardson, 2000; Schwandt, 1997; 2007). Kleinsasser (2000)
extended my understanding of reflexivity by noting that scholars who value reflexivity must
evaluate personal comments, notes, and observations in the same fashion as data from the field.
Reflexivity begets self-reflectivity which is defined as the act of a researcher acknowledging and
recognizing his or her assumptions and subjectivities while situating the stories and or the
narrator within larger historical, cultural, and theoretical contexts, and multilateral position of the
researcher, participant, insider, and outsider (Ruiz, 1998). According to L. Anderson (2006),
analytic reflexivity requires “an awareness of reciprocal influence between ethnographers and
their settings and informants…. a desire to better understand both self and others through
examining one’s actions and perceptions in reference to and in dialogue with those of others” (p.
382).
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Autoethnography is not about focusing on self and self-alone (Bullough & Pinnegar,
2001). Autoethnography is about searching for the understanding of others, culture, and society
through self and those who have shared experiences or history with the researcher (L. Anderson,
2006; Chang, 2008; Denzin, 2014). When a personally meaningful topic is chosen and an
investigation is contextualized appropriately in the sociocultural context of the times,
autoethnography can engage readers in understanding not only the autoethnographer’s social
world but also the social world of others participating in the analytic autoethnography (L.
Anderson, 2006: Chang, 2008). As an analytic autoethnographer, I met the expectations that are
characteristic of this type of autoethnography first mentioned by Hayano (1979), outlined later
by L. Anderson (2006), and confirmed by the scholarship and writings of Hughes, Pennington,
and Makris (2012). The key characteristic of analytic autoethnography is the expectation that the
researcher uses the accounts, interpretations, and perspectives of others who corroborate the
autoethnographer’s experiences and her or his interpretations of those experiences (L. Anderson,
2006). L. Anderson also stated that analytic autoethnographies should be written by individuals
who are complete member researchers of a culture under study, exercise a heightened level of
analytic reflexivity, and display a recognizable presence as the author throughout the text.
Complete member researchers are individuals who are members of the social and cultural
worlds at the focus of the autoethnography (L. Anderson, 2006; Styles, 1979). L. Anderson
(2006) made mention of two types of complete member researchers—the opportunistic and
convert complete member researchers. Opportunistic complete member researchers are members
of a group by birth or circumstance; these researchers identify with the population under study
before the “the decision to conduct research on the group” (p. 379). Convert complete member
researchers are members of a group because of an interest in phenomena and convert “to
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complete immersion and membership during the course of the research” (L. Anderson, 2006, p.
379). In addition to being complete member researchers and displaying a considerable amount of
analytic reflexivity, analytic autoethnographers must also work toward the inclusion of others.
The individuals that should be included in any autoethnography are those who can confirm or
contest the validity, reliability, and “truth” related to claims or statements found throughout the
text. Successfully including others ensures that autoethnographers avoid the pitfalls of solipsistic
narrative and analysis or author-saturated texts (L. Anderson, 2006; Davies, 1999; Denzin, 2006;
2014; Geertz, 1988; 1999).
L. Anderson’s (2006) last expectation is that analytic autoethnographers make a
commitment to theoretical analysis with the intent to provide an interpretation of experiences
that are generalizable and apply to a broad audience with hopes of improvement, growth, and
progress (Kaplan, 1964). The potential for theoretical analysis requires the application of generic
propositions (Kaplan, 1964), naturalistic generalizations (Stake & Trumbull, 1982),
representational generalizations (Lewis & Ritchie, 2003), particularistic generalizations,
theoretical generalizations or inferential generalizations (Freeman, de Marrais, Preissle, &
Roulston, 2007). Generic propositions adapt a truth-value that is dependent on its evaluation of
text on a social or cultural continuum specific to a certain time and relative to a certain space
(Kaplan, 1964). Naturalistic generalizations are generalizations, opinions, or conclusions that
people develop about their personal or vicarious experiences (Stake & Trumbull, 1982).
Particularistic generalizations are opinions or generalizations that can be used to describe
behavior individuals who have similar beliefs or ways of responding to the same or similar
situations (Freeman et al., 2007). Theoretical generalizations result in an analysis or
interpretation of data that produces “new theory.” Inferential generalization is when theory or
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theoretical generalizations are used to explain observations, patterns, or the behavior of
populations that were not represented in a study that inspired the theory or theoretical
generalizations (Freeman et al., 2007). An autoethnographer’s commitment to theoretical
analysis also promotes the formulation and refinement of theory while gaining “insight into some
broader set of social [acts or] phenomena” (L. Anderson, 2006, p. 387) and using a “broad set of
data-transcending practices that are directed toward theoretical development, refinement, and
extension” (p. 387).
The next section focuses on mystory in which I provide a description of the settings that I
revisited and recreated. I also describe the participants for this study. I sought to determine and
understand the dispositions and frameworks that my participants used during the times of their
career and life when they were connected to mystory. I also wanted them to “openly discuss
changes in their beliefs and relationships over [the years…establishing] themselves as people
grappling with issues… [in a] fluid rather than static social world” (L. Anderson, 2006, p. 384).
Mystory and Mystories
According to Jones (2005), autoethnographers are expected to set a scene, tell a story,
and weave their personal experiences and the cultural context into a moving performance based
on realistic and convincing accounts that are influenced by theory with the potential to influence
the masses and change how we engage with the phenomena under study. I have three scenes that
are the foci of my autoethnography. The first scene laid the foundation for themes, theory, and
experiences that led me to consider any parallels, consistencies or inconsistencies, and
contradictions that occurred throughout my time as a student or my career as a mathematics
teacher.
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The first scene is at Walker Elementary School.16 Walker Elementary was and still is
positioned adjacent to one the largest public housing complexes in Broward County. Despite the
level of poverty across the attendance zone for Walker Elementary School, I remember having a
positive educational experience with students, teachers, and other educators. This scene is
significant to me because my first experiences, that I can remember, with formal, school-related
mathematics, occurred at Walker Elementary. Focusing on the memories I have related to
learning mathematics, I interviewed former classmates to understand what experiences,
practices, and other factors may have influenced the construction and development of my
positive mathematical identity.
The second scene is at Sunrise Middle School.17 Although it was five miles away
geographically, it felt as if I were a world away economically, culturally, and socially. At Sunrise
Middle School I realized that my educational experience was influenced by academic tracking
that was dependent on my performance on a yearly standardized assessment. It was also at
Sunrise Middle School that I experienced how desegregation resulted in a shift in the
demographics of the school and attacks against my positive mathematical identity.
The third scene was at Fort Lauderdale High School.18 In high school, my experiences as
they relate to mathematics were not problematic; however, as I currently work as a teacher of
accelerated and honors mathematics courses, I realized that I missed something as a student. I
explored what indicators may have suggested that any student, including myself, was prepared
for or able to take honors mathematics courses. Although I cannot determine why I was assigned
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Walker Elementary Magnet School is located at 1001 NW 4 th Street in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33311.

17

Sunrise Middle School is located at 1750 NE 14th Street in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304.

18

Fort Lauderdale High School is located at 1600 NE 4th Avenue in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33305.
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to certain courses or not, I included my perspective and the perspectives of my peers regarding
what courses they were enrolled in or how they were placed in their classes. I also reflected on
how class selection and placement influenced the components of my mathematical identity.19
Lastly, I explored the long-term effects of experiences in the mathematics classroom on my
mathematical identity and career pursuits.
My goal was to include a total of twelve teachers and students with whom I shared
experiences during my time as both a student of mathematics and a teacher of mathematics. I
was successful in securing seven participants. One of the challenges that I anticipated in the
process of conducting my study was securing participants who could reflect on their lives and
practices, for some now 20 to 25 years later (Bochner, 2000; Collingswood, 1946, 1961; Ulmer,
1989). Memory work and the use of documents are methods that I used to “jog” my personal
memories and the memories of my participants. In the following section, I present several
concepts that enabled me to overcome the challenges and criticisms of autoethnography and
analytic autoethnography.
Other Key Concepts Related to My Interpretation of Autoethnography
The concepts that have contributed to my construction of autoethnography and analytic
autoethnography are not traditionally used together in other qualitative methods. In addition to
providing a description of each concept, I intended for this section to be a reference to the
readers not familiar with the scholarship related to this methodology and the concepts described
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Soon, after extension reflection, meditation, and reflection of this dissertation process, I plan to write about the
relationship between my mathematical identity and my identity as a member of the African Diaspora. The rationale
for tabling this discussion and explanation is based on my decision to write about my experiences as a K–12 student
because these stages of my life were associated with the construction and development of my mathematical identity.
The tensions between my mathematical identity and my identity as a member of the African Diaspora occur after the
construction and development of my mathematical identity.
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below. I focused on concepts that are of immense importance to my interpretation of
autoethnography: bracketing, crystallization, epiphany, memory work, mystory, facts, facticities,
naturalistic generalizations, and interpretive sufficiency.
Bracketing
Bracketing is a method used by researchers who intend to demonstrate validity in their
data collection, analysis, and interpretation (Chan, Fung, & Chien, 2013; Fischer, 2009; Rolls &
Relf, 2006; Tufford & Newman, 2010). It is recommended that bracketing has an influence on
the direction and steps taken from the planning or proposal through analysis and interpretation of
the data in an attempt to reduce the influence of the researcher’s personal interests and
perspective on the research process (Chan, Fung, & Chien, 2013; Colaizzi, 1978; Hamill &
Sinclair, 2010; Humble & Cross, 2010). Bracketing was used throughout this process because of
my familiarity with the data, the relationships and experiences I shared with participants, and my
intent to reach “deeper levels of reflection” (Tufford & Newman, 2010, p. 81) across the research
process from beginning to end.
According to Fischer (2009), the first step in bracketing is for the researcher to identify
his or her assumptions and interests about the research. Employing this step ensures that the
author establishes how his or her perspective influences the collection, analysis, and
interpretation of data. Fischer (2009) referred to the second step of bracketing as “the always
unfinished business of reconsidering earlier understandings and revising them in light of new
understandings” (p. 586). Successful application of bracketing communicates to the readership
how the author may have influenced the research finding, how the author’s beliefs and
stereotypes can influence the analysis and interpretation of data, provide clarity, and a clear
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rationale associated with the language used to represent the findings and representation of the
data. In short—
bracketing is not a setting aside that one maintains until the completion of data analysis
and before one reflects on the implications of one’s findings. It is a mindfulness that one
brings to bear regularly, asking about assumptions that have gone into what one saw and
into how one has “languaged” what was apprehended. (Fischer, 2009, p. 584)
Kleinsasser (2000) shared that “bracketing provides a visual reminder that the researcher
comments on self” and discoveries throughout the research and is an active and significant “part
of the text” (p. 155). Gearing (2004), Koch (1995), and LeVasseur (2003) raised doubts
regarding the understanding and application of bracketing because there is not a guide available
for researchers and the act of eliminating the researcher’s predisposition, bias, beliefs, and values
is a challenge, at best, if not impossible. Carpenter (2007) and Ahern (1999) suggested that
researchers attempt to put aside their personal beliefs about the phenomenon under study at the
beginning and through the completion of the investigation. Hamill and Sinclair (2010) also
suggest that researchers postpose the literature review by focusing on reviewing enough to
conduct the study and present a convincing proposal, but not so much that the literature review
skews the researcher’s beliefs prior to the study. At the end of every epiphany retold in Chapter
5, I provided statements about the bracketing associated with each experience, interview, and
interpretation of data when possible.
Crystallization
Crystallization is the advancement of Richardson’s (2000) statements related to the lack
of specific location, concept, theme, or data that could be triangulated (Richardson, 1994). From
a methodological position, Denzin (1970) presents triangulation as an array of methods and
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techniques that are applied to the same data or phenomenon under study as an act of validation to
discover or uncover truth (Statham, Richardson, & Cook, 1991). Triangulation involves a
continuous process of reflection, critique, deconstruction, and questioning with the goal of
creating a layering of different approaches that ensure a complex, rich yet partial understanding
of the topic, data, or the truth (Denzin, 1970; Hillery, 1981; Richardson & St. Pierre, 2005).
Richardson’s (2000) argument for crystallization allowed for a multidimensional, multiangled approach to collecting data, forming an analysis, and selecting an angle through which to
write up an interpretation. Ellingson (2009) suggested that crystallization is more than
triangulation enabling the researcher to “strengthen, improve, and code the data” (p. 182).
Crystallization is a necessary approach to scholarship where researchers engage with
marginalized or silenced groups, provide opportunities for the researchers or participants to
express their perspectives and positions while providing a rich and natural performance using
more than one form of inquiry or data collection (Ellingson, 2009). The extension of the
researcher–participant dynamic necessary for crystallization requires a great deal of empathy,
honesty, trust, and reflexivity to construct the social position and social worlds of each
participant or the researcher (L. Anderson, 2006; Ellingson, 2009). Crystallization enables
contrasting perceptions to be included within the analysis of an event employing analytic
autoethnography while creating a product, an interpretation of the crystallized phenomena can
hopefully achieve objectivity.20
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Objectivity in this context refers to the potential of achieving truth without the influence of bias, prejudice, or
subjectivity.
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Epiphany
Epiphanies are key constructs for mystory. Epiphanies will serve as the trigger, tag, or
marker that directs and determines the how, when, what, and why I and my participants revisited
experiences from our past. Denzin (2001, 2014) described epiphanies as the lingering effects
related to the stings of life that pinpoint where researchers choose to begin and what to focus on
in their research from our past. Epiphanies are episodes or experiences that are revisited and
relived to uncover experiences that could result in reflection, growth, and theory development.
Denzin (2014) identified four types of epiphanies: the major event, the cumulative or
representative event, the minor or illuminative epiphany, and the relived epiphany. Major events
are the events that shatter a person’s life never making it the same again. The cumulative or
representative events represent the eruptions, reactions, and climax to experiences that have gone
on for a long period of time. The minor epiphany or illuminative epiphanies represent the minor,
underlying problems or moment in a person’s life. Relived epiphanies are like the major
epiphanies. Relived epiphanies are the experiences that people relive repeatedly (Gasker, 1999).
Memory Work
Memory work can lead us to the sources of a community’s psychological health or illhealth and supply vital clues to its creativity; it can underwrite shared, violent fantasies
and an exaggerated sense of past injuries waiting to be avenged; it can blunt the edges of
hatred, converting defeats into imaginary or feigned victories. (Nandy, 2015, p. 600)
Memory work requires that participants write out personal memories related to consensually
chosen trigger phrases, themes, or memories (Haug, 1987; Lapadat et al., 2010; Stephenson &
Papadopoulos, 2006). Haug (1987) preferred memory work over the strictly autobiographical
data because the latter incorporates unexamined assumptions and reifies a unitary account or
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point of view. During the process, Fournillier (2017) recommended that researchers consider the
“ethical implications” (p. 493) of memory work. Gillies and colleagues (2004) and Willig (2001)
recommended that memory work have three phases: memory generation, memory analysis, and
theory building. Memory generation requires that the group engaging in memory work must be
heterogeneous. Memory analysis requires that the memories are produced, analyzed, and
evaluated by the group to determine the meaning of the memories and the social phenomenon
connected with the memories. Theory-building requires that the memory analysis continues with
discussion of the recurring themes, common processes, patterns, and narratives that are identified
in the data.
Mystory
Mystories are the foci of my autoethnography. Mystories usually “define a crisis, a
turning point in a person’s life” (Denzin, 2014, p. 32) that use literary devices like “plot, setting,
characters, characterization, temporality, dialogue, protagonists, [and] antagonists” (p. 60). In my
autoethnography, mystories represent the instances throughout my life that I intend to relive, to
reflect upon, and to investigate using data like documents to support, verify, or challenge my
memory and the reflections of others who I shared my life and the specific episodes of this
autoethnography. Denzin (2014) and Chang (2000) warned autoethnographers to be cautious
about how we tell our mystories because we could mean or say one thing, but readers could have
a different interpretation that results in the message being miscommunicated or misunderstood.
A safeguard to the problematic nature of autoethnography is memory work because our
memories are not our own. In my case, readers of early versions of this review who were aware
of my theoretical framework and selection of autoethnography as a methodology felt that I
wanted to speak from the position of an angry Black man. They failed to see that I intended to
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speak from the position of an individual representing one of the marginalized populations based
on an array of classifications, triggers, and tags. My Africanness was not indicative of a position
ripe with malice or contempt; moreover, my position is subjective, a matter of circumstance ripe
with the potential for changing educational experiences for millions of students and the
pedagogies of educators responsible for their learning.
Considering that every autoethnographer speaks from a biographical platform that is
unique and, in a sense, unshareable (Denzin, 2014, p. 55), I wanted my autoethnography to
appeal directly to students who are members of the African Diaspora or individuals who are
genuinely interested in the best interests of the children and youth across the African Diaspora. I
hope my work serves as a catalyst to produce autoethnography by members of the other
marginalized populations as well. In every mystory, there are “multiple stories, stories within
stories” (Denzin, 2014, p. 54), epiphanies with meanings that do not need elaboration because
their meanings are embedded in the framework of the larger story or context (Denzin, 2014). No
self-story or story based on personal experiences is ever an individual production. Each story and
interpretation derive from larger group structures, cultural, ideological, and historical contexts
(Denzin, 2014). The goal is to investigate the larger group structures and contexts that influence
experience and enable or prohibit change for the good of the people.
According to Denzin (2014), every autoethnographer has two options when writing their
narrative. The autoethnographer can tell a story that accords well with the facts and or the
facticities about her or his life. Facts are the events that have occurred (Denzin, 2014). The writer
may have experienced an event or phenomena—a fact. The details about how the
autoethnographer experienced the event or phenomena at the focus of the autoethnography are
the facticities (Denzin, 2014). Although my goal is to provide enough facticities about
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participants and facts about the experiences, subjective truths will have an immense effect on the
interpretation of our memories and how the performance unfolds (Denzin, 2014). The same goes
for the subjective truths of all individuals I include or engage in mystories.
Naturalistic Generalizations and Interpretive Sufficiency
Throughout my autoethnography, I aimed for naturalistic generalizations (Stake, 1994)
that enable the readers to know and understand things found throughout the mystories and
accounts as if they experienced them (Denzin, 2014; Christians, 2000). According to Christians
(2000), naturalistic generalizations are achieved with effective use of the term interpretive
sufficiency to represent the amount of detail, depth, emotionality, nuance, and coherence that
accounts should possess. Achievement of interpretive sufficiency permits readers to form a
critical consciousness that enables the populations at the focus of the autoethnography to
essentialize the message embedded in my writing because of their similarities and shared
experiences (Denzin, 2003). Once an autoethnographer finds the balance between both
naturalistic generalizations and interpretive sufficiency, the autoethnography becomes “a story
that immerses readers in another world, a story that stays with the reader after she or he has read
it” (Denzin, 2014, p. 74). In the following section, I present and acknowledge some of the
existing criticisms for autoethnography. I also provide some of the methods and techniques I
used to address these criticisms and others that may exist.
Criticism and Support of Autoethnography
Some of the criticisms of autoethnography have been based on the following concerns:
focusing too much on the narrative (Holt, 2003); being heavily emotional or evocative (Vryan,
2006); not meeting the criteria for rigor and academic scholarship (Chang, 2008); a single story
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that only tells one version of an event (Coffey, 1999); lacking reliability, generalizability, and
validity (Muncey, 2005).
I agree that autoethnography cannot focus on the narrative of the project so much that the
analysis of the phenomena being studied is lacking in analysis and depth. In deciding to use
analytic autoethnography, bracketing, crystallization, and memory work I address this criticism
by identifying and acknowledging biases and facticities related to the accounts and
interpretations of experiences included in my study. Wolcott (1999) stated that
autoethnographers must be storytellers. Autoethnographers must also work to understand the
intricacies of the stories that are told (L. Anderson, 2006; Chang, 2008; Denzin, 2014). As the
scholarship related to autoethnography grows, more educators and scholars will understand that
the criteria for traditional qualitative research does not apply to autoethnography (Chang, 2008;
Denzin, 2014; Ellis & Bochner, 2006; Vryan, 2006).
My advice for autoethnographers who submit articles, papers, and proposals is that they
consider engaging with editors and reviewers who may not be supportive of autoethnography
because of their lack of familiarity with the methodology in an attempt to sway or influence their
position on the methodology (Denzin, 2014; Garratt & Hadkinson, 1999; Ellis, 1995; Ellis &
Bochner, 2000; Holt, 2003; Richardson, 2000; Sparkes, 2000). I also encourage
autoethnographers to consider auxiliary methods or using analytic autoethnography that
exemplify the work of L. Anderson (2006) and Hughes, Pennington, and Makris (2012). There
are few methodologies with a set of criteria for evaluating the use of the methodology when
conducting research that have been accepted amongst all of practitioners of that methodology
(Bochner, 2000). In fact, Denzin (2014) stated that the criterion for identifying legitimate
research often serves “as policing devices” (p. 71). Autoethnographers must remember that when
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using autoethnography, the goal is not to produce a good social science article; the goal is to
write a performative text in such a way that moves others to ethical action (Denzin, 2014)—a
good social science article would be a plus.
Methods
In the following paragraphs, I focus on my main methods of data collection and analysis:
semi-structured interviews and thematic analysis.
Data Collection
Semi-structured interviews are the main method for collecting data and interacting with
my participants. Although my work is a specific type of autoethnography, Alvesson’s (2003)
statement regarding the pairing of ethnography and interviewing as a qualitative method still
holds true. By using analytic autoethnography, I included data from others to corroborate or
legitimate my memory work. Interviewing also enabled me to collect rich data about the
experiences, knowledge, and ideas of others that I shared mystories with over the years in
various roles (Alvesson, 2003). I strove to provide a thick description, thick interpretation, and
thick meaning throughout the write-up (Denzin, 1989; Ponterotto, 2006). Thick description
provides a description of observed phenomenon based on the researcher’s understanding and a
thorough explanation of the context that the phenomenon was situated (Denzin, 1989; Ponterotto,
2006). Thick interpretation relates to the meaning that researchers and participants assign to the
phenomenon aligned to the thick description (Denzin, 1989; Ponterotto, 2006). Thick meaning
relates to the findings and interpretation of the data that enable the readership to live within the
write-up or the researched world.
The plan and flow of the interviews and conversations were determined by the interview
questions (see Appendix C) that consisted of open-ended, focusing questions (Bernard, 1988;
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Spradley, 1979). I recorded the interviews using a digital-voice recorder. I also used a reflective
journal (Jackson, 2005) to take notes on topics or examples that piqued my interest, to elicit
further probing for details or explanations, and to reflect upon regarding adjusting the focus or
direction of the study. The instances that are entered in my reflective journal included
experiences, comments, interests, or emotions expressed by me or the participants (Lindlof &
Taylor, 2002; Smith & Osborn, 2003); however, most of the data in my reflective journal are
from my perspective as the researcher. My success with semi-structured interviews was
determined by my ability to align with the interview schedule and themes that rose from the
conversations/interviews (Morse & Richards, 2002).
The Plan
Since the spring of 6th grade, 24 years ago, I have reflected on the choices I made over
the years as a student that affected my academic, professional, and social experiences. These
experiences, choices, and scenarios were included in this dissertation because of my
interpretation of their impact on the construction and development of my mathematical identity.
The earliest choice, explained in detail later in this chapter, refers to an instance in middle school
when I, as a student, was totally aware of the immediate effect but ignorant to the long-term
effects of a decision to “Christmas-tree”21 on a standardized test. Additionally, at the time, I
never understood how mathematics could open doors for me or serve as a gatekeeper for future
opportunities (Devlin, 2000; Martin, Gholson & Leonard, 2010; Stinson, 2004). A second
experience that I write about involved a decision to enroll me in a college preparatory
mathematics or pre-calculus class during my senior year of high school. The final decision about

21

When a person Christmas-trees on a test, they end up randomly guessing or putting any answer for questions
without employing test-taking strategies or using reasoning to select an answer.
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which class would be dropped or added was done without my knowledge or without my
understanding of the short- and long-term impact on my future pursuits. I strongly doubt that my
mathematical ability was a factor for the individuals making this decision for me. I was a solid
math student with an interest to do well academically. Why would I not be encouraged to enroll
in math classes and content that were rigorous and raised the bar in terms of academic
expectations? All experiences or epiphanies were included in my analytic autoethnography were
selected because of my interpretation of their significance to the construction and development
of my mathematical identity and the alignment of my experiences to themes identified after
collecting and analyzing documents and transcripts.
In chapter 5, I provide a fusion of data, my analysis, and my interpretation of experiences
from different stages in my life. When possible throughout my retelling of events or narrative
(Ricoeur, 1984; Holley & Colyar, 2009), I include the perspective of individuals who shared
experiences with me. In the process of retelling our stories, as a single story, I was constantly
motivated to produce an accurate and authentic story that was accurate and factual (Fournillier,
2017). It is my goal to provide my readership with a narrative that both improves the pedagogy
of mathematics educators around the world and provides greater access to scholarship associated
with mathematical identity, Afrocentricity, and analytic autoethnography. Significant stages of
my life that were associated with my learning and teaching of mathematics are included in the
write-up. Participants connected to my teaching career, both students and co-workers,
participated as well. Each stage begins with an elaboration and thick description of the culture
and context of the experiences and memories that I relive for the purposes of this dissertation
study and the potentiality of these experiences to improve my pedagogy as a mathematics
teacher.
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I provide details about my motivations and the purpose of my dissertation study, the
methods used to collect data, the changes in my position and beliefs associated with the analysis
and interpretation of data associated with this dissertation study, and the change in my pedagogy
as a mathematics teacher. First, I provide details about the context of the shared memories or
epiphanies associated with each stage of my experience as a student from kindergarten to twelfth
grade. Second, I provide details about my discoveries, identified themes, admissions, and
acknowledgements. In the last step of each stage, I engaged in a reflective dialogue with myself.
I use this form of reflexivity as a tool of evaluation and reflection associated with culture,
politics, and experience—a discussion between my past and future self. During this step, I
provide a discussion about themes that I identified and their ramifications for students and
educators.
The Context
When choosing to do my dissertation study on my experience of learning and teaching
mathematics, I am obligated to mention that the initial stages of my data collection and analysis
began, unofficially, 24 years ago. I was 12 years old. At that time in my life, regretfully, my
academic decisions were based on immediate outcomes and social motivations that had little to
no long-term value for me. Regretfully, as Yeager (2017) stated, I was motivated by the
possibility of gaining status and the admiration of my peers rather than aligning my decisions
and actions with either short- or long-term goals. Fast forward to the present and the pre-work
associated with my dissertation study, I formulated a plan to revisit, relive, and remember
instances associated with epiphanies from my experiences as a student and teacher of
mathematics as best told through my use of memory work. Memory work for this dissertation
study involved interviewing individuals who shared my experiences; collecting and analyzing
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documents related to my experiences and selected phenomena from my time as a student and
teacher; and fusing a variety of other data to create a realistic, believable narrative.
After obtaining approval from the Institutional Review Board at Georgia State
University, data collection and analysis began with note-taking, reflecting, and piecing together
events that spanned a time period of almost 30 years as a student, a classroom teacher, a football
and basketball coach, a mentor, a guidance counselor, a role model, a community advocate, an
instructional math coach, a husband, and a father of two sons. My experiences as a student
involved episodes of being gifted, intelligent, troubled, a potential dropout, high achieving, a
student athlete, an education major, a scholarship recipient, and a math tutor. My experiences as
an educator involved being in the classroom teaching regular and honors students, a textbook
coordinator, a coach for sports teams at the middle and high school level, a course lead teacher, a
mathematics department chair, an instructional math coach, a standardize test item creator, a
YouTube content creator for math topics, a mathematics website and content creator, an online
mathematics teacher and tutor, and a STEM/STEAM coordinator.
The experiences included in my dissertation study were filtered by my interpretations of
their influence or effect on my disposition, my opinions and beliefs about how mathematics was
learned and taught in K–12 schools, and the influences of these experiences on the construction
and development of my mathematical identity. The goal of my dissertation study required that I
identify how my experiences related to my willingness to engage with mathematics, understand
the development of my ability to be successful with mathematics, and understand the value and
significance I associated with mathematics. I also provide my interpretations of how educators
and researchers can construct more positive mathematical identities and fewer negative
mathematical identities for students and individuals involved with the educational process.
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The second step involved identifying the people who could be participants in my
dissertation study. I interviewed 7 participants who were a mix of students, my peers, and
educators, my teachers and administrators. Other math teachers and my students were included
in the participant count. These individuals shared many experiences with me over the years––
experiences I consider important to the purposes of this dissertation study. While collecting data
for this dissertation study, none of the teachers were employed by Henry County Schools or
Clayton County Public Schools. Due to the cordial and sometimes friendly relationships I
maintained with individuals from as early as preschool, I assumed that contacting and securing
people who were willing to participate in my dissertation study would be an easy task. My
assumption was wrong with respect to the participation from the older adults who were teachers
and administrators from my years as a K–12 student. Age and the phenomena associated with
aging presented unexpected challenges when securing their participation. Securing participation
from individuals who were my peers during my time as a student was a much easier task. The
biggest challenge was finding and contacting people who had no social media presence.
For those who were willing to participate, I planned to investigate and better understand
their perspective on events, phenomena, and experiences with mathematics and in mathematics
classes to corroborate, challenge, or improve my perspective and interpretations of my memories
and experiences. I expected to understand their perspective through memory work and personal
reflection independently and in collaboration with my participants. My personal memory work
and reflection took place prior to interviewing participants, between interviews, before and after
evaluating documents, and after the last interview was completed. When participation was
confirmed, I planned how I could best travel to appointments set with the participants. I traveled
by car to various locations across the area from Miami, Florida up to Tallahassee, west to
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Pensacola, back to Atlanta, Georgia, and east to Charlotte, North Carolina. The interviews took
place over a period of 7 months from September 2017 through April 2018. A total of 7 people
participated in the interviews—3 past co-workers, 2 of my peers from K–12, and 2 of my past
students. The documents used for analysis were kept in the closet of my childhood bedroom in
Fort Lauderdale. I must acknowledge and give credit to my mother for maintaining the
documents over the years. Reading and reviewing the documents from my childhood was a
humbling experience I shared with my older son and wife. As Fournillier (2017) stated, “When
my memory failed me or I was in doubt” about the accuracy of my memories, “I felt a
responsibility to return to my” (p. 501) documents for validation.
The third step has elements associated with both the first and second step continuing
throughout my dissertation until the completion of the write-up and revisions. During the third
step I planned to engage in journaling. During the journaling stage, I made note of the memories,
triggers, or epiphanies that were found in my memories or as told through the interviews with
participants. Notes were based on what participants shared and spoke about in response to my
questions, their own shared comments, and from my discoveries when reviewing documents. In
many instances, journaling enabled me to delve deeper into the history shared between me and
the participants, the interpretation of documents, and reconstructing the culture we revisited.
Document analysis (Bowen, 2009) was the fourth step. This step was possible because
my mother placed great significance on keeping important documents like store receipts, report
cards, notes from teachers, progress reports, transcripts, award letters, certificates, news articles,
and other documents associated with my educational experiences from elementary through
college. The goal of document analysis for my dissertation study was to ensure the accuracy and
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validity of my memory work and that my associated interpretations were accurate, factual, and
supported by facticities.
In Figure 4, I provide an image that portrays my process of data collection, analysis,
interpretation, and representation (DACIR) (see Figure 4). I focused on five processes that were
cyclic and perpetual in nature. The five stages of the process were identifying and selecting
participants, conducting interviews, analyzing and interpreting data, evaluating documents, and
writing or representing my interpretation of the data. The digestion and collection of data
associated with this dissertation study enabled me to discover, relive, and fellowship with old
friends; answer questions not associated with this study or its research; smile, joke, and share
memories; polish inconsistencies with my memories; direct further inquiry based on discoveries,
developments, or recommendations; establish potential participants; suggest connections
between discoveries and themes; and reconstruct memories with additional facticities. The
influence of the research associated with my dissertation research, the interaction with
participants, unearthing details and specifics about my academic and social experiences, and the
complex nature of the reflexivity I experience as an educational researcher and mathematics
educator constantly plagues me with a multitude of what-ifs and why-nots?
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DACIR: Data Analysis, Collection, Interpretation, and Representation
Identifiy &
Select
Participants

Write-Up &
Representation

Evaluate
Documents

Conduct
Interviews

Analysis &
Interpretation

Figure 4: The cyclic process of DACIR.
The Influence
If I could learn and do mathematics well, why are so many students unsuccessful?
Leaning on the statement made by my professor, Joyce E. King, my bootstraps sustained my
weight. I was able to make it out; I pulled myself up. Or so I thought. In my early years, I
expressed a heightened interest in learning, a gift with mathematics––wit, determination, and
intrinsic motivation––and an appreciation for doing well academically. My earliest memories
associated with school-related learning were rummaging through piles of books, workbooks,
games, consumables, and other resources that my aunt collected over her career as an elementary
school teacher in Palm Beach County in Florida. While in elementary school, I noticed how
academic achievement provided certain privileges and opportunities. During middle school, my
academic success suffered because I rather have social acceptance and allegiances amongst my
peers instead of good grades and the related accolades. In high school, sports and the social
factors still trumped academics for me, but I maintained a level of success that positioned me to
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be accepted in college and earn a full academic scholarship to Bethune-Cookman University.22 In
college, I changed my major once from accounting to elementary education. The rationale for the
change was based on the dress code for business college majors. Was the change regrettable?
Yes, but my decision to choose elementary education over mathematics showed a lack of
wisdom and misinformation about the value and utility of a degree in mathematics. After college
I enrolled in a master’s program with a focus in education administration at Florida Agricultural
& Mechanical University.23 Upon completion of my undergraduate and graduate degrees, I
started my career in education as a mathematics teacher. Over the years, I experienced a
significant amount of success with my student populations, my peers, and co-workers from
around the district, and in the community with various projects and initiatives related to K–12
mathematics. As mentioned in previous chapters, I decided to write about my experiences, the
experience of my peers, and the fusion of our experiences that enable me to provide insight on
the construction of my mathematical identity. Engaging in memory work, interviewing my
classmates and past students, while connecting memories to documents related to my K–12
experiences was refreshing, empowering, and motivating for me and a few of my participants
(see Table 1):
Table 1
Table of Participants

22

Participant Name

Description of Participant

Woody

Woody was a friend of mine from elementary and middle
school.

Kimberly

Kimberly was a friend of mine who attended elementary,
middle, and high school with me.

Bethune-Cookman University is located at 640 Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune Blvd in Dayton Beach, Florida 32114.
Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University is located at 1601 S Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd in Tallahassee,
Florida 32307.
23
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Karen

A co-worker from my time teaching at Luella High School24
in Georgia.

Natasha

A co-worker from my time teaching at Woodland High
School25in Georgia.

Larry

A co-worker who taught at another school while I worked
with Karen at Luella High School in Georgia. He is now an
assistant principal in a neighboring school district.

Alexis

A student of mine who recently graduated from college.

Nigel

A student of mine who is currently enrolled in college.

“It was good to talk with you. I feel that our conversation and different perspectives will
give me a better understanding of how to help my youngest kids. It’s too late for my
oldest… He’s really smart so I don’t have to worry [too much] about him,” said Natasha
(Interview 2).
The write-up, my analytic autoethnography, involved merging mystory as collected from
the various stages of my life with the memories and experiences of my classmates from my time
as a student and my students and peers throughout my career as a teacher. Initially, I planned on
writing about my version of events and experiences prior to interviews and the review of
artifacts, but the influence of discoveries and confirmations from my data collection were
irreversible. Where appropriate, I provide insight into my thinking, notes, and the influence on
my thinking of different statements, discoveries, and themes. The themes identified in my
analysis were significant to the construction and development of my mathematical identity. The
themes also serve as the focal points for my data collection and the narrative of my analytic
autoethnography. I conclude each stage with a list of suggestions and recommendations for

24
25

Luella High School is located at 603 Walker Drive in Locust Grove, Georgia.
Woodland High School is located at 800 Moseley Drive in Stockbridge, Georgia.
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parents, educators, and students who I believe contributed to the development of my positive
mathematical identity.
The focus of my research was on triggers or epiphanies (Denzin, 2014) that I
remembered and reflected on during my time as both a mathematics student and teacher. These
triggers occurred throughout elementary school, middle school, high school, college, and my
professional career as a teacher. Other epiphanies were identified, but due to a lack of alignment
with my research questions or mathematics teaching and learning related phenomena, the other
epiphanies were not included in this narrative. As mentioned earlier, the examples, referred to as
epiphanies were chosen because I could verify the events that occurred using the qualitative
methods discussed earlier in the chapter or I could confirm the accuracy of my memory work
with documents or statements from my participants. The events, phenomena, and details are true,
valid, and actual occurrences that are years-old and situated in different geographic and
contextual locations that still exist today. I hoped that educators reading my dissertation may reevaluate their opinions, mindset, approach, practice, and pedagogy related to teaching and
learning mathematics. I hoped students and parents who read my dissertation will take the advice
and counsel with hopes of preventing the similar mistakes and replicating the successes. I also
hoped that students and parents consider the long-term impact of embracing student achievement
with mathematics and other courses has on the student from K–12 and beyond.
Data Analysis
Thematic analysis is a method used in qualitative research to identify, analyze, and report
themes, patterns, and observations induced or deduced from data collected using qualitative
research methods (Attride-Stirling, 2001; Boyatzis, 1998; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Tuckett, 2005).
Researchers who use a thematic analysis aim to portray reality by identifying themes through
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reflexive, intimate process with the data (Byotzis, 1998; Roulston, 2001; Tuckett, 2005). Prior to
beginning the analysis of themes, researchers must determine if the plan is to engage in a
deductive or inductive thematic analysis. A data-driven or inductive approach allows the data to
influence the development of the study and research without forcing collection and analysis to fit
the mold set by the proposal, research question, or the researcher’s bias and subjectivities (Braun
& Clarke, 2006; Ryan & Bernard, 2003). A theoretical or deductive approach forces the data
collection, analysis, and interpretation of data to align with the proposal, research questions, or
the researcher’s bias and subjectivities (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Ryan & Bernard, 2003).
Thematic analysis engages with the construction and development of themes that are described
as semantic or latent (Boyatzis, 1998; Braun & Clarke, 2006). Themes identified at the semantic
level are based strictly on the words and meanings of the participant’s statements at the surface
level. Themes identified at the latent level are aimed to identify the unspoken, hinted, and
implicit meanings found in data. Latent meanings are often contextualized and require a shared
reflexivity between the researcher and participant or participants to understand the intentions and
or meanings. A framework for thematic analysis must be created that provides researchers with a
flexible methodology for engaging with the data, coding the data, and analyzing the data with no
definitive end beyond what the data dictates (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The process for a
thematic analysis is set up in a non-linear, six-phase framework that requires constant revision
and refinement.
The first phase requires the researcher to intimately engage with the data to understand
the depth and breadth of the data. It is recommended that the researcher read and re-read the
transcripts and other data in an active way to form a strong foundation for the analysis. During
the first phase, the researcher can start taking notes and brainstorming on codes using a reflective
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journal (Ahern, 1999; Opler, 1945; Ortlipp, 2008; Scheurich, 1997) or computer software
(Tesch, 1990) (see Table 2).
Table 2
Table of Initial Codes
Code

Description of Code

ES

Represents data associated with elementary school

MS

Represents data associated with middle school

HS

Represents data associated with high school

CU

Represents data associated with college or university

TC

Represents data associated with my teaching career

During the second phase the researcher builds on the sketches or initial codes to ensure
that codes identify features and characteristics or meanings in the raw data. As mentioned earlier,
depending on the researcher’s approach, coding at an early stage of the analysis, can be datadriven or theory driven. I intended to use a data-driven approach to my analysis to assist in
identifying trends, patterns, or connections across the data (see Table 3). Bryman (2001)
recommended that coding snippets of data be supplemented by including related context and
aligning codes with as many themes as possible while not neglecting themes that differ from the
popular story, the developing narrative, and theory.
Table 3
Table of Second-Level Codes
Code

Description of Code

LM

Represents data associated with learning mathematics

DMI

Represents data associated with developing a mathematical
identity

TM

Represents data associated with teaching mathematics
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PE

Represents policy associated with education

SD

Represents a student-based decision

PD

Represents a parent-based decision

TD

Represents a teacher-based decision

STC

Something to consider

Phase three requires that the researcher engage with the existing codes and themes to
determine broader themes or major themes that can be absorbed or discarded. It is recommended
that researchers work toward identifying an overarching theme and the relationships between
themes, codes, and sub-themes. During phase three, researchers are also expected to establish the
significance of themes in relation to others, the data, and the proposal or research question (see
Table 4). Decision making regarding identified themes should be postponed until the next phase
due to the potential for combining, refining, separating, and discarding that may take place
following further analysis.
Table 4
Table of Condensed/Broad Themes
Code

Description of Code

SC

Represents data associated with school culture

SCTE

Represents data associated with student connections and
teacher engagement

SHIC

Represents data associated with support at home and in the
community

SOE

Represents data associated with socialization over education

CFG

Represents data associated with career fairs or career
guidance

PR

Represents data associated with promotion and retention

IASM

Represents data associated with magnet programs or magnet
students

TGT

Represents data associated with the graduation test
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SAT

Represents data associated with the SAT, ACT or ASVAB

Phase four involves thematic mapping. If researchers are successful with being able to
create a coherent, comprehensive, and convincing thematic map, then they can move toward
evaluating the validity of themes to the data set and improving the thematic map. If not
successful with thematic mapping, researchers must return to phases one, two, and three in
whichever order is necessary to ensure the eventual advancement to phase five.
Phase five involves defining and refining of the existing themes and further work on
improving the existing thematic map. The analysis in phase five involves writing a detailed
analysis and explanation of what each theme represents and identifying any subthemes or
complex themes that represent hierarchies within the data (Braun & Wilkinson, 2003; Ryan &
Bernard, 2003).
The sixth phase in the framework for thematic analysis involves the write-up, which
requires the researcher to tell a story based on the identified themes that communicates to the
readers the merit and quality of her or his analysis. The write-up must be a concise, coherent,
logical, and interesting account as determined by the data. As a last act of bracketing and
reflexivity, the extracts and themes in the write-up must be easily identified in the data that
formulate an argument in relation to the research question (Sale, 2007).
The first phase of collecting and analyzing data lasted for 4 months. The initial readings
paired with the review of documents from my years as a student resulted in the creation of the
initial codes (see Table 2). A decision was made to reduce the codes associated with this
dissertation to ES, MS, and HS because they were tied to the construction and development of
my mathematical identity. The second phase involved merging themes based on grade levels
with characteristics that I considered to be representative of the factors that influenced behaviors
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and actions. Phase 2 enabled me to get closer to the sources for the development of my
mathematical identity. Phase 3 involved formalizing the themes that were identified at the first
and second phase into major or over-arching themes. Phase 4 and 5 involved the thematic
mapping and an explanation of my analysis or explanation of themes and sub-themes. I
completed the write-up with a significant effort to produce a realistic account of my experiences,
the related themes, and my interpretation of the best approach to create positive mathematical
identities for students while also sticking to an analysis and interpretation of the data guided by
the research questions.
Significance of My Project
As mathematics teacher and member of the African Diaspora, I am concerned when
under-achievement is suggested to be a characteristic of the people of the African Diaspora and
members of other subgroups across the global population. Unfortunately, the scholarship related
to such a phenomenon is not the only cause for concern. I intended to show that our achievement
measures are not characteristic of or determined by any methodology used to categorize, classify
or stratify student populations. A number of scholars have focused on the success stories of
members of the African Diaspora in an attempt to show that despite adversity and the state of our
social and cultural worlds there are successes, sources for inspiration, and examples of the
effectiveness of our current pedagogies, policies, and practices as they relate to teaching and
learning mathematics (Martin, 2000; Harper, 2005; Stinson, 2004, 2006; 2008; Walker, 2006;
Berry, 2005, 2008). I value their efforts and, one-day, I hope to contribute to the volumes of
scholarship that shine light into overlooked histories and countless stories of success. However,
in this dissertation, I focused on the causes and factors that influence the construction and
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development of positive mathematical identities—specifically my mathematical identity and why
I refer to myself as Mathenstein.

CHAPTER 5
DATA ANALYSIS, COLLECTION, INTERPREATION, REPRESENTATION,
…REPEAT
This chapter centers around the data collection and analysis related to my experiences
with mathematics in elementary school, middle school, and high school. These stages in my
educational experience as a student were pivotal in the construction and development of my
mathematical identity. At every level, I write about themes that were associated with the
construction and development of my mathematical identity as identified during the process of
collecting, analyzing, and interpreting the data. In elementary school, I argue that school culture,
student and teacher engagement, and support and resources are important when developing
positive mathematical identities for students. In middle school, I conclude that socialization,
promotion or retention, and career fairs or career guidance are essential to the development of
positive mathematical identities. In high school, I write about themes associated with curricular
pathways, student classifications, national standardized assessments, and student outcomes after
graduation as requirements for the development of positive mathematical identities. I end the
chapter with inclusion of additional data that aligned with the goals of my research but not the
themes as referenced above.
Birth Through Elementary at Walker Elementary School
The early stages of my life began in the Dorsey-Riverbend neighborhood of Fort
Lauderdale on the southeast side of town. During the 1950s and 1960s, the Dorsey-Riverbend
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neighborhood was a bustling area in Fort Lauderdale for a diverse middle class. As the
population in the surrounding area grew through the 1970s, the more affluent citizens of
European descent moved west and north leaving the pooper people, mostly those of African
descent, behind. During my youth, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, the area was mostly
populated by working-class families with a mix of single-family homes, duplexes, triplexes,
apartment buildings, public housing complexes, and vacant lots. From birth until kindergarten, I
do not remember any significant academic learning.26 I was enrolled in a neighborhood prekindergarten program at a local daycare—The Little Red School House.27 After my time at the
Little Red School House, I enrolled in kindergarten at Walker Elementary School. I still
remember the walk over from my pre-school to Walker Elementary with my mom that
represented the transition from pre-kindergarten to elementary—a form of graduation. On that
day, we saw our names listed on bulletin board paper, under the name of our kindergarten
teacher and among the list of other students we shared a class. Since my time in elementary
school, Walker Elementary has been a magnet school located across the street from Dixie Court
Apartments. Although the surrounding community was positioned on the lower-end of the
socioeconomic spectrum for Fort Lauderdale, local churches and community organizations like
the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA), Boys & Girls Club, and the historic culture,
and the people of the surrounding community who supported educational initiatives neutralized

26

I must mention that although I do not remember any type of learning occurring at an early age, that does not mean
my mother did not provide me with any early learning activities or experiences.
27

The Little Red School House is located at 1205 NW 4 th Street in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33311. I have visited the
Little Red School house on two occasions in my adult life. In both cases, staff remembered me, one of their students
from 34 years ago.
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many of the negative factors associated with poverty for me and my peers (Anderson-Butcher,
Newsome, & Ferrari, 2003; Carruthers & Busser, 2000; Pedersen & Seidman, 2005).
Most of the teaching staff and student population at Walker were of members of the
African Diaspora. Principal Lucy Thomas led the school. Based on my review of report cards
from kindergarten through 5th grade, I confirmed my memories of academic success at Walker
Elementary by never earning a C or lower and standardized assessment scores that positioned me
in the 92nd percentile or higher in every grade and content area from 2nd grade to 5th grade.
Despite my tendency to “do well” academically in class and on standardized assessments, these
achievements held no tangible value for me as an individual. As I grew older, I was still “in the
dark” about how accomplishments in school translated to real-world outcomes.
Themes from Elementary School

Figure 5. Web of themes associated with my experiences at Walker Elementary School which
influenced the construction and development of my mathematical identity.
Since my 5th grade graduation, I engaged in a significant amount of memory work about
my experiences at Walker Elementary over the years. My reflection about experiences at Walker
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were based on my interpretation of experiences, what I liked or enjoyed, instances where I
believed I should have made better choices as a student, questions, criticisms, or suggestions for
the faculty and staff at Walker. My current position and philosophy are based on my knowledge
and perspective as a trained educator for the past 13 years. As mentioned earlier, I included the
perspectives and statements from my peers at Walker —Kimberly and Woody. Kimberly and
Woody participated in my data collection by personal request to offer their perspectives on
shared experiences. Additionally, I was able to review a variety of documents from my years as a
student at Walker Elementary: 15 progress reports, 20 report cards, a news article, 9 certificates
for honors and participation, 1 academic club letter, and 4 standardized test score reports. After
engaging in my memory work, journaling, and reviewing interview transcripts, I identified three
themes that I considered to have a significant impact on the construction and development of my
mathematical identity (a) school culture, (b) student connections and teacher engagement, and (c)
support at home and in the community (see Figure 5).
School Culture
Hotep:

How would you describe the culture at Walker Elementary?

Woody:

It was straight, but that was a long time ago…

Hotep:

Good times or bad times? Was it a school you’d allow your kids to attend?

Woody:

No doubt! Walker was way better than the schools my kids go to now.
Man, I wish my shawties had my teachers. They’d be doing much better.
Remember Mrs. Mary Smith?

Hotep:

She taught 3rd grade?

Woody:

Yeah! She was bad! But I loved her class because she was the first one to
believe in me.

Hotep:

How was what she did so different?
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Woody:

Well, I had self-esteem issues growing up because of my weight. A lot of
times that would affect how I did in school because I’d be so worried
about what people were saying, I didn’t do well with my grades.

Hotep:

I remember we used to call you Teddy, but I didn’t know it affected you
that bad. My bad on anything that was based on my actions.

Woody:

We good, my boy. You were always one of the good ones.

We continued the discussion about how our experiences at Walker Elementary “groomed
us,” so to speak, to become better people and established the foundation for both learning,
personality, and social skills that would benefit us all for life (Thacker, Bell, & Schargel, 2013).
School from kindergarten through 5th grade was a myriad of experiences, lows, high, and all inbetween, but the culture, as expressed through interaction with my peers, teachers, and the
community had a significant impact on my mathematical identity and related achievement
(Jerald, 2006; MacNeil, Prater, & Busch, 2009; Marcoulides, Heck, & Papanastasiou, 2005).
Academically and socially it was normal, among the students I knew, to do well in their classes. I
cannot confirm if it was cool to be smart, but it seemed to be the norm. According to Kimberly,
“I don’t remember anyone being called nerds or having anyone in my class that we considered
slow.” The teachers expected a lot from us—especially Mrs. Crockett, a 3rd grade teacher, and
Mrs. Love, a 5th grade teacher. Mrs. Crockett and Mrs. Love were the two champions amongst a
group of teachers who created a positive school culture for their students and other students not
enrolled in their classes (Roby, 2011). Without interviewing Principal Lucy Thomas, I can only
assume that teachers were encouraged to expect a lot from students (Pringle, Lyons, & Booker,
2010). Or, maybe our teachers expected so much from us because they believed that achievement
was a non-negotiable if we were to be successful in both our academics and our life. From my
perspective as a student, test scores were not a determining factor for the curricular experience
for students or the focus of planning time or professional development for teachers (Herman &
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Golan, 1993). To my knowledge, during my time at Walker Elementary, student promotion,
placement in classes, and other outcomes were tied to individual student achievement on the
yearly standardized assessment—or so I thought. Woody shared that he did not remember taking
the standardized assessments at Walker Elementary, but he was aware of the enterprise of
assessment for his children:
Hotep:

Do you remember testing at Walker Elementary?

Woody:

Like for special ed(ucation)?

Hotep:

No, the ones we would take at the end of the year? We called them the
SAT—not the one for college. Almost like the one students take now, the
milestone.

Woody:

I don’t remember that, but that milestone is a #*&!@. My daughter has
been taking it for 2 years now. My son is still in 1st so he doesn’t take it
yet.

Hotep:

How well has your daughter done in the past? Is she motivated to do well?
Do you reward her success?

Woody:

Baby girl does well. She got an award in 3rd grade for having all
distinguished. Last year she got a proficient in one subject so that messed
up her chances of getting the award again this year. She told me she was
determined to do well this year. What was your last question?

Hotep:

Does she get any rewards at home for her success?

Woody:

She’s my baby girl. She gets everything that she wants anyway. Her
grades and schoolwork, that’s just a plus for me.

I may never know the facts associated with the school culture that influenced the
experiences and pedagogy of teachers and administration at Walker during the early 1990s
unless I can have a conversation with one of the teachers or administrators like Mrs. Lucy
Thomas. As an educator, I would like to know what messages and academic expectations were
communicated to faculty regarding student performance or achievement in memos or at faculty
meetings. I would also like to know what faculty feedback or responses were to messages
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regarding the performance or achievement of students in classrooms by teacher, grade level, and
the student body. I want to know these things so that I can use their data to understand any
changes between school culture at Walker and the schools I taught or will teach during the
remainder of my career as an educator.
Neither of my participants explicitly referenced school culture as having an impact on
their experiences with mathematics or mathematical development; however, both Kimberly and
Woody had positive dispositions about their experiences as a student at Walker:
Hotep:

What do you remember most about Walker? Good thoughts? Good
memories?

Kimberly:

Walker was amazing. It was like we grew up at the perfect time. We
weren’t like the kids today.

Hotep:

Speak for yourself…

Kimberly:

I mean, based on my experiences with my two oldest kids, I was nothing
like the kids in school nowadays.

Hotep:

Are you speaking in terms of behavior or academics or both?

Kimberly:

Both. Like the cell phones have the kids growing up so fast and getting
into things that are so much more than their little minds can handle. And
on the academics, they get so distracted with things like videos and social
media that it’s ridiculous. Back in elementary school it was school and
dance for me.

Hotep:

What would be something that Walker had that the schools are missing
today—at the schools that your babies attend?

Kimberly:

Although I got to Walker in 4th grade, it felt like family. I’ve kept in touch
with a lot of friends from elementary school for years. The teachers, aw
man, the teachers were great and showed mad love. The teachers now,
have crazy attitudes and don’t care like the teachers back in the day.

Over the years, as an educator, I have seen test scores have a major effect on the
experience of students and teachers especially as they relate to mathematics (Herman & Golan,
1990, 1993). I have been on faculty at schools where the schedule for the school day was
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adjusted in response to initiatives that were school-wide targeting performance on high-stakes
testing (Berliner, 2011). The schedule for the school day revolved around teaching only
mathematics, reading, and lunch (Jacob & Rockoff, 2011). There were no electives or specials.
Berlinder (2011) wrote about this phenomenon referred to as curriculum narrowing and the longterm effects of such practices on student achievement:
Students who lack the background knowledge they need for the courses they must take in
high school (or college if they get there) are often the poor and minority children in our
schools. They will struggle more than their middle-class peers not because they are less
intelligent, but because they have less of the requisite knowledge [and experience] to
learn more in the a subject or content area. Curriculum narrowing28 to improve the test
scores of poor and minority students may, therefore, end up magnifying the achievement
gaps between them and their middle-class peers. Affluent students often have access to
museums, go on family vacations, attend more cultural events in their community and are
exposed to a much richer vocabulary. They pick up peripheral, incidental, but potentially
essential knowledge, even when their schools do a poor job of teaching about the natural
world, art, music, history, geography and science. (p. 299)
I have taught at schools that struggled with test scores and academic performance.
Decisions in a culture of high-stakes assessments often result in curriculum narrowing that are
left up to administration and the leadership teams at the school-level. In my experience,
complaints or concerns from the faculty, staff, and parents were considered toxic in nature and
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According to Berlinder (2011), curriculum narrowing is described as the process and related decisions of
increasing the amount of time during a school day to cover subjects that are tested and reducing the amount of time
for subjects that are not tested. Berlinder continued by stating that low-level instructional strategies, memorization,
and algorithm-based problems dominate the curricular experience for students.
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always dismissed because of pressures to ensure goals for high-stakes assessment performance
were met (Thacker, Bell, & Schargel, 2013). Throughout my career, student performance on
standardized tests created additional responsibilities for teachers and resulted in oversight and
micromanagement by building-level, district-level, and sometimes state-level professionals who
monitored our activities (Antush, 2014; Hess, 2002; Long, Iatarola, & Conger, 2008):
Hotep:

You know I’m seriously thinking about switching to business education
now that Dr. Wilson is leaving?

Karen:

Stop it…

Hotep:

No seriously. I’m getting tired of the constant barrage of added
expectations, hoops to jump through, and input or feedback from people
that haven’t taught (mathematics) in years.

Karen:

I get it, but that’s our struggle.

Hotep:

What’s your stance on the experience of mathematics teachers based on
the milestone tests and CCRPI…and that email we received from the
district that mentioned they would be reviewing our grade distributions?
How does that affect achievement? I guess we should have a high passing
rate grade-wise to avoid any issues.

Karen:

Then the issue will be “How did they pass your class but bomb the
milestone?” There will be issues regardless. We teach math. We will
always get “beat up” by THEM! However, I’m willing to do
whatever…(grins)

The conversation during my second interview with Karen repeats itself with other
mathematics teachers across the district who express an uncertainty about the reactions and
expectations based on our school and district rating associated with the high-stakes assessment
from the 2017-18 school year. McNulty (2014) argued for teachers to: “take back their
profession. Creativity is a requirement for teachers who intend to imagine a new narrative, to recreate their own identities. Teachers need opportunities both in teacher preparation programs and
professional development venues to discover how to take generative and creative risks” (p. 41).
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In the fall of 2018, a visiting assistant superintendent for Henry County Schools attended
one of the content meetings for Algebra I during the planning period at Stockbridge High School.
In that meeting, the assistant superintendent suggested that I try strategies that were used by
another educator and adopt practices suggested by district personnel. I declined and responded
by saying, “I’ll use the strategies and messages that I deem best.” Why was I not allowed
pedagogic freedom to do what I wanted, how I wanted, or what I considered to be best practice?
The goal for me as an educator, in every capacity I have had or intend to pursue, is to ensure that
my students achieve or at least do better than the average for my school district and the state.29
As an instructional leader, I plan to allow my teachers the flexibility I expected at the meeting
referenced above. Considering the challenges that existed, beyond my control, I was unable to
facilitate a school-wide culture of confidence, growth, and achievement. I had no way of
guaranteeing that students were able to exercise (conceptual) agency and an active role in their
experiences in other classes. I also understood that my willingness to go above and beyond to
provide parents and students with various forms of communication and additional resources and
support came with costs that were not reimbursed. My challenge was to ensure that students
developed a more positive mathematical identity—a mathematical identity like mine. To provide
insight into what my work entailed, I present you with my experiences and reflections at Walker
Elementary where I established the foundation of my mathematical identity. In the following
paragraphs, I discuss my interpretation of the school culture at Walker Elementary. I also discuss
how the literature on mathematical identity and Afrocentricity created conflict with my

29

Currently, teachers are evaluated on their effectiveness of getting students to show growth as it relates to a
statewide measure referred to as a student growth model. Students in a class have their achievement on standardized
tests compared to students with similar performance from the year before. A teacher is expected to ensure that their
students perform at a level comparable to the median of similar populations. Success or failure can affect a teacher’s
annual evaluation. For more information about student growth models, visit the weblink: http://bit.ly/2noWMvi.
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interpretations as a child and now as an educator. Some of the components to the school culture
that I focus on are assignments and student work, activities and events, and the curriculum.
My earliest memories of mathematics at Walker Elementary involved flash cards and
skill-and-drill worksheets. The flashcards involved regurgitating mathematical facts that were
associated with addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Some of the skill-and-drill
worksheets were photocopies that had 64–81 problems organized in rows and columns on a sheet
of paper. I remember challenging my peers to see who could complete the skill-and-drill
worksheets the fastest. Pedagogically speaking, I am not arguing for a resurgence of skill and
drill worksheets or flash cards in elementary classrooms. I love how schools are now working to
expose students to different careers, experiences, and activities that require the application of
knowledge, critical thinking, and modern forms of communication.
By 3rd grade, I remember we would stand as a class to recite multiplication facts prior to
learning division (Anghileri, 1989; Bauer, 2013). I was a strong supporter in the adoption of
STEM programs at our feeder schools while I served as the STEAM Coordinator at Stockbridge
High School. Natasha shared her memories about reciting multiplication facts in the 4th grade:
Hotep:

Did you all have to recite multiplication facts?

Natasha:

Oh Yes! Mr. Anderson, my 4th grade teacher, would make us stand in
front of the class and recite our multiplication facts from 1 to 12.

Hotep:

Was that easy for you? How did it make you feel?

Natasha:

Mathematics was always easy for me…it was so easy that I thought I
would be a mathematics teacher. Mathematics was just easy for me so
when it was my turn to go, I had no problem because I knew my stuff.
Now for the students that didn’t know it, Mr. Anderson would pick on
them. I remember he used to get on Terrance because he didn’t know his
times-tables that well. [Mr. Anderson] use to make fun of Donta. [The
students in the class] would laugh. I remember one time he tried Donta
with the ones. Of course, [Donta] got them right, but it was just the fact of
the matter.
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Natasha’s statement was characteristic of the experience for more than one of my
participants in this study. Woody shared that although he avoided volunteering to recite his
multiplication tables, he appreciated the support and assistance he received from his teachers and
peers when it was his turn to recite them in front of class. Variations in student comprehension
and ability associated with multiplication facts (and any other mathematical content) may be
associated with varying approaches or epistemologies for educators. Levenson, Tirosh, and
Tsamir (2004) introduced me to the mathematically, practically, and rule-based explanations of
mathematics. This framework is important to me because they influence my pedagogy and
rationalize the misunderstandings that students experience because of the similar, but different,
mindsets associated with each explanation. I now have a name for phenomena and related
thinking that I have engaged with for decades. As mentioned in their article, the explanations
associated with learning have different meanings for students that can influence a student’s
ability and rate of learning (Levenson et al., 2004). One of the challenges I experienced with
learning mathematics at Walker was inequalities. I attempted to rationalize my understanding of
inequalities using a practically based explanation, but my teacher was trying to use a
mathematical or rule-based explanation (Levenson et al., 2004). I understood the concept of
comparing one value to another, but never understood the connection with the symbols for
inequalities or the mnemonic devices like the “alligator eating the bigger number”:
Many effective mnemonic strategies can be used to teach students who have severe
memory deficiencies. Acronyms are particularly helpful for instruction in basic facts and
word problems for these students. Teachers might introduce common mnemonics or
create and individualize such devices for a skill or student. In using mnemonic devices,
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teachers must first demonstrate how the strategy works, then explain the purpose for
using it, model its use, and help students memorize the steps. (Steele, 2002, p. 142)
I still remember seeing that worksheet in second grade that was on inequalities. We were
expected to color certain fish on a page that corresponded to the correct symbols for a specific
inequality. For me, the issue with inequalities, specifically the lesser than or greater than sign,
developed with applying the mnemonic device quickly on the worksheets and other forms of
practice that we were assigned like “the alligator eats the bigger number.” The issue for me was
understanding the meaning of the two expressions “𝑥 < 1” and “1 > 𝑥”. I do not use mnemonic
devices much in my classes. My work as a teacher of mathematics is to ensure that students can
reason, rationalize, and effectively communicate mathematics using symbols, terms, and values
due to their comprehension of mathematics as a language, a form of communication, a way or
method to express ideas or phenomena. Memorization has no place in my classes.
I believe methods and practices championed in one mathematics class or classroom will
not be effective or successful in every class or classroom. There is a myriad of factors that
influence student achievement, performance, and experience in mathematics classes like teacher
experience, teacher knowledge, class size, pacing or scheduling, school culture, resources, and
end of course expectations. For example, Kimberly stated, “I just didn’t like math. I don’t know
what it was…I mean, I just preferred English.” Woody said, “Mathematics in elementary school
was easy. It was when they started adding letters and *#!@ that I hung it up.” I doubt that
everyone had the fortitude to work through challenges with mathematics in their individual
experiences. For Kimberly, I wonder if it was a specific instance, at the micro-level (Wood,
2013), that caused her to prefer English over mathematics. When asked during our second
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interview if she remembered anything about the cause for her alignment with English she said, “I
was just always good with words…or better with words than I was with numbers.”
I concurred with Kimberly’s sentiment about preferring one subject or the other. I was
confident and successful with number operations,30 numerical calculations and related
mathematical processes. Most of my effort regarding our assignments and my engagement in
class was associated with a personal identity (Cobb, Gresalfi, & Hodge, 2009) that aligned with
the expectations of teachers. Whether it was completing an assignment, responding to a question,
or assisting my peers, I was always willing, ready, and able to be an active member of the
classroom experience when we worked on mathematics. My normative identity and personal
identity paired well during my time at Walker Elementary. Woody, however, had a different
perspective:

30

Hotep:

Did you have any experiences in your classes at Walker that you
disliked? Were there any topics that posed a challenge for you to
understand?

Woody:

I could not stand Ms. Crockett.

Hotep:

Really? Why, what happened?

Woody:

She would always nag me about division.

Hotep:

Was it that she called on you to answer questions?

Woody:

Yeah.

Hotep:

How did you feel about it at the time? Did you ever get over your feelings
toward Mrs. Crockett or math?

Woody:

Yes, and no…I mean, I graduated.

I consistently did well on number operations as measured on the Stanford Achievement Test.
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We continued the discussion about Woody’s experience in Ms. Crockett’s class and
about division. He admitted that over time he learned to divide which helps him support his two
elementary-aged children with their homework. He was not able to pinpoint a cause for his
challenges with division. I suggested it may have been his understanding of multiplication facts
about 30 years ago. He shrugged in agreement but seemed eager to change the topic.
While at Walker Elementary, there was a significant amount of disciplinary agency
(Pickering, 1995) in my classes from kindergarten through 5th grade. I wonder if classroom
rosters and student placement with specific teachers was random or associated with student
performance on standardized tests. As an educator, I have worked with counselors,
administrators, students, and parents to ensure that students of similar academic ability or
aptitude were placed in courses that challenged their aptitude and ability. We used PSAT scores,
Georgia Milestone data, teacher recommendations, student grades, and student interest in the
program that was expressed with submission of a STEAM program application. I also worked
with other educators to ensure that classes designed for repeaters and students who may struggle
with mathematics are not overpopulated. I know of schools where test performance effect course
offerings, class rosters, and placement with specific teachers in middle school and high school
for remedial, regular, and honors classes. I understand the rationale associated with a rigid
curricular experience for students that creates a culture of predictable actions based on set of
controllable factors—the traditional K–12 educational experience. However, I have learned that
students, at any age, have the ability to engage in dialogue, problem-solve, think critically, and
apply their knowledge in various ways to solve real-life, real-time, or hypothetical problems
when given the opportunity (Fuchs, Fuchs, Finelli, Courey, Hamlet, Sones, & Hope, 2006). I
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believe we, the students at Walker Elementary, exercised conceptual agency when given the
opportunity:
Hotep:

What did you want to be when you grew up? I wanted to be a boxer
primarily because I saw a guy from my neighborhood doing his cardio
routine, punching in the air as he worked his way up and down the street.
That changed real-quick when I saw him after a fight wearing blueblockers. You remember those sunglasses? …and talking with a slur
because of some brain trauma he suffered from during the fight.

Kimberly:

LOL. I wanted to be a lawyer.

Hotep:

Ah. I guess you soaked up the experience in high school.

Kimberly:

Yeah, that ended up being a joke.

I shared a portion of my first interview with Kimberly above because she had goals in life
that served as her leading activity (Black et al., 2010). Regretfully, for me and Woody, there was
no end game, no outcome that guided our “means to an end” in relation to our goals or future.
School was an activity we engaged in with no buy-in, commitment, or investment. We were not
informed of the projected returns and details associated with our investment in education like the
explicit communication from investment firms to potential investors. We were expected to
comply and conform with little to no opportunity for input, feedback, or consideration
considering the obligation to commit to at least 13 years of schooling—some did, but many did
not (Davis, Ajzen, Saunders, & Williams, 2002). There was no leading activity or leading
identity for me, the only task or expectation was that I do well in school. At the age of 38 and 13
years into my career as a teacher, I still do not understand what “doing well in school” means or
requires from students. Skinner, Wellborn, and Connell (1990) provided three sets of beliefs
related to the perceptions and interpretations of what it means to do well in school:
The three sets of beliefs are referred to as follows: (a) Strategy beliefs are expectations
about “what it takes for me to do well in school” (such as effort, ability, powerful others,
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luck and unknown factors); (b) capacity beliefs are expectations about whether “I have
what it takes” (i.e., Can I exert effort? Am I smart? Liked by powerful others? Lucky?;
and (c) control beliefs are expectations about “whether or not I can do well in school”
without reference to specific means. (p. 23)
What does it mean to do well in school or get good grades? Well, in many contexts,
getting good grades requires that assignments are correct and turned in on time. Depending on
the teacher, the course, the school setting, and the culture of the district, the expectations for
students can vary tremendously which affects the strategy beliefs associated with academic
grades. I believe that all students have the capacity to do well academically. While a student at
Walker Elementary, I enjoyed taking tests and seeing how I compared to my peers both at the
school and national level—on standardized assessments. From my perspective as a student, when
we were administered the Stanford Achievement Test, I saw opportunity to prove that I was
smart…or smarter than a specific percentage of students across the nation. I plead guilty, again. I
concluded that my motivations and drive were associated with contest mobility (Turner, 1960),
but what was I accomplishing? A test score? Larry provided an interesting perspective that
warrants consideration in the design of policy and legislation as it relates to student performance,
student achievement, and all forms of testing:
Hotep:

How were students expected to show that they understood or mastered the
concepts that they learned in your class?

Larry:

Students were expected to earn a passing grade, of course. Most
importantly, I expected them to do well on the milestone.

Hotep:

How would you rate your success with milestones as it compared to your
peers?

Larry:

Oh, I…, I mean my students, they always did well. Word on the street is
that I got my chance at being an instructional support facilitator, like your
position, because of my success in the classroom.
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Hotep:

What was your niche? What worked in your favor to get students to do
well?

Larry:

I had high expectations and students were expected to pass the milestone
in order to pass my class. … I will say that some did pass and fail the
milestone, but not like the teachers at my current school.

Hotep:

Can you provide some context?

Larry:

Well, we have issues with grade inflation. I remember you shared some
data about grades in classes not matching the grades that students earn on
the test at the end of the year. I’m wrecking my brain with a few teachers
who seem to give students grades…grades that don’t make sense.

Hotep:

I’m happy to know that my work didn’t fall on deaf ears. The crazy part is
I’m sure teachers and schools are dealing with similar challenges because
it is a challenge at my new school as well.

Larry:

But I get it…from a student’s perspective.

Hotep:

You get what?

Larry:

If you think about it… when we think about assessment data, it means a
lot to us. In many cases schools are given a window of time to move
scores, but what does that mean for students? Like, what does a beginning
achievement level look like for students in comparison to a distinguished
achievement level on any assessment? (Personal communication, May
2017)

In the next section, I discuss my interpretation of student connections and teacher
engagement while providing relevant statements from my interviews with Kimberly and Woody.
Student Connections and Teacher Engagement
As shared earlier, I wanted to be a boxer when I was about 9 or 10 years old. My decision
was based on a young man in my neighborhood who was about 25 years old at the time. For his
cardio routine, he jogged up and down the street I lived on air-boxing and listening to his Sony
Walkman while doing his cardio routine. I may have seen the guy two or three times, but I
convinced myself that boxing was the goal. I wanted muscles too and to don the gloves to box.
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With some knowledge of the sport and different celebrities who were successful like Mike Tyson
and Roy Jones, Jr., I wanted some of the action and the millions of dollars that some successful
boxers earned. I was conditioned to think that monetary success was achieved through
entertainment or sports. I learned about the salaries earned by Chief Executive Officers and
wealth or hedge fund managers well after college. I could be the next heavyweight champion.
Boxing had nothing to do with mathematics or my dissertation, but the rationale of my
young mind affected the construction and development of my mathematical identity. In the
instance above, over one or two brief observations of another individual training to be a boxer, I
decided on my leading activity (Black & Williams, 2013). While a student at Walker
Elementary, we went on several field trips, but I do not remember visiting locations for
professional businesses, employers, or industries. I also do not remember having a significant
number of visits for demonstrations or career fairs where students were able to discover and
experience different fields and careers early in life.
Now, as an educator, I work to ensure that students have a significant amount of exposure
to the content associated with standards for the different mathematics classes that I teach. I also
plan trips to different locations around the area to expose them to various fields, professions, and
opportunities. The goal for my work and the exposure I provide students is to introduce them to
enable them to connect what they learn in my class and other classes—in business, research, and
their personal lives—to what exists in the real world. I also hope to provide students with more
opportunities to confirm or change their leading activity based on things they see and people they
meet.
During my years in elementary school, my teachers and their peers were involved in the
community. Mrs. Love, one of my teachers was a Girls Scouts troop leader. Another teacher,
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Mrs. Crockett, was an advisor to the McKnight Achievers Society. Although I was a member of
only one of the organizations mentioned above, the involvement of both women in the
community impacted my academic performance. It was guaranteed that I would see one of the
teachers from Walker in the community, at church, the grocery store, or at the movies. The
random meetings in public places required that I be successful in my classes because any time
my mother and I left the house could result in a random teacher conference. I was not willing to
get in trouble about anything related to my academics with my mom. I continued seeing my
elementary school teachers up until my last year in Broward County. In fact, I sat and talked with
Mrs. Lucy Thomas when I returned to Broward County after finishing my master’s degree. She
was conducting on-the-spot interviews with teachers for one of the schools in the district at the
summer teacher recruitment fair. She said she remembered me, but I used similar statements
when talking with students who I do not remember; I’ll take her word for it. When I go home to
visit, I may see one or two of my teachers who are still alive and living in the area surrounding
Walker Elementary. We usually exchange pleasantries and I update them on my current
activities, accomplishments, and information that I know about my classmates that they
remember.
The positive effects of teacher engagement occurred when teachers like Mrs. Crockett
nominated students she believed were capable and interested in fellowshipping with other
students in the McKnight Achievers Group. Relationships that were built with teachers during
the school day and out in the community required a great deal of discipline and consistency
leaving little room for deviation and behavior not becoming of a scholar. For middle school, I
never saw my teachers in the community even while I worked at a nearby TJ Maxx during my
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time in high school. For high school, the student connections and engagement in the community
were just as poor.
I merged student connections and teacher engagement as themes in my discussion about
the construction and development of my positive mathematical identity because both were strong
enough to influence foundation of my mathematical identity. I constructed this conclusion based
on my memory work and interpretation of the data collection and analysis for this study. My
identity development in elementary school was based on fundamental concepts and the routine
and mindset associated with performing well when expected—primarily with grades, conduct,
and on standardized assessments. Over the years, the foundation of my mathematical identity
withstood the potential for academic or intellectual erosion during middle school and high
school. I associate this resistance and resilience to the assaults on my mathematical identity with
the confidence I established in elementary school.
The educators at Walker set the bar and encouraged us to reach our goals, but I feel they
could have done a better job of ensuring that students and parents understood the potential of
academic learning resulting in prospects or opportunities. I wish I had more direction and
support regarding potential careers that were associated with my talents, abilities, and interests. I
do not know if the educators at Sunrise Middle School or Fort Lauderdale High School
established connections or were engaged in the communities. Maybe they did but considering my
peers and I were bused over a considerable distance to these schools and did not live in the
immediate community, we most likely had different experiences and outcomes than the students
who resided in the surrounding attendance zone. I wonder why kids in the areas like those
around Sunrise Middle School were never bused to my side of town.
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As an educator, I work to create strong connections with my students and display my
engagement in the community every chance I get. I get to know students and parents. I support
students in their extra-curricular activities. I share information with students and families about
extra-curricular activities outside of school, job opportunities, and college or career information
and resources. I organize a variety of trips for students that travel locally and across the United
States. To date, I have taken a total of 168 students on my annual college tour. In the 5 years, we
have visited 71 colleges and universities across the United States of America. I organize career
or industry talks with individuals who currently work as professionals or contractors in STEM
fields, the fine arts, technical, or industrial careers. A goal for these talks and discussions is to
communicate various ways that mathematical ability and achievement impact student experience
on the short- and long-term for students. When I ask my students to give back by giving back to
future generations, this usually involves speaking to younger students after they graduate, I
expect that every graduating class adhere to the expectations I communicate. I expect that you
study, that you ask questions, that you invest the spare time you tend to waste in your academic
achievement because, “You never want what you don’t know to be used against you.”31
I also take great pride in being someone any student can depend on for consistent support,
advice, and information related to their academic journey. The success of my interventions may
not be immediate. In many cases, after a year or two, students appreciate the value of my
instruction or support related to their studies, short- and long-term goals. For students that were
more receptive and responsive, their achievement and success was evident. Student connections
and teacher engagement has a significant association to R. Anderson’s (2007) engagement face
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I share this statement with students I teach and speak to as much as possible. I came up with the statement in
trying to communicate the need for students to value the knowledge they are expected to learn.
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of mathematical identity. Teachers and administrators at Walker did an amazing job teaching us
content and associated standards, but questions arise as to how extensions and enrichment
associated with the content in each class benefited students:
Hotep:

Did you ever join McKnight Achievers Society?

Kimberly:

With the red jackets?

Hotep:

Yeah. The one that Ms. Crockett recruited for.

Kimberly:

I joined. I was a member for a few years…maybe two. We had a bunch of
meetings and stuff, but I don’t remember anything exciting.

Hotep:

I joined. I remember having the jacket, but only went to one meeting.

I did some research while looking over my interviews with Kimberly and questioned
whether McKnight Achievers Society was still around. I found that it was still functioning with
students benefiting from their membership around the country in grades K–12. There was not an
active chapter at my middle school or high schools where I taught since my career in education
began in 2007. My opportunity to engage in the group ended when I was bused across the county
to a school rather than attend the neighborhood middle school that had an active chapter and
faculty that were affiliated with the program. Maybe if I gave a more serious consideration for
McKnight Achievers Society and its value at the time, I would have maintained my membership
to see the benefits of the connections, programs, and opportunities it offered. I regret not
maintaining my membership in the McKnight Achievers Society because I know that its goals
and mission are synonymous with my current work with students. Regretfully, I avoided
listening to someone trying to give me the same advice and support as I do my students now.
Unacceptable.
In hindsight, the McKnight Achievers Society and other activities that were sponsored or
recommended by my elementary school teachers were ideal opportunities for me to see the
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connection of my academics to potential careers, and applications for my learning and interests
in real-world instances related to my interests. I did not know of the meaning of cultural DNA at
the time and missed out on the related benefits by being naïve, immature, and unaware of the
long-term value. As I reflect on the group of teachers from elementary school and what I overlooked, my mind races thinking about how much knowledge I could have gleaned from them. In
the next section, I discuss my interpretation of the support I received at home and in the
community. I also provide relevant statements from my interviews with Kimberly and Woody.
Support at Home and in the Community
My mom worked for a BellSouth affiliate near Fort Lauderdale when I was enrolled at
Walker Elementary. I do not remember if I ever asked for help or needed it, but I remember
spending a lot of time working on mathematics problems with my mom on computer paper. As
an employee with BellSouth, my mother had access to boxes of the computer paper that had the
green and white bars alternating from top to bottom. We worked on arithmetic and calculations a
lot. My mom was good with arithmetic and numbers sense. I am not so sure about her algebraic
skills because her assistance with mathematics problems ceased as I got older. It was not that she
could not help me with my work; I just never asked because I was well-prepared for
mathematics. Kimberly and Woody mentioned that they received similar support at home from
their parents and grandparents as needed:
Hotep:

Did you have any support from parents or your grandparents with your
mathematics homework?

Woody:

Most of my mathematics in elementary school was stupid easy…like
adding and subtracting and stuff. I remember my grandma used to make
me do times tables with her at the dining room table.

Hotep:

Were those good or bad memories for you?
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Woody:

They were good. It was like grandma was able to help me with something
that I struggled with.

Hotep:

Did your grandma ever help you with other topics?

Woody:

I’m sure she did, but I don’t remember.

Hotep:

Did your parents ever help you with your mathematics homework?

Kimberly:

My mom did. She was a stay at home mom because my dad ran the
business. He would help me too, but I rather my mom helps me because
my dad didn’t have patience if I didn’t get something the first time.

As a teacher, when I speak with parents, I hear from some who engage with the
mathematics their students are working on for homework or additional practice while at home. I
also have heard some parents say that they cannot do mathematics and elude to the potential that
their students are just as incapable (Parsons, Adler, & Kaczala, 1982). I doubt that educators can
or need to create policy or expectations that require parents to provide one-on-one assistance or
any form of support with the educational experience at home for students. I can confirm,
however, that having a comprehensive support system for students that is accessible at home or
in the community helps students (Landers, 2013; Xu & Corno, 2003).
After school, during the school year, and during the summer, I was fortunate to attend the
local Boys & Girls Club. The club for students provided a wealth of support and experiences for
me socially and academically. In addition to the games, events, and organizations I could join,
the club had a computer lab.32 It was in this computer lab that I engaged in a significant amount
of cognitive change by building my comprehension of academic content and other academic
skills (Mayer, Schustack, & Blanton, 1999). I do not remember any computers at Walker
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I would like to show appreciation and thank to Ms. Brenda James (deceased) for her commitment to the kids like
me at the Northwest Boys & Girls Club. Now known as the Nan Knox Unit, the club is located at 832 NW 2 nd Street
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33311.
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Elementary. One of my favorite games to play at the Boys & Girls Club was Number Munchers
made by Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) in 1986. I appreciated playing
Number Munchers because I was able to engage with technology and practice my mathematics
skills at the same time. The game was based on speed and recognition of concepts like multiples,
factors, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division facts. The proficiency and confidence
that I developed playing Number Munchers paid dividends throughout my K–12 experience and
in my practice as a mathematics teacher. I am happy to see that there are a variety of both free
and paid software programs for students on desktop computers, laptops, and mobile devices that
enable students to build their mathematical skills as I did back in the late 1980s (Bauer, 2013;
Jones, 2011).
Woody and I ended our conversation during the second interview reflecting on
graduation from elementary school and the song that was sung by a group of our friends. He
laughed at me as I tried to hit the notes to the End of the Road by Boyz II Men. It was the end of
the road for us, the end of innocence and what many have said was the best time of our lives. For
me, Walker was the beginning of my life and career with mathematics—where I forged the
foundation of my mathematical identity. I added, subtracted, multiplied, divided, compared,
reasoned, solved, and calculated. There was a lot of mathematics in school from kindergarten
through graduation but engaging with the mathematics was not the significant piece to my
success doing mathematics and doing mathematics well. The key to my positive mathematical
identity in elementary school was the school culture. It does not matter if you call it traditional
mathematics, integrated mathematics, or just mathematics, if the school culture is not conducive
to learning, understanding of the mathematics will not be evident across the student population.
Student connections, teaching engagement, and the support I received at home and in the
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community were just as important but still secondary in every way. I hope to create similar types
of experiences at the schools I teach and the students I interact with for the rest of my career.
Bracketing the Walker Experience
Once I received the go-ahead to conduct my research, I made a trip to Broward County to
visit Walker Elementary. I attempted to revisit the place, to walk up and down the halls, and
hopefully see things that I remembered. I thought that by walking across the campus would jog
memories that were not already vivid. I was not able to enter the building, but I could walk the
lines that were still painted on the floor, I saw different murals painted on the walls, I did not see
any of my teachers, and realized that the Dixie Court Apartments were renovated—it still was a
public housing development. I also did further research on the academic performance and found
that in 2017 Walker was ranked a D school with the state-wide school evaluation system. When
securing participation from Kimberly, Woody, and Natasha I had to use different methods based
on our interactions and who were available. My meeting with Kimberly was easy to setup. We
both follow each other on multiple social media platforms. When we met up in north Florida for
her interviews, I could remember seeing her the first time she entered our 4th grade class. I
mentioned the memory to her. She laughed at the hair full of beads she wore 25 years ago. We
both laughed and jumped straight into the interview. I approached our interview with an open
mind with no predispositions to what would come of our discussions. I did find out that her
father was a local business owner—an electrician. I also did not know that she grew up in the
Caribbean and attended school there prior to moving to the United States and enrolling at Walker
Elementary. I honestly cannot think of any assumptions, options, or subjectivities that would
have influenced our interviews or my evaluation of the data from our interviews.
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Before my interview with Woody, I expected to see the same young man we would call
“Bear” walk into the coffee shop. He lost a lot of weight and looked as if he was in better shape
than me. Other than a few posts on Facebook, Woody and I did not talk much directly since our
times together in elementary and middle school. As I type these statements, I can see Teddy as
he was years ago. I was happy to hear from him, engage in conversation, and see the pictures of
his two kids. Woody is now a police officer doing well for himself. I admit to having opinions
associated with Woody’s interviews that assumed I would get negative comments about his
experience with mathematics. Other than disliking the work with algebra, having challenges with
division, and a few other issues that he spoke about (not related to mathematics or his
academics), Woody was a solid student.
Natasha33 was a co-worker from one of my schools who taught another subject. We
worked together on several projects because our responsibilities as STEM teachers required that
we work across standards associated with curriculum to ensure that students had unique and
engaging activities. I asked her to participate because of my opinions about her level of wisdom,
knowledge, and experiences in South Georgia. I assumed that she would be able to provide a
different experience as an educator in South Georgia than mine considering factors associated
with socioeconomic status in her part of the state compared to mine. I also anticipated
differences in her experiences based on the demographics of the surrounding communities. The
only difference between our experiences seemed to be associated with the community. I grew up
in an urban part of town that benefited from a high population density. Natasha grew up a rural
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Natasha did not attend Walker Elementary; however, her response to an interview question fit with the them
which warranted inclusion.
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town that did not have as many opportunities and resources, but she did have educated parents
that ensured she was able and prepared to be academically successful.
Middle School at Sunrise Middle School
As the end of 5th grade approached, I and other students at Walker Elementary began to
plan for the next step in our lives. Where would we go to middle school? In following the
performing arts pathway for magnet students enrolled at Walker Elementary, it was safe to
assume we would attend Parkway Middle School. Parkway had a great magnet program and a
culture of achievement that paralleled the program and culture at Walker Elementary. Enrollment
in the magnet programs at that time, across Broward County Public Schools (BCPS), was
challenging for many families who desired to see their children benefit from the experiences and
resources that magnet schools offered their students. In my case, either submitting paperwork in
a timely manner or a lack of participation in the musical or performing arts program as a student
at Walker Elementary resulted in me not being admitted at Parkway. Both Kimberly and Woody
confirmed the anxiety related to this transition in our lives. When I shared that I got emotional
regarding my failure to follow many of our peers to Parkway Middle during our interviews,
Woody laughed at me, but Kimberly admitted that she felt the same way.
Sunrise Middle School was positioned on the wealthier side of town. A high-end, upscale
mall, the Galleria Mall, was located 1.5 miles away which was the same distance as a few
convenience stores and flea markets for me by Dorsey-Riverbend. Unlike the times in
elementary school when I walked home, if I missed the school bus while attending Sunrise
Middle, I had to pay to ride the city bus home, when I had a dollar in my pocket, or walk home.
Ashamedly, I have more memories of the walk home from Sunrise Middle than learning
mathematics. On a good day with me walking and jogging, I could get the trip down to about an
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hour and 15 minutes. There were no public housing projects on the side of town where Sunrise
Middle was located. On certain streets throughout the area around Sunrise Middle, you would
find duplexes and triplexes, but no high-density apartment buildings like the landscape on my
side of town. The student population was a mix of students with the majority being of African or
European descent. Most of the teacher population were members of the European diaspora.
I am sure students achieved and teachers provided positive learning experiences, but
when compared to my experience at Walker Elementary School, I felt disconnected, alienated,
and marginalized at Sunrise Middle. I was more interested in fitting in or being liked. Grades and
performance were not as important as being accepted by my peers. Unlike my time at Walker
Elementary, I did not have an authentic connection with my classmates, and I had no connection
to my teachers. I do not remember seeing any of my teachers from Sunrise Middle out in my
community or around town even up until the time I worked at TJ Maxx. I do remember failing a
lot of classes. Failing to me, considering my performance at Sunrise Middle was not restricted to
just earning an F on my report card.
At one time, my grades at Sunrise Middle were such an issue that I was almost retained in
the 7th grade because of a required grade during the last quarter of the school year. I received a C
in my science class. The grade was not because of the average I maintained in the class. I did the
calculation and understood that I should have failed Ms. Johnson’s class. My teacher passed me.
I have been the teacher, in similar situations, where students received a failing grade. I may have
been too strict on the students but failure for the students required that they only repeat a class. If
I failed science that year or received a D, I would have repeated 7th grade. I own up to most of
the blame for my poor academic performance in middle school, but I am sure the teachers and
administration could have done more. I could have behaved better, earned better grades, and
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engaged in more extracurricular activities. I lacked academic support, encouragement, and
direction from friends, teachers, and administration (Bokhorst, Sumter, & Westenberg, 2010).
There was potential in my academic ability as found in my standardized test performance from
elementary school. Someone, a teacher, a counselor, or an administrator should have asked,
“What happened?”, “What is going on?”, or “What are you not performing as well as you did in
the past?”, when they saw my scores from 6th grade in relation to how I performed in elementary
school. Test scores should not be the only indicator for evaluating a student’s performance,
ability, or aptitude. I guess I ended up being a needle in a haystack or transparent to educators. I
got calls home for my behavior, but no calls home for my achievement (or under-achievement).34

Themes from Middle School

1

Figure 6: Web of themes associated with my experiences at Sunrise Middle School
which influenced the development of my mathematical identity.

34

One of my recommendations in Chapter 6 addresses my issue with teacher involvement and response to behavior
and not academics.
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In the following paragraphs, I identify themes associated with my experience in middle
school that I considered to be significant in the development of my positive mathematical
identity. I used data collected from memory work, interviews, documents like report cards,
progress reports, standardized test score reports, and yearbooks. I interviewed two of my friends
from middle school—Kimberly and Nigel. Kimberly was a friend that attended Walker with me.
Nigel was a friend that attended a different school for elementary school. I later found out that he
lived closer to Walker Elementary than I did but was zoned to attend a school that was farther
away due to the attendance zones in Broward County School District at the time. The themes
identified after analyzing the data are (a) socialization over education, (b) career fairs and
guidance, and (c) promotion and retention.
Socialization Over Education
The biggest regret of my life is associated with a decision to Christmas-tree on a
standardized test in the 6th grade. I knew that failing or not doing as well as I did in years past
would ensure that I was placed with my friends, the fun class, and students that looked like me.
What was I thinking?
When reviewing my score report from the spring administration of the 9th edition
Stanford Achievement Test from 1994, I had so many questions, so many thoughts full of regret
for my personal experiences with mathematics. In hindsight, I regret that none of my teachers or
administrators evaluated my longitudinal data to consider my performance as more of an
anomaly than a true depiction of my knowledge, understanding, or potential for achievement. To
their support, my scores were on par with the average student. I did not fail the assessment. I
guess it was not an issue for a student to underperform on an assessment and be placed in a
regular class without counseling or a parent’s input. I do not remember if I answered enough
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right to score on grade-level or if I answered a few and guessed on the remainder, but a 30-point
drop on a yearly assessment should have triggered an alert or someone’s attention (see Figure 7).

Middle School Standardized Test Performance
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Figure 7: My middle school standardized test performance.
After scoring the way I did, I was not able to continue with the honors mathematics
course I was enrolled in during my 6th grade year. I was successful at wanting to be an average
student. I was too young and naïve to know that I was more than an average student with abilities
and potential that would benefit from an accelerated or honors curriculum. My placement in the
honors course was meant to align my knowledge and understanding of mathematics with content,
pacing, and activities that would have enabled me to see continued growth rather than stagnation
or decline. Unfortunately, I see students making decisions like this every year. I try to intervene,
to contact parents, and the inspire students to rethink their decision to intentionally sabotage their
academic success.
As an educator, I noticed fellow teachers and administrators I worked with make
curricular decisions for students based on their achievement data on high-stakes and standardized
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assessments without the engagement of students and parents. In my roles as a STEAM
Coordinator and academic coach, I worked in concert with students and their parents to ensure
that students who met criteria for the STEAM and other programs had a voice and choice as it
related to the curriculum and course schedules they enrolled. I also created opportunities
available for students who showed an interest to participate in STEAM classes and related
activities if they met the selection criteria or not. I cringe at the thought of decisions being made
for students that influence their educational trajectories without their knowledge and a thorough
understanding of the short- and long-term implications for course enrollment. I raise the issue
with counseling when I see the phenomenon occur but usually get my query and concern overruled by administration or jargon used by counselors. I have experienced success when I reached
out to students and parents ensuring that they exercised their agency related to their coursework.
Another phenomenon that I have noticed is high student-to-teacher ratios in regular and remedial
level mathematics course. In the last year, I noticed where a school placed a significantly high
number of students in remedial classes for students who had weaknesses in mathematics. One of
my peers had a class of 41 students that he co-taught with another teacher. The room was
designed to fit 32 students comfortably. Forty-one students in a class of students who have
shown weaknesses in mathematics creates a compounding effect that influences growth and
achievement in a negative way. Kevin, one of my past co-workers, shared his experiences with
class sizes:
Hotep:

Have you ever had to teach remedial or classes designed for students that
were struggling? When I transferred over to Lanier High, they had me
teaching a class for students who failed Mathematics I but needed to earn
Mathematics I and Mathematics II credits in one year.

Kevin:

It seemed that all I taught was remedial classes when I was at Oakbrook.

Hotep:

Really? Do you have any idea or hypothesis as to why?
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Kevin:

Well, I guess the obvious would be that I was the only Black mathematics
teacher, but I was always told that the honors courses were given to the
teachers who had the most experience at Ola High first. That’s why I left.

Hotep:

What were some of the challenges you faced with teaching those classes?

Kevin:

Frustration. No matter what I did or how well the students performed, I
always felt dumped on. Ola High School was doing well with the
milestones and EOCTs compared to the other schools in Henry [County],
but I got kids that couldn’t count with their fingers.

Hotep:

How many would you have in a class?

Kevin:

I think I would get up to 20–25 at a time.

Hotep:

That seems manageable compared to other numbers I know of…

Kevin:

Well, yeah. Maybe, but what would hurt most was when the repeaters
would be placed in the class with the struggling true 9th graders. It was like
the younger students modeled the [negative and unwanted] behaviors of
the older students. It was like I had to teach students how to act first and
then teach them math.

Kevin shared that since going to a different high school in a different district he has had
the opportunity to teach an honors-level course every year. He did share too that he still sees
challenges with class sizes associated with the low-performing student populations as compared
to the honors-level mathematics courses.35 In classes with high student populations, the teachers
and co-teachers have a tougher time addressing the misunderstanding and shortcomings in
mathematical understanding for students that require their support. Additionally, as referenced in
Kevin’s statement when negative behaviors and mindsets interact, they fuel the same behaviors
and mindsets that we want to avoid. Students need to be exposed to positivity, growth, and
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Legislation related to FTE, funding, and class size affect the number of students that are allowed per class. Policy
at the local level or within a school can challenge the legislation set by the state or federal government but always
function within limitations that are challenging due to the number of teachers on staff and the curricular demands of
the student population.
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successful peers as best as possible. If not, students will never see what could be different,
progressive, and life-changing about their approach to learning or education. Back at Sunrise
Middle, when I was placed in the class I wanted to be in, I asked myself, “What have I done?”
Being placed in the regular classes with the students I thought were my friends had a negative
effect on my mathematical identity and my educational outcomes. I was subject to a different
type of instructional experience, lowered expectations, and an absence of rigor or peer
motivation to excel.
Career Fairs and Guidance
The last career fair I experienced as a student was in the 6th grade. Participants for the fair
shared their careers, experiences, and advice with us while we sat in my language arts class. One
visit was from a pair of accountants. I loved their presentation because they were well-dressed in
suit-and-tie and communicated that students who liked mathematics would naturally do well as
future accountants. I was happy to finally have a career that aligned with my abilities and
knowledge of mathematics. I had outlook for my future career. That experience, a visit from two
individuals who I never saw before or again, influenced my decision to major in accounting 7
years later while a college student at Bethune-Cookman University. After that experience in the
6th grade, during the career fair, I never heard from other professionals that I could parlay an
interest and ability with mathematics into a career or industry. Maybe if I qualified to attend the
magnet schools that focused on different areas and industries then I would have been privy to
such knowledge, information, and insight. Should not every student be exposed to future
opportunities and a wealth of information regarding the different careers they could pursue or
pathways that they could follow?
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I believe that if I were enrolled in the different magnet programs associated with STEM
or industries involved some sort of mathematics, I would not be completing this PhD in
Mathematics Education. I probably would not be an educator. I would be involved in small or
large-scale business, a star employee, partner or business owner. I would be doing something
that required a higher amount of mathematics courses for the requirements associated with a
bachelor’s degree, a master’s degree, or another advanced degree. I believe the onus for
establishing the potential for different subjects, content, and information that students are
expected to learn on school districts. I assign the responsibility associated with communicating
value and utility of mathematics on school districts because the district has resources and the
capacity to ensure consistency across schools and in classrooms. District-level practices and
policies would also promote consistency about the programs and initiatives that are
implemented. If Broward County School District created a comprehensive experience for
students that needed guidance and support about the value and utility what we were learning I
may have learned what an engineer or actuary was before I was a college student. If I was
informed of what opportunities existed for students who graduate with a mathematics degree, I
would have switched from accounting in college to mathematics or completed a master’s degree
in mathematics. For me, there was no connection between achievement and accomplishments in
school with outcomes after school. I had no value or utility associated with my ability to do well
with mathematics. Sadly, students like me, members of the African Diaspora, or students on the
poorer side of the socioeconomic spectrum were products of a social-educational machine and
not participants. If our families and social networks lacked social capital or insight that enabled
our benefit from the educational experience our outlook in life and career was left to chance.
Unacceptable!
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Promotion and Retention
As mentioned earlier, I was almost retained in the 7th grade. I was failing my science
class and needed a C during the last semester because of a policy in our district that required at
least a D in every class during the last semester and a total of 4 points throughout the year. Points
were earned by letter grade with values being the same as the system used to calculate grade
point averages on a four-point scale. My first two terms in 7th grade, I earned an F and a D in
science. My third term I earned another D, based on my calculation and grades earned up until a
week or so before report cards. I had intelligence and wit but not the drive to do well in my
science class. As the end of the semester loomed, I panicked because I would be in classes with
the students that were younger than me. The jokes on me and my predicament would never end.
Luckily, my 7th grade science teacher had a good heart because she gave me a C. I should have
been retained. Maybe I could reverse the decision or improve my grade over the summer, but I
earned that grade. I used this example and scenario because it occurred, and I feel that grade
inflation, giving credit, and social promotion occurs too often with students who struggle in
mathematics. I function under the pretense in life that we, as individuals, must borrow from lived
experience to reduce our stress, anxiety, and mistakes. In education, I feel the same way and
embrace the research of Roderick and Nagaoka (2005) who concluded that the retention of
students across Chicago was ineffective at addressing and improving student achievement for
low-performing students based on data associated with their performance on the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills in the gate grades.36 Roderick and Nagaoka referenced the constant fluctuation of
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The gate grades are 3rd, 6th, and 8th grade which served as years that students could be retained or promoted based
on their performance on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills.
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policies and legislation regarding promotion and retention in large urban districts attempting to
address low student achievement:
This pendulum swing captures a central conundrum facing administrators of how to
motivate teachers and students to set high expectations while dealing with the problem of
persistent poor students’ performance and the responsibilities of large urban school
systems toward their most vulnerable students. The central tension, however, is that high
stakes testing policies are premised on the idea that it is the threat of retention as much as
retention itself that will lead to higher performance…. Thus, such policies assume that
retention, and the academic failure it signifies, is a negative experience that students, their
teachers, and their parents will work to avoid. (p. 310)

We focused on the question: Did retaining these low-achieving students help? The
answer is definitely no. In the third grade, there is no evidence that retention led to
greater achievement growth 2 years after the promotional gate. In the sixth grade, we find
that retention was in fact, associated with lower achievement growth. (p. 331)
Despite the wisdom expressed through research and scholarship on the topic of
promotion or retention, as communicated above, I still believe firmly about minimum
expectations associated with content that must be met by students for promotion or retention.
Promoted in this case could mean to accelerate their learning by partnering the exceling student
with older students in higher grades or courses. Promotion could also mean accelerating student
engagement by having the students move-up a grade or graduate early. I wrestled with the
potential for all students meeting the expectations associated with “college for all” until I
realized students need multiple options that both address their immediate abilities or their
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interests; technical college, the military, and other alternative options are not so bad (Conley,
2010). Policy must exist that communicates to all parties and stakeholders in the educational
process the expectations, requirements, and objectives related to student achievement and
performance. Districts should take ownership in student performance and success by focusing on
more than just academic measures and standards (Jimerson, Pletcher, Graydon, Schnurr,
Nickerson, & Kundert, 2006). It is paramount that schools address the academic and social
competence of students that offer the best opportunities, student outcomes, and pathways toward
achieving short- and long-term goals (Jimerson et al., 2006). Students must be conditioned to
know that courses like mathematics require “regular practice, of sufficient duration, in areas of
cognition best described as conceptual learning, reasoning, explaining, and problem solving”
(Berliner, 2011, p. 298).
Bracketing the Sunrise Middle School Experience
I had some reservations about revisiting my experiences at Sunrise Middle. I was not a
happy student at Sunrise Middle. I doubt it was a result of specific experiences but more of a
contempt for being out-of-my-element. Woody and Kimberly attended Sunrise Middle with me
and had similar statements and opinions. We were from the poorer side of town bused all the
way out to the suburbs, near the beaches. Why would they send us out there and not send the
students from those neighborhoods to our schools? To be clear, I know that my geographic
location and opinions about my experiences at Sunrise Middle have affected my ability to
identify other participants from Sunrise Middle that lived in the surrounding neighborhood. I
knew where Woody grew up and I had an idea of where Kimberly lived. I knew my peers at
Sunrise Middle by name and what they looked like. I had no understanding or knowledge of the
community, the history of the area, or the culture of the people in the surrounding
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neighborhoods. I was not invited to their parties nor did I play any sports with them. Unlike my
times at Walker Elementary, I did not feel like I was the subject of educational strategies,
initiatives, or had an active role in my education. I was forced to attend Sunrise Middle and felt
disconnected from the popular culture of the student body and surrounding community.
High School at Fort Lauderdale High School
High school was a different experience from my experiences at both Walker Elementary
School and Sunrise Middle School. The application process for magnet schools at the high
school level paralleled the experience I had when heading to middle school. My top choice for
high school was Boyd Anderson High School.37 Boyd Anderson High was an International
Baccalaureate (IB) high school in 1996. My knowledge of IB programs was accurate at the time
of my application. IB programs were academically challenging and rigorous. Unfortunately, I
was not informed of the expectations for admission and acceptance to the IB program prior to my
8th grade year at Sunrise Middle. I was not admitted into the IB program. I was disappointed, but
not defeated. I understood why I was not selected based on the feedback and rationale for the
decision as communicated in the decision letter. My grades and performance throughout my
middle school years were not on par with the expectations for the traditional IB student. As I
discuss later in this chapter, during my time in middle school, achievement was not a priority as
determined by my performance on progress reports, report cards (see Appendix J), and
standardized achievement tests (see Appendix O). My second choice for a high school was
Dillard High School.38 Dillard was the most well-known high school in Broward County Public
Schools at one time for academic, athletic, extracurricular, and social achievements. Dillard was
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Boyd H. Anderson High School is located at 3050 NW 41 st Street in Lauderdale Lake, Florida 33309.

38

Dillard High School is located at 2501 NW 11th Street in Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33311.
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also the high school my mom, her siblings, my oldest cousins, their friends, and many of adults
on my side of town attended.
The decision was made for me to attend Fort Lauderdale High School instead of Dillard
because my mother and older brother feared that I would be influenced by the “wrong crowd”; I
could not blame them, considering my grades and behavior in 6th and 7th grade. My response to
attending Fort Lauderdale High was nowhere close to the tantrum I displayed with my transition
to middle school. I knew many of the people who would be attending Fort Lauderdale High. Like
Sunrise Middle, Fort Lauderdale was positioned on the same side of town. The curricular
difference between Sunrise Middle School and Fort Lauderdale High School was that Fort
Lauderdale High School was a law magnet school.
Kimberly and Nigel attended Fort Lauderdale High with me as well. The documents I
reviewed from high school were report cards, my high school transcript, and my course
schedules. The things I remember and discuss about my experience in high school as they relate
to themes I consider relevant to the development of my mathematical identity are: (a) I am just as
smart as the magnet students, (b) the graduation test, and (c) the SAT.
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Themes from High School

Figure 8: Web of themes associated with my experiences at Fort Lauderdale High School which
influenced the construction and development of my mathematical identity.

3B

I Am Just as Smart as Magnet Students
I had my opinions about the experiences of how “regular” and magnet students being
treated differently based on the process of applying to Parkway Middle and Boyd Anderson High
School. My decision to assign a theme for my dissertation about the concerns regarding the two
groups of students were confirmed when I examined my schedule from the fall of my senior year
of high school. I was enrolled in pre-calculus but did not remember taking pre-calculus in high
school. Someone decided to enroll me in college prep math just before the beginning of the
school year. If I were a magnet student, my courses would have been pre-determined without the
opportunity for changes because magnet students were expected to take specific courses or drop
out of the magnet program. Why was I removed from the pre-calculus class? I earned credits in
Algebra, Geometry honors, and Algebra II honors. Pre-Calculus should have been the next
course I enrolled in. Why?
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Whether a school is a magnet school or not, all students benefit from being challenged.
Students reach their fullest potential when placed in courses with students who have similar
mindsets and abilities. Students also benefit from educational experiences when there is a high
amount of application of knowledge and content. I was just as intelligent as the magnet students
at Fort Lauderdale High (or Boyd Anderson High) enrolled in pre-calculus. I also should have
been able to enroll in AP Calculus upon successful completion of pre-calculus. The sad thing is I
did not learn about AP Calculus until I became a teacher—6 years later. Maybe if I was accepted
into the IB program at Boyd Anderson High School, I would have been expected to enroll in AP
mathematics classes. Maybe then I would have never been allowed to take a course that lowered
the expectations for my mathematical ability or intellect.
The challenge for educators is to meet the needs for students who are “average”—not just
the lowest or highest performing students in their school or district. I believe that the average
student needs to be challenged in the same fashion as the highest performing students and
provided with the same amount of support and resources as the lowest performing students. I
considered myself to be high performing, but I was not considered a magnet student because of
my grades and tests scores from 6th and 7th grade or my acceptance into the pre-law magnet
program while at Fort Lauderdale High. I could do well with any magnet curriculum, I was not
given a chance. Educators best serve students who meet eligibility criteria and students who miss
identification by reviewing a multitude of data sources that are not limited to the state-level
assessments or standardized assessments.
The Graduation Test
One of my best friends in high school did not earn his high school diploma because of the
graduation test. I also had two family members who decided that the mathematics section of the
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same graduation test and two or three additional mathematics classes were too much to
accomplish, and subsequently dropped out at high school. At the time in Broward County
Schools and across the state of Florida, sophomores were required to pass the High School
Competency Test (HSCT).39 The test was four sections with mathematics being the challenge for
many students. As I mention, both earlier and later in my explanations of themes, testing was
pervasive throughout Broward schools. High school sophomores needed to pass to meet test
expectations which were a requirement for graduation. If students passed by meeting the
minimum scores for each section, student performance suggested that a student was prepared for
college or ready for the workplace. As a student, I did not see the HSCT as a challenge, I
excelled on standardized tests for years. However, students that have struggled with mathematics
and the other subjects in the earlier grades were now faced with a challenge that I believe should
not have existed or present as a challenge for too many students.
I believe that if the Stanford Achievement Tests administered in earlier grades were a
considering factor for promotion and retention, then student performance should have been
predictable, and any challenges should have been addressed prior to graduation. As an educator,
I taught students that were required to pass the state graduation test in Georgia. I know that a
passing score required students to get approximately 55% of the questions correct on the
different sections based on the curve. As shared in other instances, if educators developed
students’ mathematical abilities and students’ understanding of graduation requirements through
classroom experiences, I believe that students would do better on graduation tests and any other
test they are expected to pass. As of 2013, we no longer offer the GHSGT here in Georgia.
Students are now only expected to take milestone tests at the end of 3rd, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grade.

39

Students who needed to pass the HSCT were given retakes through their senior year of high school.
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Students also take milestone tests for about 10 different high school courses. Unlike the GHSGT,
students are not required to pass these assessments for remediation or promotion. Policies, across
the state, gives school districts the power to make decisions on an individual basis for retention
should students show weaknesses related to their academics. Kevin shared his opinions and
experiences with the graduation test offered in Georgia:
Hotep:

What are your opinions about the graduation test that was phased out a
few years ago?

Kevin:

Man…that test…was too easy. The crazy thing is I had students that
would pass every class and not graduate because of that test. There were
things that they learned in middle school that prevented them from
graduating.

Hotep:

Yeah, I remember. What do you think the problem was?

Kevin:

These kids, or young adults, struggled with basic concepts. I guess you
must consider what they learned or how they earned grades in their
classes. If you passed middle school, Algebra I, and Algebra II, there
should be no reason for you to fail that graduation test. I mean there are
still students at my old high school that can’t get their degree because of
that test.

When seniors earned a transcript full of grades and their four credits of mathematics, but
failed the mathematics section of the graduation test, in any state, questions arise that are not
always focused on the student. I strongly recommend that teachers and administrators evaluate
and reflect on the grades students earned, assignments that students receive credit for, and the
measures that determine student understanding and comprehension of material. Educators with
an informed understanding of data, achievement, and the long-term value of education would not
look to single measures of achievement. Educators with wisdom and vision would evaluate
multiple measures of student understanding and achievement. I rather look at the correlations
between measures of achievement for students. Leadership in Henry County have the same
mindset because the question was raised to my evaluating administrator: “How can you have
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such a high percentage of students enrolled in pre-calculus with such low averages on the SAT
and ACT?” (Personal communication, August 2018). Such a question parallels the conversations
I had with Kevin but warrant a response and serious consideration for educators engaged in the
long-term work associated with raising student achievement measures and development of
positive mathematical identities. Imagine working your way up to your senior year of high
school and being restricted from moving forward or graduating because of your inability to pass
a 40–60 question test. Mathematically, it does not make sense considering that the student was
able to show that he or she was successful with mathematics—enough to be promoted—for 11
years. The impact of such an experience and determination would be devastating. I do regret not
including an individual who experienced this type of devastation in this study.
The SAT
When I made the decision that college was going to be my next step in education, around
my time in 10th grade, I was told that I would need to take another test. I was not worried or
bothered. This test would have a reading and a mathematics section. I knew that I would easily
earn the score that was necessary for a scholarship to Bethune-Cookman University. On the
mathematics section of the SAT, I earned a 740 with no studying and no calculator—my score
positioned me in the 85th percentile. Imagine how well I would have scored if I studied or took
the test more than once. Like I did in elementary and middle school, I ended up falling asleep on
the reading section. As a student, my consistent performance on nationally normed standardized
tests conditioned me to do well on testing. My performance was not coincidental or luck, I put in
time and work in building my ability to do well in mathematics. As mentioned in my earlier
years, practice and consistency with my assignments and other activities created the type of
positive mathematical identity that solidified my confidence with mathematics. I accomplish this
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confidence with classroom experiences based on application of knowledge in context-rich
scenarios that require an understanding of processes and the thinking related to different topics
per course.
As a teacher, I work to build the same level of confidence among my students. I
encourage them to take the SAT or ACT as early as 6th grade. I recommend taking the test once
per year from 6th through 10th grade, twice in 11th grade, and once more in 12th grade. The main
reason I encourage taking the assessments more than once is that students can build on their
mathematical knowledge over time given that mastery of mathematics requires it. When students
commit to building their ability and confidence with mathematics, they develop an understanding
and appreciation of mathematical identity as a commodity that some use as leverage and others
use as a gatekeeper.
Students realize that knowing mathematics enables them to qualify for scholarships and
admissions into colleges. Even if students are not interested in attending college, their
understanding of mathematics benefits them in their performance on the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) as well. Score high enough and you can qualify to join
different branches or choose your career. A challenge is ensuring that students are not
traumatized or tracked into specific outcomes that are irreversible. Kevin, one of my co-workers
from New River Middle School,40 shared that in Jamaica student performance on the exams from
primary school are displayed in a local newspaper distributed across the country:

40

Hotep:

Was the testing culture similar in nature in Jamaica?

Kevin:

Yes, but more formal. In Jamaica, testing portrayed achievement for the
individual student, not the school. Don’t get me wrong, but if you attended
a prestigious school you were expected to perform at a certain level
especially once GAT scores were made public.

The address for New River Middle School was 3100 Riverland Road in Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316.
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Hotep:

What would happen?

Kevin:

Everyone across the country would see how you performed.

Hotep:

Like, they put your name out there with your scores?

Kevin:

Yes. Then, based on your performance, you had to apply to the Secondary
or Technical School you would attend.

Hotep:

Did you know anyone who desired to go to traditional high school, but
didn’t score high enough for admission?

Kevin:

Yeah, my cousin Willie. He missed the cutoff score by like 10 points. He
was disappointed about it, but he made the best of his situation.

I believe that student performance on standardized test earlier than the SAT must have an
impact on their educational experiences before students graduate. I am still uncertain as to the
best solution or suggestion, but I anticipate evaluating the educational practices of other
countries that create pathways for students who are interested in college-ready program or trades
and industry specific pathways. I know that their performance will eventually filter them out of
consideration for specific opportunities after graduation like law school, medical school, and
admission to colleges with acceptance rates that are lower than 10% of the total number of
received applications. The challenge for educators is providing students with experiences that
expose them to these types of filtering practices before their senior year, considering that the
stakes are higher once they walk across the stage. I make this suggestion because students are not
given experiences where performance matters—where pass for fail could be the difference
between getting a license, getting a raise, or getting the score necessary to “move forward” in
life. I am not suggesting that these are “best practices,” but students should not be blindsided by
the effects of population-filtering in the later years of their education.
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Bracketing at Fort Lauderdale High School
As mentioned earlier, my experiences at Fort Lauderdale High were like my experiences
at Sunrise Middle. There were two key differences. I was not a magnet student and I played
varsity football. Being a magnet student at Fort Lauderdale High would have ensured that I took
certain courses with a specific group of students who followed a pre-law curriculum. I know that
if I were a magnet student, I would have been expected to take all honors and advanced
placement courses for mathematics—especially AP Calculus AB. What if I did not play football?
Would they have taken me out of pre-calculus? Now as a mathematics teacher and ex-coach, I
am a champion of academics over athletics. When I discovered the class change my senior year
out of pre-calculus to college prep mathematics, I was furious. But what could I do about it 18
years later? I work to ensure my student-athletes do not neglect their academics and that they
enroll in courses that provide as much rigor as they can handle.
This chapter represents more than just the culmination of my dissertation work. The data
collection and analysis and reflection based on every component of this dissertation study has
been a therapy for me as a mathematics educator, motivation for the remaining years of my
teaching career, and hopefully substance and counsel for mathematics educators who want to
ensure that their students are embracing mathematics as it relates to the courses they are enrolled
in and the challenges that life presents us.

CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, CHALLENGES, AND SUGGESTIONS
Every new class I teach hears a variation of my story about wanting to be a police officer
when I was teaching in Broward County Schools in 2007. I remember being in one of the Circuit
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City stores in Fort Lauderdale, Florida,41 talking with a friend who worked with me at TJ
Maxx.42 While talking, we saw a pair of police officers run out, jump into a car, and speed out of
the parking lot heading north on Federal Highway in pursuit of either a criminal they spotted in
the store or in response to a call they received from their dispatcher about a crime that occurred
somewhere else. From the adrenaline rush and thrill of watching their actions, I planned to be a
police officer at night and a middle school mathematics teacher during the day. Within days, I
applied to become a deputy sheriff with the Broward County Sheriff’s Department. I completed
the physical and psychological requirements with ease. I also remember being expected to take
an employability test. I had no worries or anxiety related to the test because of my mathematical
identity and my experience with doing well on assessments over the years. I knew the
employability test would be the easiest thing to do to qualify for consideration and an interview
with the Sheriff’s Office.
Now, 12 years later, Broward County Sheriff’s Office administers the same battery to
applicants. The one section of the employability test that stood out to me was the mathematics
section of the test. At that time, during my teaching career, I was teaching honors 6th grade
mathematics at New River Middle School. The questions on the test were the same material I
was teaching my 12- to 13-year old students. As a mathematics teacher, I had no worries about
getting all the questions correct, but did I need that job? I did not. Many of the other applicants
may have not needed the job either. It may have been a better paying job, an opportunity to start
a career, or the realization of a goal to become a police officer. To me becoming a police officer
was a pursuit, a second job that satisfied my interest based on a random experience. I worry that
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The address for the Circuit City store was 1700 N Federal Highway in Fort Lauderdale, FL 33305
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The address for TJ Maxx was 3120 N Federal Highway in Fort Lauderdale, FL 33306.
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someone who wanted to be a police officer may have had their dreams, goals, or aspirations
crushed due to an inability to do well on the employability assessment because of a stigma
attached to the mathematics on the assessment (Gottfredson, 2000; Robinson, 2000).
I shared this experience about wanting to be a police officer here for the same reason that
I share it with my students. My strong understanding of mathematics and the level of confidence
associated with mathematics affords me opportunities to pursue credentials and careers without
doubt in the potentiality of my success. In this scenario, and others, my positive mathematical
identity worked to my advantage. The purpose of this study was to share experiences that
resulted in the development of a positive mathematical identity. Why? Mathematics, to me, has
been a type of knowledge that provided and enabled opportunity to pursue advanced degrees,
obtain licenses and certifications, and earn a living both as an educator and as a content creator.
For some, mathematics functions as a gatekeeping mechanism (Stinson, 2004; Martin, Gholson,
& Leonard, 2010; Douglas & Attewell, 2017) or a privileged knowledge that a specific few
possess (Adler, 2005; Johnston, 2008). I argue that any student, with the right mix of instruction,
support, and resources will develop a positive mathematical identity that results in both their
academic success and a life of uninhibited pursuits, endeavors, goals and aspirations.
For the remainder of this chapter, I provide a summary of the study; limitations and
delimitations experienced at various points during the study; an explanation of what Mathenstein
means to me; recommendations for students, parents, teachers, and administrators; and
suggestions for future research on the construction and development of positive mathematical
identities.
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Summary
The goal for my dissertation was to further the scholarship on mathematical identity from
a different perspective. I began with outlining the motivations for my study that were associated
with the outcomes for students across the African Diaspora. I wrestled with the apparent
ideologies and biases associated with the disaggregated data polarizing student populations along
racial lines, socioeconomic status, and geographical location. I reviewed a collection of
scholarship on the teaching and learning of mathematics, mathematical identity, and concepts
that aligned with my interpretation of the necessary considerations related to the development of
mathematical identities. Based on my experience with different student populations, African and
non-African, and my epistemology influenced by Afrocentricity, I approached my study from a
perspective that eschewed the prevalence of race as a significant factor on K–12 students’
experiences of mathematics learning and on students’ construction and development of
mathematical identities.43 In doing so, I engaged in a different argument about the development
of mathematical identity that benefits all students.44 The research questions that guided this study
were:
1. What experiences both inside and outside the mathematics classroom have influenced
my beliefs in my ability to engage and be successful in mathematics?
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Has race influenced the experience of learning mathematics for students? Absolutely. This crime, committed
mostly by educators, is intentional for many and negligent for others. Numerous scholars have written about the
impact of race and racism. I would encourage anyone interested in learning more to review the scholarship produced
by Professor Danny B. Martin at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Consideration of an individual’s mathematical identity is important for educators and researchers seeking to
improve the understanding and achievement for their students. In deciding to be race-neutral in my approach, I
intend for my position to be that every student develops a mathematical identity. Researchers and educators should
not treat mathematical identity as something that is racial or racialized—that only affects students of the African
Diaspora. It is my personal opinion that once theory or practice becomes racialized, it is also dismissed as applicable
to specific populations only.
44
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2. What experiences, practices, or policies determine the utility, value, and significance
of mathematics in the construction and development of my mathematical identity?
The emphasis of this study was not to identify the topics, strategies, or resources that are
needed to teach mathematics, but to identify and understand more about what affects the staying
power of mathematics. In other words, what influenced the development of my mathematical
identity and the mathematical identity of my participants? In answering both research questions,
I provide researchers and educators with a different perspective on the challenge to increase
achievement and success with mathematics for every student. The initial work required that I
identify scholarship about identity, identity development, and mathematical identity. My
interpretation of mathematical identity is influenced by: (a) the four faces of mathematical
identity (Anderson, 2007), (b) macro- and micro-identity (Wood, 2013), (c) normative and
personal identity (Cobb et al., 2009) (d) disciplinary and conceptual agency (Pickering, 1995),
(e) leading activity and leading identity (Black et al., 2010), and (f) robust and fragile
mathematical identity (McGee, 2015). Once I determined that mathematical identity would be
the focus of this dissertation study, Afrocentricity is a theoretical framework that enabled me to
center my argument on the benefit of students across the African Diaspora while advocating for
positive change for all—the humanizing aspect of Afrocentricity and nommoic argumentation
(Asante, 1987, 1993; Gray, 2001). As an Afrocentric study, I worked to create scholarship that
contributed to the success and benefit of all students. In telling the story, our story, and mystory,
I also pursued the goals of Ujamaa (Ibhawoh & Dibua, 2003), The Way of Heru (Gray, 2001),
and nommoic argumentation (Gray, 2001). Was I successful? Success would depend on the
effect of this dissertation. How are teachers and researchers affected by reading the literature and
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my interpretation of data? What are my next steps? How will I further the scholarship associated
with both mathematical identity and Afrocentricity?
Based on factors associated with both convenience and conviction, analytic
autoethnography was my methodological weapon of choice (Asante, 1987). Using analytic
autoethnography, I revisited memories and experiences that were pivotal in the development of
my positive mathematical identity in elementary, middle, and high school. I find it important to
mention that I have few memories of learning or doing mathematics as outlined in standards for
teachers to teach, as items in a lesson plan that administrators review, or displayed in the
textbooks as examples or problem sets. In collected data from my personal experiences or the
shared experiences with my participants, experiences with mathematics had the greatest impact.
By reliving epiphanies that I wrestled with while creating content for my courses and my
peers, discussing instructional strategies with my peers and administrators, and when discussing
topics with students or parents, I provided myself with a limitless amount of data that warrants
further inquiry and reflection. Prior to interviewing participants or reviewing documents, my
personal memory work served as the foundation for the first stages of data collection and
analysis for this project. During the process of reflecting with self and conducting interviews
with my participants, themes associated with elementary school, middle school, high school,
college, and my teaching career were identified as both integral and characteristic of my
mathematical identity. The major themes discussed here, however, were reduced to elementary,
middle, and high school experiences, given that these themes were essential to the construction
of my positive mathematical identity and might be of most interest to students or mathematics
educators. The other themes and stages of my life connected with my mathematical identity,
specifically, mathematical experiences in college and as an educator, were tabled for future
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consideration in later projects. These stages, I concluded, were not directly connected with my
mathematical identity per se; the foundations of my positive mathematical identity had been laid
in my earlier schooling experiences.
Participants for this dissertation study were selected because of their roles in my past as a student
and teacher of mathematics. Two of my participants attended school with me, three of my
participants taught high school mathematics with me in Henry County, and two of my
participants were past students of mine. As appropriate, I provided insights and perspectives
from the participants about sub-themes associated with my experiences in elementary school,
middle school, and high school. The sub-themes that were identified and the focus of further
inquiry were: (a) school culture, (b) student connections and teacher engagement, (c) support at
home and in the community, (d) socialization over education, (e) career fairs and guidance, (f)
promotion and retention, (g) I am just as smart as magnet students, (h) the graduation test, and (i)
the SAT. In the next section, I provide a few recommendations for students, educators, and
researchers interested in mathematical identity.
Limitations and Delimitations
The interpretation of any creation or work of art falls victim to the intentions, creativity,
and craft of the artist. Although I am not using watercolor, acrylic, or any other medium to create
a painting, I hope I have created an academic artwork for my readers to review, reflect, and find
inspiration for future work. In this section, I express the limitations and delimitations associated
with this dissertation study with hopes of providing clarity as it relates to the research process
and practices that were within my control or not. The limitations and delimitations are provided
with the intent to communicate the possible transferability of my findings for this dissertation
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study and the conformity to expectations associated with analytic autoethnography as the
methodology and Afrocentricity as my theoretical framework.
As the researcher, I had no control over who was available to participate in this
dissertation study. Many of the adults at my elementary, middle, and high school were
unreachable or deceased. An unimaginable amount of wisdom and information died with them.
Conducting a similar study within a short period of time may have resulted in a higher likelihood
that participants were available to contact and to participate. A second limitation associated with
the amount of time that has passed between the lived experiences and this dissertation study is
the potential for memory loss or a lack of relevance to the phenomena being studied. In my case,
reflection about phenomena from my experiences as a student has always existed. A challenge
with reflection is realizing that everyone may or may not choose specific outcomes as it relates to
actions that were the result of choice versus fate. A third limitation relates to the time constraints
of this dissertation study. If I had more time to collect data, more participants could have been
contacted and included in the data collection.
As the researcher for this dissertation study, I had a direct and significant effect on the
direction of the collection and analysis of data. This delimitation was a result of my decision to
use analytic autoethnography as a methodology. Depending on the methodology, similar studies
may still have researcher influence but not to the same scope and level of influence as the
different forms of autoethnography. A second delimitation relates to the literature that was
included or excluded in my review of literature. Mathematical identity is a growing and
promising topic in mathematics education literature. I aimed to include scholarship that enabled
an interpretation of mathematical identity that was free from racial influence and dependent on
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the intentional work attached to teacher pedagogies and student abilities.45 Additional
scholarship allowed me to share concepts that supported my interpretation of mathematical
identity. A third delimitation is associated with the participants for this dissertation study. I chose
to include people who shared experiences with me during my time as a student and teacher.
Their interpretations of events were expected to challenge or corroborate my memories and
experiences. A consideration for similar research is to consider the interpretations of events that
are similar in nature and context to those identified as epiphanies for further study by
autoethnographers. As shared earlier, I regret not including individuals who developed a negative
mathematical identity or who had traumatic experiences with mathematics during their years as a
K–12 student. A fourth delimitation is based on my decision to include elementary, middle, and
high school as scenes for my autoethnography. College and my career as an educator involved a
variety of experiences where my mathematical identity influenced my experience, but those
experiences involved a already developed mathematical identity.
Recommendations
Every student creates a mathematical identity. How the individual’s mathematical
identity is constructed depends on a myriad of factors, influences, and experiences. I argue that
the development of an individual’s mathematical identity rests mostly with their experiences in
elementary, middle, and high school—not the curriculum per se. Over time, as age and
matriculation from one grade to another impact experiences for students, a student’s
mathematical identity can change. I can best describe it as the micro-identities influencing the
macro-identity (Wood, 2013). My mathematical identity resulted in a form of stubbornness that I
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In the United States (and across the globe), it is virtually impossible to remove the influence, effect, and stain of
race, racism, and prejudice from the educational experiences and academic outcomes of students across the African
Diaspora.
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sometimes project on my students and those I tutor. I am never rude or arrogant. I try to
communicate to my students and their parents that confidence is a necessary quality that benefits
students in mathematics and every aspect of their personal or professional lives. One example of
my stubbornness occurred when I was challenged by an assistant superintendent in Henry
County about my students’ passing rates on end-of-course tests and the expectation that I adopt
recommendations made by district personnel in my Algebra I courses. When pressured to
implement district expectations, I dissented and depended on my professional knowledge and
past successes as a teacher and instructional math coach, my positive mathematical identity, and
the potential of my students to outperform expectations. I embraced this experience because of
the success I experienced a few years earlier as the instructional math coach at Stockbridge High.
My students were bested by the honors and gifted middle school classes that took Algebra I, a
high school course, as 8th graders. Nevertheless, my students were the third best performing high
school in Henry County, Georgia for two consecutive years. I have witnessed instances where
people exhibited a weaker or more fragile mathematical identity who fold under pressure from
superiors or district/state-level expectations that resulted in raised anxiety levels, self-doubt, and
an increase in expectations or responsibilities. I provide the recommendations below for any
educator or stakeholder driven to positively influence the mathematics educational experiences
for students whether their mathematical identity is robust and positive or in need of support.
Recommendation 1: Create positive cultures for learning that marry community needs
and growth with contexts and experiences that benefit all students and their families.
I owe everything about my educational experience as a student and a future professor to
the teachers, staff, administration, and my peers at Walker Elementary. I must also thank my
mother and other individuals who contributed to my academic experiences as a preteen. As
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stated earlier, without the foundation, the confidence, and the support, I doubt I would have been
able to withstand the barrage of affronts that students of the African Diaspora experience in
classrooms, schools, and their communities. Students need positive cultures for learning in every
school they attend. At the elementary level, schools best serve their students by working on
confidence, ensuring that programs and organizations in the community are working in tandem
with the school and district initiatives, and recruiting faculty that are connected to the children
and the community. For students who may have had struggles in elementary school, educators
need to work at identifying methods and experiences that can motivate struggling students
toward improvement and growth. Exposure was missing for me as a middle school student. The
kids from my side of town did not have access to computers as much as the kids near Sunrise
Middle School. Educators must ensure that all students have access to technologies and
resources. If students only have access at school, then their ability to practice and solidify their
understanding of the hardware, software, or content will be limited to what is accomplished
while at school. For me and my peers that attended the Boys & Girls Club, we overcame the
challenges associated with finances in relation to access with computers. What about everyone
else? I remember being in high school when my mother bought a desktop—it cost about $2,500.
Everyone could not afford that at the time. At the high school level, students are unsure about
their futures even when they admit to having a plan. Some have done the “school thing” well,
from pre-kindergarten to 8th grade, while others may have barely made it to high school. In every
case, continue the efforts to build confidence, address issues related to equity with resources and
technologies, and ensure that students have an exit plan about what happens after high school.
I have taught students who graduated from high school at 15, 16, 17, and up to 21. In
every case, students valued the support and guidance with the next steps in life. At every level,
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schools must include the community. Find partnerships with tutoring services, after school
daycares, non-profit organizations, local businesses and entrepreneurs, and other entities that are
willing to invest in the students. Be intentional about the opportunities and experiences of all
students. If 50% of the student population is of African descent, expect 50% of the population in
every program, activity or initiative to be of African descent—and vice versa. Never allow for
discrepancies to exist regarding student engagement, participation, or parental involvement. As
introduced earlier, the assistant superintendent46 who attended one of our Algebra I course
meetings said, “teachers must be willing to go out into the community, knock on doors, and
shake hands if parents are not coming to the school. I did it.” (personal communication,
November 2018).
Recommendation 2: Establish relationships with local businesses, social organizations
and groups, civic organizations, and community leaders to ensure that students establish
immediate and long-term relationships with these entities.
Walker Elementary School is located four-tenths of a mile from the Nan Knox Boys &
Girls Club47 and three-tenths of a mile from L. A. Lee YMCA Family Center.48 I am unable to
comment on if their locations were chosen by specific individuals for specific reasons or if
placed strategically by their leadership teams. I can say that I appreciate their presence and effect
on young people over the years. If schools or districts do not have partnerships that support
academic initiatives, work to establish these relationships. Students need opportunities to engage
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The one first mentioned on page 97.
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The Nan Knox Boys & Girls Club is located at 832 NW 2nd Street in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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The L. A. Lee YMCA Family Center is located at 408 NW 14 th Terrace in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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with the work they begin in school, exposure to technologies and professionals who can inspire
and encourage them to “reach for the stars,” and a safe space to be in while parents are at work
or where they can fellowship with their peers. As mentioned earlier, we did not have computers
at Walker Elementary. If I did not attend the Boys & Girls Club, I would not have had the
opportunity to play Number Munchers. If I didn’t play Number Munchers, I may not have
become a mathematics teacher.49 If I did not attend the Boys & Girls Club, I would not have
developed an early understanding of how to count money when buying or selling items at the
concession stand, playing board games like Monopoly with Mrs. Henrietta C. Smith in the arts
and crafts room, or using geometric principles when playing billiards with my peers. My
attendance at the Boys & Girls Club contributed to the development of my mathematical
identity. Educators and parents find the club in the area surrounding your school. If one or a
similar entity does not exist, create one.
Recommendation 3: Students benefit from experiences like attending career fairs,
exhibitions or similar events when they see individuals in careers associated with
mathematics.
Budget opportunities to get students out of the building and away from their
community.50 The school and the surrounding community may be an awesome place, but I have
noticed that students—even those in the suburbs and financially stable homes—have limited
experiences where they may have never travelled outside of the city limits, across state lines, or

I consider it important to share that because I was not in the marching band at Walker Elementary, my first
experience with a male authoritative figure, teacher, mentor, or coach from the African Diaspora was at the Boys &
Girls Club.
49
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Schools and districts need to budget opportunities for teachers to travel too. Sometimes this exposure enables
teachers to see how strategies and initiatives are successful with similar populations of students.
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out of the country. Students may also be limited in their understanding of specific careers or
industries. Put them in front of professionals, equipment, and settings that they engage with and
aspire to pursue. How do different professionals use mathematics, mathematical thinking, or
their confidence with mathematics? How did their mathematical identity work in their favor or
against their pursuits in life? Most importantly, ensure that student see diversity in both the
phenotype of individuals and variety in the setting or environment. Career Fairs are an amazing
way to expose many students to a variety of careers and fields.51 It is my suggestion that there is
a balanced mix of careers that require a 2-year degree, 4-year degree, an advanced degree, and
on-the-job-training. Students also need to be exposed to careers that provide a living wage and
careers where people make substantial money. As mentioned earlier, if I was told that I could run
an investment firm or hedge fund and make a few thousand dollars a year, what do you think I
would be doing right now?52
Why Do I Refer to Myself as Mathenstein?
I’m a monster when it comes to mathematics. I do not have horns, I do not breathe fire,
and I do not scare kids. I do have dark skin though and a wide smile. To some, I may be an
anomaly, a proud member of the African Diaspora, that knows mathematics well enough to teach
any subject to anyone.53 To a reasonable bunch, I am a monster just like they are. Yes, I
struggled with inequality signs in 2nd grade, graphing linear inequalities in 6th grade, and
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Dr. Lois Atkinson hosted several school-wide career fairs at Stockbridge High School while partnering with the
Hank Steward Foundation—a local non-profit. Students at every grade level could attend sessions hosted by dozens
of participants from the community. In my opinion, the event was a huge success both years I was in attendance.
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I did start an insurance and financial services company––Pyramid Capital Advisors, LLC. I waited to push the
business and products available for customers until after I completed this dissertation. I am excited about the
potential to use my love of numbers to help others earn higher returns on investments while earning some additional
income. In my conversations with students, I do suggest finance, economics, and accounting as potential majors.
53

My next step is to accumulate the 18 graduate hours so that I can teach college-level mathematics too.
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questioned why I did not know how to use logarithms to solve exponential equations during a
professional development session with Larry, but my challenges with mathematics were shortlived. Through it all, I maintained my positive opinion about mathematics and my ability to learn
and master it. I am certain that my physical appearance was not as frightening as the monster that
Dr. Frankenstein created. Like the monster who was created from different body parts from
different bodies, I am a collection of different mathematical experiences and mathematical
identities. My teachers, from Ms. Pie-Kiss54 to my professors at Georgia State University, each
had personal and sometimes private interpretations of mathematics that were parlayed to me
through assignments, explanations, responses to questions, and feedback. I cannot remember any
who were impartial to me, restrictive or limiting in their delivery or openness, or lacking in their
understanding of course content. I learned as much as possible by being a “good student.” I
project the same enthusiasm and demeanor to my students whom I hope will take my place in the
future.
I plan to show the world my face. While working my way up to this point, I had the
opportunity to travel to conferences, present my work, engage in discussions, and share mystory.
While doing so, I was observant. Most scholars in mathematics education do not look like me. If
I am a monster, they look normal; however, they are monsters just like me. They too are the
combination of experiences and conditioning, the product of practice and feedback, an animated
pile of mathematical dispositions and mathematical identities. I will ensure that more monsters,
more Mathensteins of underrepresented populations, join me.

54

I am not sure about the proper spelling of my kindergarten teacher. I used words that represented the
pronunciation of her name.
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Suggestions for Future Research
When preparing to apply for graduate school, I remember driving down to take the GRE.
I was in college at Bethune-Cookman University and drove down to Fort Lauderdale, Florida to
take the assessment on a Saturday morning. I got to the testing facility less than 30 minutes
before I was expected to begin. I was not bothered by the timing of my arrival or the content on
the assessment, I was a decent writer and about average with the English language. Most
importantly, I knew I could get a near perfect score on the mathematics section. I can remember
a slight panic when taking the GRE because I realized I did not have a calculator once they sat
me down at the computer I was assigned for the administration. My anxiety was quickly calmed
when I challenged myself to do well on the assessment using a paper and pencil. On the math
section of the test, when my time was up, I remember not responding to 3 questions, but I still
earned a score in the 95th percentile. I also achieved the minimum score to gain admission to the
master’s degree program at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University. I shared this story
because it highlights the power that a strong, positive mathematical identity projects on the
experiences, pursuits, and outcomes for individuals. Below, I provide three suggestions for future
research that can benefit the work of educators and be of immediate and long-term value to
students who deal with the effects and impact of their mathematical identity for decades.
My first suggestion for educators is to consider the impact of mathematics instruction and
assessments on the life of students. With mathematics being one of the most challenging subjects
for K–12 students, further study on mathematical identity could present immense promise for
every student population. My recommendation is to study construction of mathematical identity
for students in the elementary grades which activities and experiences influence the development
of positive and negative mathematical identities. At the middle school level, I recommend that
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researchers study the impact of curriculum and experiences on the established mathematical
identities of students. I would recommend researchers seek to identify which experiences
influence the development of mathematical identities. For studies at the high school level, I
would encourage researchers to evaluate the influence of mathematical identities on course
enrollment; the engagement of students in civic, social, and extracurricular activities; and the
outcomes that students pursue after high school graduation. Find out the stories of people who
have been successful with their pursuits involving mathematics and the stories of those who were
prohibited from moving forward because of mathematics. In learning about both scenarios, we
can better inform practice and policy to increase the number of success stories and decrease the
number of failures.
My second suggestion encourages a change in legislation as related to student
performance, student achievement, and student growth on high-stakes and standardized
assessments. I have had my share of experiences with standardized assessments during my years
as a student and my fair share of experiences with high-stakes assessments as a teacher. In every
instance, meeting expectations or goals is never guaranteed, but conversations among school and
district level leaders is changing due to the focus on student growth (Betebenner, 2009). I
strongly suggest that researchers evaluate alternative ways of evaluating teacher, school, and
district effectiveness put more weight or significance on the growth that students display as it
relates to standards or content-related expectations. Achievement is dependent on factors that are
sometimes beyond the control of teachers and schools during the school year, but measures like
the student growth percentiles have the potential for changing the conversation about student
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learning and what goes on in schools (Betebenner, 2009, 2011).55 An added measure associated
with this recommendation is ensuring that students and their parents are provided with
opportunities to interpret the data and results. Studying the short- and long-term interpretation of
these changes among the interpretations of students and parents would be a benefit to
mathematics educators and researchers. Students should not be blind-sided by the effects of
testing performance in adulthood. I am not suggesting that we be insensitive and create high
levels of anxiety or stress related to testing; however, students need to know how liberating,
restricting, and problematic the current enterprise of accountability and assessments.
The third suggestion is related to curriculum design as it relates to mathematics courses
offered in middle and high school. I have learned how to use calculus, physics, and geometry
within mathematical contexts, but the experience for students in mathematics classes often
neglects the application of mathematics in real-world and applied contexts. Future research needs
to consider a redesign or reconceptualization of mathematics as an applied engagement for
students. Every activity, lesson, and assessment should be relevant to phenomena in the popular
and marginalized cultures. Students need to see that they are learning concepts that have a place
and significance, in some context, beyond the presence as black or colored text on a page in a
book. I strongly suggest that future research consider the influence of different curricular
offerings other than Algebra, Geometry, and Calculus that embed the traditional concepts found
throughout middle and high school mathematics courses into experiences or scenarios that
require students to apply their learning of mathematics. I plan to write an Algebra based
curriculum where every topic is related to phenomena in different fields, careers, and cultural
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Policy and legislation designed to focus on student growth percentiles is not a solution, but student growth has
immense promise in changing the narrative and educational landscape when compared to topics like the
achievement gap, student achievement, and state-level or standardized testing.
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representations. The complexity of Algebraic concepts in this curriculum will remain in tack
while increasing the quality of application and engagement for students. I hope that this work
promotes healthy discussion and change among the educators and individuals who craft policy
and legislation related to mathematics curriculum for schools, districts, and states.
Conclusion
Since the beginning of this dissertation study, I traveled back and forth across time to
discover how I developed my positive mathematical identity. As penned through themes
associated with my earliest of educational experiences in elementary school through my time as
an educator responsible for classes of 38 students at the most, revisiting my past was not a lonely
endeavor. I connected with individuals from my past that shared many of my experiences related
to the construction and development of my mathematical identity. Some shared many of my
experiences as an educator. The experience and my interpretation of mathematical identity has
changed my pedagogy forever. My participants, whom were educators, have expressed a change
in their belief about teaching mathematics and an increased amount of reflection as it relates to
their influence on student dispositions. My former students each suggested an ability to engage
with mathematics successfully—a positive mathematical identity.
I provided a variety of concepts that contributed to my interpretation of mathematical
identity. My intent was to establish an interpretation that applied to everyone. Race and
socioeconomic status played a significant role on the construction and development of my
mathematical identity, but both factors have varying levels of influence on the mathematical
identities of students across the African Diaspora. What makes a student successful with
mathematics? What makes a student develop a positive mathematical identity? There are no easy
answers to both questions; however, I believe that both answers depend on the recommendations
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I provided earlier in this chapter. Teachers and other educators must consider the following
questions when planning the day-to-day schedule, the semester schedule, the school year, and the
mission or goals for the school or district:
▪

What are we expecting students to learn?

▪

What are the student’s motivations for choosing this school (or course) over another?

▪

Is the student able to make a connection between what they are learning and what will
benefit them in life or career?

▪

What is the student’s disposition toward mathematics? What impacts their interpretation
of mathematics?

▪

How are students conditioned to function in the learning environment while doing
mathematics?

▪

How is the school or district supporting students as they navigate the expectations of the
course, the teacher, their peers, and life? How is the school or district supporting students
as they navigate the expectations of the course, the teacher, their peers, and life?
In closing, during the construction and development of my mathematical identity, the

mathematics was immaterial to me. Whether it was called traditional, integrated, or a hybrid
mathematics, I and millions of other students learned it. For my participants and me,
mathematical identity was a function of the learning process, the experience, the connection, and
the exposure were just as important as the problems, scenarios, and assessments. I am not
bothered by much, but I do not like to hear, “I hate mathematics” from anyone. I also regret not
being able to teach everyone in the world. I know that when individuals have bad experiences
with teachers, schools, and environments where learning (mathematics) is not an enjoyable
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experience, they develop negative mathematical identities.56 As with any subject, learning
mathematics is an important endeavor in education. Not having a positive mathematical identity
or understanding of mathematics can work against an individual’s self-concept and future
pursuits.

56

Converting a negative mathematical identity into a positive mathematical identity is not a simple task.
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Appendix A: Key Literature Associated with Mathematical Identity

Author and Year

Summary

Significance
Anderson’s article is significant to my interest in
mathematical identity. His statements about
nature having no effect on a student’s
mathematical ability are the driving force behind
my research study.

R. Anderson, 2007

Anderson presents a framework of four faces or
components that represent a student’s
mathematical identity. The four faces are
engagement, imagination, alignment, and nature.

Berry, 2008

Berry collected data from participants who were
middle school aged boys participating in a pre–
college program in the southeast. Berry employed
critical race theory as a theoretical framework and
counter–storytelling as a methodology.

Berry’s article represents the type of study I plan
to conduct. Berry’s analysis of the data
suggested five key factors associated with the
success of African American students: early
experiences, recognition of ability, support,
positive mathematics identities, and positive
alternative identities.

Bishop, 2012

Bishop collected data by observing the
conversations between two students in the 7th
grade. Bishop used discourse analysis to identify
how mathematical identity influenced the
experiences of students in immediate contexts.

Bishop’s study is one of the first to identify the
effects of mathematical identity at the micro–
level (Wood, 2013). I appreciated Bishop’s
analysis and interpretation about the short– and
long–term impact of mathematical identity for
students.

Black et al., 2010

Black et al. collected by interviewing 40 students
in a college–level setting with the intention on
identifying the factors associated with identity
development. Black et al. present leading identity
as the guiding framework for leading activities.

Black et al. analyzed the data associated with
student interpretations of mathematics. Leading
identity is a component to identity development
that enables educators to understand the
motivations for students.
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Boaler & Greeno, 2000

Boaler and Green interviewed high school
students enrolled in AP Calculus. The participants
shared their opinions about mathematics after the
influence of normative identity on their core
identity that resulted in a dislike for mathematics.

Boaler and Green’s study provides data
regarding the expectations and experiences in
mathematics classrooms that determine student
beliefs and outlook regarding mathematics.

Abreu, 1995

Abreu interviewed children in Brazil who were
members of a sugar cane farming community.
Participants were expected to comment on their
interpretation of the value of mathematics in as a
member of the community.

Abreu’s work provides insight into the
interpretations of children across different, rural,
and agricultural community. The interpretation
of the data revealed that participants assigns
social and cultural value to mathematics.

Frank et al., 2008

The authors sought to identify he impact on social
positions and gender on the academic choices
students made when selecting high school
courses.

The authors concluded that the social experience
for students influences the classes they enroll in.
The experiences for girls have a strong effect on
their academic choices.

Horn, 2008

Horn sought to identify how mathematical
identities are maintained. Participants for the
study attended high schools in California. The
study employed observations, interviews, and
teacher surveys.

Horn concluded that a rigorous curriculum with
support and positive experiences result in
students created strong and positive
mathematical identities.

Hrabowski, Maton &
Greif, 1998

The authors shared insight from data collected by
interviewing participants of the Meyerhoff
Scholars Program in Baltimore. The purpose for
the book is to provide a reference for supporting
the achievement of African American males.

The authors identified five factors associated
with the academic achievement of participants
from a program referenced in the book. Students
need child–focused love, discipline, open and
consistent communication, positive identities,
and access to appreciate resources in the
community.
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Langer–Osuna, 2011

Martin, 2000

Langer-Osuna studied two students in a projectbased algebra classroom to identify how
experience, identity, and social factors impact
identity development.
Martin provides insight into experiences and
factors associated with the successes (and
failures) of African American students by
interviewing junior high school students and
educational stakeholders.

Langer-Osuna concluded that analyzing the
interaction between identity and engagement
allows educators to understand when and why
inequities exist.
Martin’s work provides insight for educator
driven to ensure the achievement of African
American students. Martin provided the
foundation for my understanding of
mathematical identity.

Martin, 2006

Martin interviewed African American parents
about their experiences, opinions, and outlook for
learning mathematics.

Martin’s analysis and conclusion about the
impact of race and other social factors
acknowledges a reality for individuals that are
members of marginalized groups.

Martin, 2009a

Martin provided a commentary written to
challenge the discourses that suggest an
intellectual inferiority for African American
students.

Martin suggested that when educators
acknowledge a racial achievement gap, they
acknowledge racialized dispositions and
stereotypes toward students of color.

Martin, 2009b

Martin provides an analysis on the effect of race,
racism, and racialized dispositions toward student
populations. Martin’s goals are to change teacher
dispositions and policy related to the achievement
of African American students (and other students
of color).

Martin suggested that policy and practices for
students of color must remove the influence of
race and racism—racial achievement gap.
Martin also suggests that policy and initiatives
must acknowledge and appreciate the cultural
differences and value for academics for students
of color.

Nasir, 2002

Nasir studied the relationship between goals and
identities for African American students in
American schools.

Nasir concluded that the goals for students and
the activities that they engage in change as their
identities change—leading identity (Black et al.,
2010).
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Sfard & Prusak, 2005

Yamakawa, Forman &
Ansell, 2009

The authors provide a literature review and
analysis of research conducted in and out of
school settings using a sociopolitical lens for
analysis.

The level of learning or success for students is
highly influenced by power, agency, and
identity.

The authors wrote about the role of positioning as
a key factor in the construction and development
of mathematical identity for third grade students.

The authors concluded that social factors related
to the experience in the mathematics classroom
and the goals of students and teachers are
significant factors associated with identity
development.
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Appendix B: Informed Consent Form
Georgia State University
College of Education and Human Development
Department of Middle and Secondary Education
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
Title: Creating Mathenstein: Exploring the Construction and Development of Mathematical
Identity for K–12 Students
Purpose
You are invited to join in a research study. The reason for this study is to explore the
construction and development of mathematical identity for students in elementary, middle, and
high school.
Procedures
If you choose to join, you will be asked to interview two times when you are available. The
interviews will take place over a couple of months. Each interview will last between 60 and 90
minutes. All interviews will be conducted in a safe, comfortable, and public setting. The
interviews will consist of questions about your previous experiences as a student, teacher or
administrator. All interviews will be recorded.
Risks
In this study, you will not face any risks other than you would be in a normal day.
Benefits
If you choose to join, there will not be a direct benefit to you.
Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal
Joining in this study is voluntary. You can skip any questions that you do not want to answer.
You may drop out of the study at any time.
Confidentiality
We will keep your information private. Only Dr. David Stinson and Mr. Akhenaten Hotep Amun
will see your information. Your information may also be shared with those who make sure the
study is done correctly (GSU Institutional Review Board, the Office for Human Research
Protection (OHRP)). We will use a fake name and not your real name on all study records,
forms, and published material. The information you provide will be kept on Mr. Petty’s
password protected computer. Your name and information that might point to you will not
appear when we present this study. You will not be identified personally. Audio recordings will
be destroyed after they are transcribed. The typed transcript will be destroyed 10 years from the
date of each interview.
Contact Persons
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If you have any questions during the research study, you may contact Mr. Petty at 678-902-1008
or akhenatenhotepamun@gmail.com or Dr. Stinson at 404-413-8409 or dstinson@gsu.edu. You
can also call if you think you have been harmed by the study. Contact Ms. Susan Vogtner in the
Georgia State University Office of Research at 404-413-3513 or svogtner1@gsu.edu if you want
to talk to someone who is not part of the study team. You can talk about questions, concerns or
get information about the study. You can also contact Ms. Vogtner with questions about your
rights in this study.
Copy of Consent Form to Subject
We will give you a copy of this form to keep. If you are willing to volunteer for this study and be
audio recorded, please sign below.

Participant Name

Participant Signature

Date

Principal Investigator (PI)

PI Signature

Date

Student Principal Investigator (SPI)

SPI Signature

Date
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Appendix C: Interview Questions
Georgia State University
College of Education and Human Development
Department of Middle and Secondary Education
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Questions for My Peers & Former Students
1. What are memories that you have about learning mathematics in elementary, middle or high
school?
2. What experiences have influenced your opinion or disposition towards mathematics
(mathematics that you learn in school)?
3. How were the mathematics classes that you were enrolled in determined in elementary,
middle, and high school?
4. What opinions or dispositions towards mathematics were communicated by your peers,
teachers, and administrators?
5. What were (or are) your opinions about your understanding and ability to do well with the
mathematics that you learned while a student in school?
6. Did you notice a change in your opinions or disposition towards mathematics from your time
in elementary through high school?
7. Is there anything that you feel may be related to your experience with mathematics in
elementary, middle or high school that you would like to add?
8. Did you have any experience outside of school that may have influenced your opinion or
disposition towards mathematics?
Questions for My Co-Workers, Former Teachers, and Administrators
1. What memories do you have about your experiences with students, co-workers or
administrators when teaching mathematics?
2. What memories do you have about teaching mathematics to students who struggled or were
successful with mathematics?
3. What memories do you have about your experience with co-workers or administrators when
working to identity students who needed support or when working to increase student
achievement?
4. What did you plan to teach your students about mathematics?
5. Did you teach middle or high school? If yes, how were students identified as potential
enrollees in your classes? If no, move on to the next question.
6. How were students expected to show that they understood or mastered the concepts that they
learned in your class?
7. What opinions or dispositions towards mathematics were communicated by your peers,
teachers, and administrators?
8. How did your co-workers and administrators describe their opinions about students and their
ability to do well with mathematics?
9. Did you notice a change in your opinions or disposition towards mathematics from your time
in elementary through high school?
10. What policies and initiatives have influenced how you taught mathematics?
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11. What policies and initiatives have influenced what students were expected to learn
mathematics?
12. Is there anything that you feel may be related to your experience as an educator that you
would like to add?
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Appendix D: Participant Recruitment Letter
PARTICIPANT RECRUITMENT LETTER
Georgia State University
College Education
Middle and Secondary Education Department
Akhenaten H. Amun
Doctor of Philosophy Student
Current Date, 2017
Mr. Past Student
Home Address
City, State Zip
Hello Former (Peer, Student, Teacher or Administrator):
I hope this letter finds you well and in good spirits. I am approaching the end of my doctoral
studies; I am now at the research stage of my Ph. D. program. I have learned a lot over the past 6
years about myself, educational pedagogy and theory, sociology, and philosophy. I am preparing
to conduct research on the construction and development of mathematical identity.
I am contacting you to see if you would be willing to participate in my research study. I need 12
participants: a) eight of the participants would be fellow students, teachers, and administrators
from my time as a K–12 student and b) four of the participants would be students that I taught or
co-workers from my time as a mathematics teacher.
Due to my opinions about my experience as a student and teacher, I believe that your story about
your time as a study or career as an educator is valuable information for my research study and
needs to be shared with the education community.
Title
CREATING MATHENSTEIN: EXPLORING THE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
OF MATHEMATICAL IDENTITY FOR K–12 STUDENTS
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research study is to explore the construction and development of my
mathematical identity. This study will examine the perception, experience, and interpretation of
experiences for students, teachers, and administrators who shared experiences with me during
my time as a student and as a teacher. A guiding question for the research study is: What
practices, policy, and experiences (if any) influence the construction and development of
mathematical identity of students?
Research Questions
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What experiences both inside and outside the mathematics classroom have influenced my beliefs
in my ability to engage and be successful in mathematics?
What experiences, practices, or policies determine the utility, value, and significance of
mathematics in the construction and development of my mathematical identity?
My Dissertation Committee Members
The websites for the members of my dissertation committee illustrate that I have a diverse group
of scholars who will be assisting me throughout the research process:
Dr. David W. Stinson, Professor | Middle and Secondary Education | Committee Chair
http://education.gsu.edu/profile/david-stinson/
Dr. Joyce E. King, Professor, Professor | Educational Policy Studies
http://education.gsu.edu/profile/joyce-e-king/
Dr. Janice Fournillier, Associate Professor | Educational Policy Studies
http://education.gsu.edu/profile/janice-fournillier/
Dr. Christine D. Thomas, Professor | Middle and Secondary Education
http://education.gsu.edu/profile/christine-d-thomas/
Details Regarding Your Participation
Your involvement in the research study process would involve participating in two audiorecorded semi-structured interviews conducted by me (both in 2017). I will travel to you or the
interviews can be conducted over the telephone.
All information collected will be confidential. Georgia State University has a very rigorous
process of approving research (which I have received from GSU’s Institutional Review Board),
ensuring that research with human subjects maintains the highest ethical standards. All proper
names including participant, school, county, state, etc. used in the research study would be
pseudonyms to keep your identity anonymous.
I understand that you may be extremely busy. I will make the time and effort required by you
during the research study to be minimal, but I will be honest in saying that participation in a
qualitative research project does require time and effort on the part of the research participant.
The time estimation for participation in this research study is four hours and thirty minutes over a
two to four-month period. The research study does include two face-to-face interviews that can
be conducted on the GSU campus, coffee shops, public libraries, and other public places.
There will be no financial gain from participating in this research study. You will not be
reimbursed or provided with financial reward for joining this research study. If you have any
questions about participating or not in the research study, please e-mail and/or call to discuss the
possibility or your concerns with me. And please, if you choose not to or cannot participate in
the research study, I do understand. You are under no obligation to participate in this research
study. If you want to join the research study, you can use the enclosed return addressed envelope
or contact me via e-mail or telephone.
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My number and e-mail addresses are below—contact me anytime.
Sincerely,

Akhenaten Hotep Amun
678-902-1008 c
gpetty1@student.gsu.edu
akhenatenhotepamun@gmail.com
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Appendix E: IRB Approval Letter
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Appendix F: Autobiographical Timeline
November 1981

Earth Day.

August 1987

Beginning of K at Walker Elementary School

August 1988

Beginning of 1th grade year at Walker Elementary School.

August 1989

Beginning of 2th grade year at Walker Elementary School.

August 1990

Beginning of 3th grade year at Walker Elementary School.

August 1991

Beginning of 4th grade year at Walker Elementary School.

August 1992

Beginning of t5h grade year at Walker Elementary School.

August 1993

Beginning of 6th grade year at Sunrise Middle School.

August 1994

Beginning of 7th grade year at Sunrise Middle School.

August 1995

Beginning of 8th grade year at Sunrise Middle School.

August 1996

Beginning of my 9th grade year at Durres High School.

August 1997

Beginning of my 10th grade year at Durres High School.

August 1998

Beginning of my 11th grade year at Durres High School.

August 1999

Beginning of my 12th grade year at Durres High School.

June 2000

Graduation from Durres High School.

May 2004

Graduation from College

June 2004

Began graduate school for a degree in Educational Leadership.

June 2006

Graduated with a Master’s degree.

July 2007

Started Teaching in Broward County – Middle School Math

July 2008

Started Teaching in Henry County, Georgia

July 2010

Started PhD Program at Georgia State
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Appendix G: Notes from My Prospectus Defense
1. What is your journey?
2. What produced you as you were?
3. Auto – That is ethnography
4. How did I prepare me to teach mathematics?
5. It’s about you but not only about you because it is about them as well
6. Sponsored mobility – A teacher “picks you out”. The teacher saves “one”.
7. A legacy of being picked teachers to produce what we produce
8. Are you a mathematician or mathematics teacher?
9. Why mathematics?
10. Why teach mathematics?
11. Look at your family dynamic – what unseen family member were you carrying on or
whose work were you continuing?
12. Cultural DNA – Find the story; People before you.
13. Fasche Monet – My Mothers Math
14. African ethics – I am because you are.
15. What will be your bridge?
16. Identification rather than identity?
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Appendix H: Middle School Standardized Test Scores

Middle School Standardized Test Performance
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Appendix I: High School Courses and Grades
High School Courses and Grades
Algebra I Fall Semester

B

Algebra I Spring Semester

B

Geometry Honors Fall Semester

C

Geometry Honors Spring Semester

B

Algebra II Honors Fall Semester

B

Algebra II Honors Spring Semester

C

College Prep Mathematics Fall Semester

A

Integrated Mathematics Spring Semester

B

Accounting Applications

A

High School GPA (Math-Related Courses)

3.0
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Appendix J: Steps for Analysis
I.
II.

Initial Coding/Codes
Sketching – Data Driven

III.

Don’t neglect themes not associated with research questions

IV.

Broader/Major Themes

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Discard smaller for now, dissertation study
Thematic Mapping
Version 1
Thematic Mapping

IX.

Version 2

X.

Version 3

